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PREFACE 
" 

In all ages of which we have any authentic knowl 
among all races, there have existed Philosophers, Tove 
or Students of the Occult, who have in divers forms, and many 
languages, repeatedly averred that the Universe—both visible 
and invisible—exemplified varied expressions of a single prin- 
ciple—Visration. During the last two centuries we have 
abandoned the theoretical and hypothetical science of the 
Ancients, and have gradually built up a coherent fabric by 
logical deductions from actual study of the facts and phenomena 
of the objective world. Up to a few decades ago, the various 
truths postulated by science had not fully conformed to a con- 
dition of “harmonious correlated Unity,” which theoretically 
should be the case according to Herbert Spencer. The Chemical 
Elements were apparently distinct, unalterable, and bore no 
mathematical relation to each other. Seventy or more varieties 
of solid indivisible atoms formed the basis of the material uni- 
verse, and behind these was a hypothetical “Ether” of abso- 
lutely unknown nature. Matter was called “dead,” or “living,” 
according to the reflected phenomena, and an apparently bound- 
less gulf existed between the two. Science was becoming more 

and more complex when the advance guards of a new era 
appeared, headed by Clerk Maxwell with his ‘‘Electro-magnetie 

Theory of Light,” and Mendelejeff with his “Periodic Law of 
the Elements,” and rapidly followed by Crookes, Tesla, Curie, 

Becquerel, Hertz and J. J. Thompson, whose labors and re- 
searches have focused in the greatest discovery of any age— 
Tue Evecrron Turory. Although recent and revolutionary, 
this hypothesis has met with instant and eager acceptance on 

the part of the leading scientists throughout the world. In the 
bright light which it throws on the phenomena of the universe, 
much that was dark and undefined has become lucid and coher- 

¥. 



ent, All sciences have become united by invisible links, and 
we have for the first time in the history of the world a complete, 
harmonious system of natural philosophy, by which all facts 

i may be co-related and traced to a 
: owning postulate of this wonderful 
identical with the most ancient theory of the 

universe which history records. In other words, science in- 
forms us that all natural phenomena result from VisraTion in 
a medium of a primitive nature, which appears to be nothing 
more nor less than Electricity. All forms of Force, from the 
attraction of the Sun for the Earth to the vital phenomena of 
the Human Organism, are fundamentally Electrical Vibrations. 
The “High-frequency Currents” are Electrical Vibrations 

artificially produced, which bear a certain relation to the cur- 
rents which traverse the nerves in the maintenance of life 
in the human body. Being Vibrations, rather than flowing 
streams of Electrical particles, the High-frequency Currents 
penetrate glass as readily as a sound wave would traverse a 
plate of metal, and pass through the human organism without 
producing the slightest sensation. 
The discovery and application of High-frequency Currents 

has resulted mainly from the work of two American Scientists, 
Tesla and Elihu Thomson. Tesla first recognized the won- derful therapeutic possibilities of High-frequency Currents and prophesied that they would ultimately supersede the older Systems based upon the therapeutic use of Drugs; clinical results recorded during the past five years go far to confirm the accuracy of Tesla’s prophecy. 

Although a Sreater part of the literature of High-frequency ‘Therapeutics ascribes the development of these currents for the treatment of disease to @ Arsonval and OQudin, it is a fact of Tecord that the subject was developed independently by the Present writer on di. inctly different lines. Whereas d’Arson- val’s work was solely with Low Potential Currents, while Oudin’s High-potential effects were of Mono-polar character and there- fore limited to the treatment of local conditions—the writer from the very first employed the Bipolar High-potential Cur- rents of Tesla, and it is due to this fact that the System of Tech- 

of nature, how 
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nic developed by him for the therapeutic application of 
Tesla Currents possesses so much wider a field of usefulness 
and produces so many more distinct physiological effects than 
the methods developed by Oudin and d’Arsonval. For the past 
decade the writer has been continuously engaged in a clinical 
and laboratory study of the various types of High-frequency 
Currents; hundreds of cases have been treated, and many im- 
portant facts recorded, which are given to the profession for 
the first time in the present volume. 

At the request of a number of his colleagues the present 
writer has not only gone into minute details in connection with 
the physical laws and methods of using the various apparatus 
herein described, but has compiled a concise Elementary Text- 
book containing the Essentials of the entire subject of Electro- 
therapeutics. This little book, which is a pocket-edition, 
should be carefully studied as a preliminary introduction to the 
present volume. 

In conclusion, the writer desires to acknowledge his indebt- 
edness for the help which he has obtained from the works of 
Freund, Belot, Guilleminot and Chisholm Williams. He also 
extends his hearty thanks for the collaboration and valuable 
assistance accorded him by Dr. H. G. Pifjard, Professor Elihu 
Thomson, Dr. J. P. Sutherland and Professor Northrop. Valu- 
able clinical information has been received from a number of 
physicians, for which due acknowledgment will be made in 
the Treatise on the Therapeutic results of High-frequency 
Treatment, which the writer purposes to compile during the 
next two years, as a more or less necessary sequel or comple- 
ment to the present volume. 
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HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS 

CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL AND INTRODUCTORY 

Tue gradual waning and ultimate extinction of the vital 
spark at the close of a long and healthy life must be regarded 
as a phenomenon quite as natural as that of birth, but we must 
admit that at the present day a great majority of the deaths are 
abnormal and premature, resulting from the adverse influences 
of disease and unhygienie environment. That the race will 

ultimately reach a stage of advancement in which physical 
health will be the rule and death by disease a rare event, we 

have reason to hope and believe from the results of hygienic 
education and public sanitation which have been introduced 
during the past few decades and which have already greatly 

increased the average length of life. The study of pathology 

and bacteriology has resulted in Antitoxic methods for the pre- 

vention of many formidable diseases. Surgery has become a 

science through the same means, while the advent of Antitoxic 

serum marks the first strictly scientific use of a chemical sub- 

stance as a curative agent. Almost all the drugs of the Materia 

Medica have been used in a more or less empirical manner. 

The study of the fundamental processes of cell action and vital 

chemistry has resulted in a more rational selection and prepa- 

ration of food and has evolved the modern science of Dietetics. 

Finally, after exhausting all the resources of complex indirect 

methods of treatment, the medical profession have begun to 
study the therapeutie action of the fundamental forces of nature. 

Prior to the last decade, physical therapeutic agents com- 
prising the X-Ray, Ultra Violet Ray, Light and Sound Waves, 
Mechanical Vibration, Scientifie Nerve Massage and the various 

1 
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icity were used in a desultory and unseientifie 
manner, being absolutely ignored by a large majority of the 
srofession. It was the advent of the Roentgen Ray which 

: the entering wedge for the introduction of physical 
methods into therapeutics by bringing the physician into touch 
and familiarizing him with apparatus for the generation of 
electricity of much higher potential than formerly used in élec- 
tro-therapeuties. A physician using a Statie machine for X-Ray 
purposes would naturally desire to know the technic whereby 
the various currents obtainable from his apparatus could be 
applied to therapeutics. 5: nilarly at the present time, the pure 
chaser of a Rukmkorff Coil for radiography naturally inyesti- 
gates the methods of d’Arsonval and Oudin, of which he can 
avail himself at a small expense by the addition of a “Resona- 
tor” to his coil. The modern High-frequency apparatus of the 
Tesla-Thomson type, as employed by the present writer, has 
been an important factor in the development of physical thera- 
peuties, although designed originally for radiographic use. 

Prior to Roentgen’s discovery, the use of electricity: as a thera- 
peutie agent, was confined to the employment of Faradism 
and Galvanism by a very small percentage of the profession, 
the currents being as a rule seldom used except as adjuvants 
to some older and more conventional method of treatment. A 
few enthusiastic specialists, however, carried on investigations in 
electro-physiology and pathology and laid the foundation of our 
modern scientific use of electricity for the treatment of disease. 

‘The Induction Coil, invented by Faraday in 1831, was greatly 
improved as a therapeutic agent by Dubois-Reymond, Triplier, 
and Aposioli. The convenience of the Faradie battery, its 
portability, and the wonder and mystery that surrounded it 
in the of illiterate persons, led to its adoption by many 
Guacks and irregular practitioners, whose extravagant and “nwarranted claims resulted in the ostracism of electro-thera- 
beuties by many of the more conservative members of the 
“profession, 

pe eres (in 1790) of the response of a frog sme 
aa ee bates, supplemented by Volla’s dev 

le” (in 1800), gave us the Galvanic 

forms of el 

formed 
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which has been scientifically developed into a valuable thera- 
peutic agent by Remak, Rockwell, Apostoli, and others, 

Its principal value lies in its power to dissolve cicatricial and — 
redundant tissues and to drive remedial agents directly into the 
body. The Static Machine, which was originally employed for 
therapeutic purposes by Benjamin Franklin, had reached a very 
perfect stage of development when Roentgen's discovery was 

given to the world. In 1881 Dr. Wm. James Morton of New 

York published a report describing a new substitute for the 

Faradic Current, derived from the Static Machine by the use 
of Leyden Jars, in series with the patient. This “Static Induced 

Current,” although in reality not of an oscillatory nature, was 

the prototype of our modern High-frequency Currents, and is 

of interest inasmuch as it marks the first use of condenser dis- 

arges in the treatment of disease. The discharge of the Leyden 
Jar or Condenser (invented in 1775 by Projessor Musschen- 
broek) was studied in 1842 by Projessor Henry of this country, 

who demonstrated its oscillatory nature. In 1847 Von Helm- 

holtz made a similar statement, which was definitely proven by 
the experiments of Doctor Feddersen of Denmark in 1850 by the 
use of the rotating mirror. The spark from the Jar was in this 

manner shown to consist of a series of oscillations, whose period 

was estimated at not less than one one-millionth of a second. 

In 1886, Professor Heinrich Hertz published his epoch-making 

discovery of Electrical Waves, which was supplemented by the 

work of Sir Oliver Lodge in 1887. Heriz’s “Resonator” con- 

sisted of two polished metal spheres on the outer end of two 

metal rods, which terminated in small brass balls separated by 

a gap of fifteen millimete The rods were connected with 

the terminals of an induction coil, and the sparks between the 

small spheres were found to set up radiating Hlectrical Waves 
capable of inducing sparks across a minute break in a brass wire 

circle suspended near the coil. The size of the circle and wire 

had to be very carefully determined, as the waves caused no 

sparks unless the cirele was “tuned” to respond to a vibration 
of the same frequency as that of the waves. This apparatus 
forms the basis of modern Wireless Telegraphy as well as our 
apparatus for the production of High-frequency Currents. 
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The peculiar physiological properties of alternating currents 6 

High-frequency were noticed some years prior to the diseovery | 
kable physical peculiarities, In experimenting 

with t Spotteswoode Coil, Ward, in 1879, found that when a 
frequency of 8,000 interruptions per second was attained, acei- 

dental shocks were much less severe than with a lower rate of 

interruption. Rowland, some years later found that High- 
frequeney Currents obtained from the Leyden Jar discharge 
could be passed through the body with little discomfort. While 

Joubert, in 1889, found that a nerve-muscle preparation from 

a frog’s leg did not respond to a rapid oscillatory current. The 
development of High-frequency Currents from a physical stand- 
point has resulted mainly from the independent investigations 
of two American scientists—Proj. Elihu Thomson and Nicola 
Tesla. In a lecture before the Royal Society of Engineers in 
1891, Tesla demonstrated his wonderful discoveries in High- 
frequency Currents by a s of brilliant experiments. This 

of their rem: 

lecture has been published in book form and was for many years 
the only obtainable work on this subject. At the World’s Fair 
in 1893, Proj. Elihu Thomson exhibited his giant High-frequency 
Coil which produced a flaming are of over six feet in length. 
Up to within a few years this was by far, the largest induction 
coil in the world. Despite its tremendous power, the current 
from this coil could be passed through the body with but little 
discomfort. The therapeutic development of High-frequency 
Currents generated in accordance with the methods of Tesla and Thomson has been almost exclusively the work of the Present writer and was begun in 1895. In 1893, Professor @' Arsonval of Paris published a report of his experiments with 
High-frequency currents obtained from the apparatus of Hertz and Sir Oliver Lod He had been engaged for some years in studying the physiological effects of Sinusoidal Currents of high 
and low frequencies, and had noticed that the phenomenon of muscular excitation decreased progressiv ly as the frequency Was increased. His experiments are reviewed in. detail in a Succeeding chapter. He first used the apparatus of Herle, 1891, obtaining a current of considerable strength and a fre- ueney so high that their passage through the body was attended 
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with no sensation whatever. The apparatus which he em- 'd is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The Leyden Jars (A-A’) are connected to the terminals of a powerful Static Machine or Rukmkorff Coil; their outer coatings (B-B’) are con- neeted to the ends of a coil of heavy copper wire (C-’), ‘The sumber of turns in this coil depend upon the size and capacity of the Leyden , in other words, the inductance of the coil must be attuned to the capacity of the Jars or Condensers. (See chapter on Phy: This produces electrical resonance he- tween the Jars and the Coil, so that when a spark passes between \ and A’, several hundreds of thousands of electrical oscillations 

—Arranges en Jars for Producing Alternating Currents of 
(D'Arsonval-Hertz.) 

s through the coil. By connecting a wire to the termi- 
nals (C-C’) of the eoil (which is called the “Solenoid of d’Arson- 
val”), these oscillations can be conducted to an external cireuit. 
When the latter is formed of two persons (D-D/) holding be- 
tween them an incandescent bulb, L, the High-frequeney Cu 
rents formed by succeeding groups of electrical oscillations, will 
light the lamp to its full candle power. D’Arsonval states that 
he has been able to pass through his body currents of more than 
three amperes. Proj. Elihu Thomson has passed through his 
body without injury a current four or five times this amount. 
If the frequency of the above currents had been-fifty, or a hun- 

of from five hundred thousand, to a million per 

's would have been instantly produced. The 
which have been advanced to account for the apparent 
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snimal body to powerful Currents of Highs 
1 sed in the chapter on physiology, 

nunity of the 

eney will be fully diseu: on ph 

fen Pebaetved that painless Currents of High-Frequeney 

id be induced in the human body without actual electrical 

fs contact. In place of 
the Small Solenoid, 
he substituted a large 

piral of heavy wire 
wound upon a cylin- 
drical wooden frame- 
work, forming a cage 
in which the patient 
stood or reclined. 
(See Fig. 2.) This 
apparatus is used in 
Therapeutics under 
the name of the 
“ Auto-conduction 
Cage of .d’Arsonval.” 
Another method de- 
vised by d’Arsonval 
for the application of 
these currents is 
known as “ Auto-con- 
densation.” ‘The pa- 
tient is connected to 
one end of the Small 
Solenoid by a metal 
hand electrode, the 

aS Fee TARE css other end of the sol- 
aUpaenre ee action Cage; enoid being attached 

Phin Steedt vgs to a large sheet of recline", Placed upon the couch upon which the patient 1 ee aie cushion covered with heavy sheet rubber is = a sa series a Plate and the patient, and may be Seager ape insulating glass of a Leyden Jar, fivay iby the or vs ings of which are represented respec- Plate and the body of the patient. (Gee 
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D’Arsonval Auto-Condensation Couch, (Williams,) 

The currents obtained from the various forms of 
a’ Arsonval Solenoid, while of High-Frequency and large amper- 

_ are of relatively low voltage, and their Therapeutic effects 
neral rather than local. The wonderfully brilliant Elee- 

trostatie effects obtained by Tesla with his alternating currents 
of High-Frequency and High Potential led d’Arsonval and his 
colleagues to study them therapeutically. Tesla’s original High- 
frequency apparatus being too large sive, a miniature 
form of his outfit was employed, which was made by Ducretet 

16. 4—Miniature Tesla Apparatus. (E. Dueretet,) 
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of Paris (See Fig. 4). A current from the Ruhmkorff Coil ? 

connected by the wires (i-i) to the inner and outer coatings 
of a Leyden Jar; in a discharging circuit, consisting of q 

series with 

Frequency Apparatus, Showing as of Current 
b, Induction Coil. c, Vibrator or Interrupter. d, Spark-gap. Condensers for Leyden Jars. ' 7, D’Arsonval “Solenoid.” 9, Oudin “Resonator.” hi, “Vacuum Electrode. 

the oscillations from the condense induced in a fine wire sec- ondary coil (F), a High-frequency Current. of High Potential, which discharged in the form of a f laming are between the insu- lated terminals at (E). The two coils are concentric and are immersed in a bath of oil for insulation. Another type of appa- ratus used in d’Arsonval’s original experiments indicated diagrammatically in Fig. 5. A Tesla Coil can be used with this outfit consisting of a reel wound with very fine wire contained in a glass tube filled with oil; (See 6). By, 

slipping this tube inside the small s ‘olenoid, the latter is made i fet as the primary coil of a High-tension Transformer, the secondary or Tesla Coil being enclosed in a glass tube. A more practical form of this device is known as ‘‘d’Arsonnallé 
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High-tension Coil,” (See Fig. 7), which is in reality a High- 
requency ‘ansformer of the 7 sla-Thomson typ sed for insulating purposes instead of oil. At the pr se devices are seldom used among Eur 

air being 
ent time 

1 Spe ists, their 
being gener: 

d from what is known as “Qudin’s Resonator” ; 

High-potential, High-frequency Currents 

(Williams.) 

‘This device consists of a large fiber cylinder or tube, Age a 
maber df caste er " ma spiral upon umber of turns of fine insulated wire wound on a peal - 

ts outer surface. The lower end of this wi = iat eke 
the Small Solenoid of d’Arsonval. As a rule the fore te 
borated in the resonator and consists of fifteen or twe " 
of course eopper wire see epee 

f the solenoid being co is in Fig. 9, the upper end of the sol peearhete 
eciis ‘oil See Fig. 8). Is ne the lower end of the Resonator Coil. (St : he 6) cult 

ry that a certain inductive relation exist betwe 
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and Resonator Coils; 

This tuning is usually 

turns of the Solenoid by means of a movable contact. (Fig. 
To the upper end of the Resonator Coil is attached a wing which is connected to an insulated metallic electrode, which jg 7 

used for applying the “Ep 
fluve,” or High-frequeney 
Brush Discharge to the body 
of the patient. This discharge 
is essentially of a monopolar 
character and is therefore 
limited to the treatment of 
local conditions. To obtain 
an actual High-frequency, 
High-potential Current for 
general as well as local ef- 
fects, it is necessary to employ 
a generator of the Tesla- 
Thomson type.. In Europe, 
however, these effects are 
usually obtained from a Bi- 
polar Resonator, two forms of 
which are shown diagrammat- 
ically in Figs. 10 and 1. 
Resonators and Solenoids re- 
quire a large Rukmkorff Coil 
for their successful operation, 
The current from Statice Ma- 
chines was regarded as of too 
small amperage for high- frequeney purposes. In 1900, however, Dr. H. G. Piffard of New York devised a small apparatus of the Tesla type for obtaining High-frequeney effects from a Statie Machine. Al- though the current obtained from this apparatus was of small quantity, its potential and frequency were very high, making i especially suitable for the treatment of discases of the skin. This is known as the “Hyperstatic Transformer,” and is quite generally employed in series with the Static Machine in this — 

they must be attuned, or in 

Fie. 8—Diagram of Solenoid and Resonator. (Freund.) 

b 



Fig. 10.—-Bipolar Resonator of Fic. 11.—Rochefort’s Bipolar 
il, O'Farri Resonator. (Guilleminot,) 
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i Piffard also demonstrated the possiay 
© efficient d’Arsonval Currents from Powerful 

bility of obtaining the modern Aineriean type) aii 
aaa reents for the generaoliiiens Coan 

Se aaa ot High-frequency. Cumentetok (i aa an The study oat to therapeutics, was undertaken by the 

Se {eo | Duras enemy years of his work, w 
belie ed himself to be the pioneer in this particular field of inyes- 

ization, and when he finally learned of the work of @’ Arsonval, tigation, a a 

country. (See Fig. 12 

Static 

Fra. 12.—Piffard’s “Hyperstatic Transformer.” 
he had inde 
for the clini 
mined the rel 
different frequencies, and h: sary, through the court Was undoubtedly the first 

‘pendently developed a complete system of technic | application of Electrical Oscillations; had deter- 
‘tive value and peculiarity of action of currents of 

ad founded at the Boston Dispen- 
of Dr. Frederick Coggeshall, what 
High-frequeney Clinic” in America. Despite the crudity of his home-made apparatus, the writer Satisfactorily demonstrated the undoubted therapeutic value of High-frequency Currents in a great variety of diseased condi- 

Grau, TEh of the work being done at te above-mentioned linie. : 
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A magazine article by Tesla, published in 1893, gave the writer his first idea of the nature and therapeutic possibilities of High-frequency Currents. Tesla reported his observations of the stimulating and vitalizing action of these Currents in the eases of several of his assistants, and upon his own organism, Although disclaiming any belief in the therapeutic value of the older forms of electricity then in use (Faradism, Galvanism, cte.), he professed himself as fully convinced of the important part that his High-frequeney Currents of High Potential were destined to play in the Healing Art of the future. These facts were not considered at the time, as of more than passing interest, but were brought baek to the writer’s memory a few years later in a lecture on the X-Ray at the Massachusetts Tnstitute of Technology, in which the methods for the generation of High- ‘requeney Currents were explained, and demonstrated by a 

small coil of the Thomson type excited by the discharge of 
a battery of Leyden Jars charged by a Ruhmkorff Coil. There 

at this time practically no literature on the subject, except 
a report of Tesla’s lecture before the Royal Society of Electrical 
Engineers, in 1891. 

Through the courtesy of Dr. J. B. Sutherland, at that time 
Professor of Anatomy at Boston University School of Medicine, 
the writer was given the use of his private laboratory for the 
purpose of carrying out investigations concerning Roentgen’s 
newly discovered “ ys His first work was done with a 

all three-inch spark coil, laboriously wound by hand, and a 
small Crookes tube obtained from Queen & Co. A few weeks’ 
experience demonstrated the inadequacy of this apparatus for 
X-Ray work, and the construction of an eight-inch coil was 
under way when the above lecture wa: given at the Institute of Technology. ‘This was the real beginning of the writer's inves- tigations of High-frequency Currents, and his first. “Tesla Coil” 
was completed simultaneously with his eight-inch Ruhmkorfj. 
When primary batteries were used as a source of energy he found that the X-Rays from the latter coil were superior to those 
obtained from “the Tesla” and the latter was temporarily dis- 
carded for X-Ray work. 

About this time the writer made the acquaintance of Mr. 
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T. B. Kinraide and witnessed at his laboratory in Jamaica 

“gemonstration of X-Rays of such power as to render the a demonstratic i ) 

hones of the trunk as clearly visible as those of the hand. With 
ut doubt, Mr. Kinraide was the first investigator to produce 
rays of such high power, but his methods were so expensive and 
complicated as to greatly restrict the field of their application, 
A tremendous amperage was obtained from a large bank of 

storage cells, the current being interrupted by a heavy Platinum 
Break of Mr. Kinraide’s invention. A Ruhmkorff coil, rated at 
about eight inches, was thus operated, the secondary terminals 
being connected with a condenser immersed in kerosene. ‘This 
in turn was provided with a discharge circuit, consisting of a 
Tesla-Thomson Coil (immersed in oil), in series with a spark- 
gap. From the secondary of the High-frequency Coil, Mr. 
Kinraide derived the currents which he employed to excite his 
Crookes tube. Some months later he invented his well-known 
“ Kinraide Coil,” which superseded his original apparatus. At 
the suggestion of Mr. Kinraide the writer modified his own outfit, 
and adapted it for use on the 104 volt, 60 cycle, alternating, 
Electric Light Current, obtaining results far beyond his expec- 
tations. The only unsatisfactory feature of this apparatus was the spark-gap, which consisted of two electric light earbons 
mounted on an insulated support, and separated by a short air space. An air blast spark-gap, as suggested by Prof. Elihu 
Thomson increased the steadiness and efficiency of the dis- charge, but greatly complicated the apparatus. At this period, the Knott Apparatus Company, of Boston, brought out their “Knott High-frequency and X-Ray Apparatus,” which was provided with a simple rotary spark-gap, consi ting of a large metal disk, revolving in front of a brass ball. This device, we believe, was the invention of Mr. B. Cate of the Knott Company. ‘The writer’s rotary gap, employed in the “Hercules” Coil, is an improved and perfected form of Mr. Cate's device. The Knott Coil, which is described in an ensuing chapter, was the first American High-frequency apparatus placed on the market, and for years was the only suecessful coil of this kind in use for X-Ray work. With the addition of the Knott spark-gap, the writer's apparatus proved very satisfactory, and was subse- 
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quently employed by him almost daily in X-Ray and therapeuti work, The marked relief of pain experienced by several rheus 
matic patients after undergoing examinations by the X-Ray, evived in the mind of the writer the statements of Tesla, regard- 
ng the the rapeutic value of High-frequency Currents, and led 

to € xperiments which proved that it was the electricity, and not 
he X-Ray, which allayed the pain, thus demonstrating the cor- 
ctness of Tesla’s theory. 
From that time to the present, the writer has studied to per- 

fect apparatus for the efficient production of Therapeutic High- 
requency Currents, the generation of X-Rays being regarded as 

of secondary importance. From the first, the writer adminis- 
tered the treatment by connecting the patient to the terminal 
of his Tesla Coil by means of a metal hand-electrode, the opposite 
pole being connected with the various devices for causing the 
discharge to play upon the affected area of the patient's body. 
\ few accidents, in which the electrode was carried too near the 
body (causing a painful spark), led to the employment of a tube 
of glass between the patient and the active electrode. It was 
but a step to substitute for the glass-covered metal electrode, a 
Geissler Vacuum Tube, in which the current passes through the 

body via the glass walls of the tube and the rarefied gas which 
it contains. This led to the invention of the Vacuwm Electrode, 
a device now universally employed, but which was first devised 
by the writer in 1897. 

In 1898 the writer devised his well-known “Air Gap Con- 

denser Terminals,” shown in Fig. 13, which illustrates the first 
form of the writer’s High-frequency Apparatus that was intro- 

duced to the Medical Profession. By the use of these termi- 

nals, in connection with the writer’s Bipolar, High-frequency, 
High-potential Apparatus, a number of entirely new and dis- 
tinct effects were obtained. In this way, the therapeutic action 
of Faradie, Pulsatory and Sinusoidal Currents of Low Frequency 

was added to the general and local effects of the High-frequency 
Tesla Currents. Ultimately a number of distinct methods, or 

“Modalities,” were evolved, and in 1903, at the request of a 
number of physicians who were using the writer's apparatus, 
he published his results in the form of a small treatise entitled 
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“A System of Technique for the Therapeutic Use of Hig 

frequency Currents.” A chart giving a graphie outline of each 
of the methods deseribed, was incorporated in the above treatise, 

ig. 14.) About this time the writer designed his Portable 

aratus and his large “Grand Model”” High-frequeney Appa- 
ratus, styled by its manufacturers the “Hercules Coil.’ During 

he past i : elaborate form of this apparatus 
has been placed on the market, being known as the “ Ajax Coil,” 
‘This apparatus has met with the approval of a large number of 

Fic, 13.—The Author's Air-gap Condenser Terminals. 
physicians, and is in general use in various parts of the country. The writer’s latest apparatus is known as the “Hercules Uni- 
versal,” inasmuch as it combines in a single apparatus, the 
devices of Tesla, d’ Arsonval and Oudin, and is provided with a large Ruhmkorff Coil for heav: X-Ray work. When the X-Ray was first employed therapeutically, in the treatment of cutaneous diseases, the writer made a comparative 
study of the Static Machine, Rukmkorff Coil, and his own Tesla Apparatus, and found that the X-Rays obtained from the latter Possessed many advantages therapeutically over those generated from the other machines. Since that time he has devised a Humber of types of Vacuum Electrodes for combined treatment 
by the Tesla High-frequency Currents and X-Rays, as well as With Ultra Violet Rays, and other types of radiant energy. A eomplete description of the nature and use of these devices, as 



well as the details of a number of types of 
machines of different design and manufacture. be 
the ensuing chapters. : 



CHAPTER II 

ELECTRONS AND VIBRATION 

sur conceptions of the external world are derived throug ALL 
* ons conveyed by the nerves corresponding to our fig 

senses. : 2 
which impinge upon the nerve ends. Difference in sensaf 
results from the varying rate of the vibrations and from 

travel. For ex: 
excited waves transmitted through the air or some solid or liq 
substance; at about 40,000 vibrations per second sound wayes 
become inaudible, as our auditory ke 
of notes. 

We explain all natural phenomena by means of two fundas 
mental conceptions called Matter and Force. Matter, we dejine 
as that which occupies space or takes up room. Force or Energy is that which produces a change in the jorm, nature or position of matter. We assume that all forms of matter are composed of — collections of extremely fine particles called Molecules. A moles 7 cule is the smallest portion of matter that can exist alone. Under ordinary conditions: these molecules, or infinitesimal particles of matter do not touch each other, but are separated by rela- tively great spaces. This is due to the fact that molecules Possess the inherent property of mutual repulsion, that is, each molecule tends to drive all other molecules as far away from — itself as possible, The mutual repulsion of molecules is, how- eve ,’ more or less neutralized by the atéraction which each mole=l le possesses for other molecules in its vicinity. 4 ticles of matter 

: 
through definite motion which caus other apart, 
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may be divided into Mechanical or Molar force he produces changes in masses of matter; and Molecular force, which acts on the molecules of a mass. Heat is a form of molee- ular foree which, when applied to a body, causes its molecules to swing through gradually increasing orbits, increasing the distance between each molecule and its immediate neighbors, This eauses the mass of matter to enlarge, and consequently we that a body “expands” when heated. When molecules are atively close together, their mutual attraction very strong, and the mass of matter would appear to us as being very hard and firm, Such a mass is called a solid body. Suppose a solid 

body were to be heated: the distance between the molecules 
would increase and their mutual attraction would gradually 
diminish; after a time a point is reached where this mutual 
attraction and repulsion just balance each other, and as a result, 
we have a form of matter in which the particles are so loosely 
held together that the slightest force is sufficient to break them 
apart. Matter in this condition is called a liquid. Application 
of heat to a liquid causes a still further increase in the distances 
between these molecules with a corresponding decrease in mutual 
attraetion, At a certain point the mutual attraction is less than 
the repulsion and we have then a form of matter called a gas, 
in which the particles tend to div rge indefinitely; consequently 
the volume of a gas is limited only by the size of the vessel in 
which it is contained. The above-mentioned property of gases 
is of great importance, as it has made possible the discovery of 
the minute entities of which, not only molecules, but their com- 
Ponent atoms are constructed. These particles may be regarded 
4s units of foree as well as units of matter. From the latter 
standpoint they are called Corpuscles; from the former, Electrons. 

The electron is, therefore, the structural unit of all phenomena. 
It is a minute charge of Negative Electricity, self-centered and 
integral. There is no good reason for supposing that an abso- 
lute, solid, material body underlies and supports this negative 
charge. Tn a free state, electrons repel each other, yet they are 
‘“pable of forming alliances, uniting into groups consisting of 
from 800 to 200,000, each electron of which swings or vibrate 
through a definite orbit so that a miniature solar 
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1. the electrons representing the planets, and being held eb den hee by the attraction of a hypothetical central sun. Sa ar ecful, mafnta syste conse Erte te aaa 

Fae eae elonenls, (he sane ee given are icumining jts physical and Ghetiea! pioeereel ana Sone Gant. thas tte iy lroges ean ca ae S00 electrons and has an atomic weight of 1. Uranium tha 
“ er 200,000 and an atomic weight of 230. Between these 
extremes lie the seventy odd groups of electrons which constitute 
the chemical elements. ; 

In each atom the mutually repellent electrons are held in a 
state of harmonious orbital motion by a centralizing atmosphere 
of Positive Electricity in which they are apparenth: spended 
at equilibrium. In the solar system the planets are similarly 
held by the sphere of solar attraction. Imagine this sphere of 
attraction to still exist after the removal of the sun and we have 
a crude idea of the nature of the Positive Electricity which holds 
the Electrons together in the atom. A imple yet very instrue- tive experiment will demonstrate the universal law of harmoni- 
ous association, whereby the electrons are formed into atoms. Several dozen fine steel needles are magnetized from a powerful electro-magnet, so that all the points have a like positive polarity, Each needle is thrust verti ‘ally through a small disk of cork and placed in a large, shallow basin of water. The needles are held in an upright position by their floats and the mutual repulsion between the magnetism of the points above the water and that of the “eyes” beneath the water causes the needles to form a cirele around the inside rim of the dish. Now, slowly lower over the center of the dish the negative pole of a bar magnet and when the lines of foree radiating from it strike the periphery of the dish, the needles will s lowly move toward a common center, stopping when the attraction of the overshadowing magnet just balances the mutual repulsion of the polarized floate. In this way, by employing a greater or less number of needles, a variety of beautiful geometrical figures will be formed. The exact number of needles required to produce a certain figure can be determined only by experiment. 

With some of these figures the addition of a needle will cause 



a dissolution of the regular arrangement, while the withdrawal - 
of one will weaken but not destroy the integrity. Other figures 
respond in an exaetly opposite manner. 

Now, these symmetrical groups are analogous to the atoms of 
the chemical elements, the experiment showing that’ stable 

ements of the floats reeur at regular mathematical inter- 
vals, just as the atomic weights of the elements indicate the 
existence of a Periodic Law governing their formation. This 
Periodic Law was formulated by Mendelejeff some twenty years 
ago and laid the foundation of modern chemistry. Arranging 
the elements in an ascending seale, we have some seventy differ- 
ent forms of substance beginning with Hydrogen, with an atomic 
weight of 1, and ending with Uranium with an atomic weight of 

The Uranium atom contains about 200,000 electrons and 
is the heaviest and most complex atom known to science. So 
ponderous is it, indeed, that sooner or later it breaks down 
spontaneously, forming an atom of Radium (which is le: 
heavy and less stable than Uranium) and one or more simple 
atoms of the light gas helium. Uranium evidently marks the 
limit of electronie combination. 
“Uranium, Thorium and Radium mark the end, not the 

beginning of a course of development. They signalize, we can 

dimly see, the point where the evolutionary design, so far pur- 

sued with suecess, ceases to be practicable. As the outcome of 

its execution we have the whole series of the chemical elements 

variously constructed of a primal stuff. And that primal stuff 

consisted, we are driven to believe, in a crowd of ‘electrons,’ 

almost infinite in number, incoherent in arrangement, bound- 

lessly diffusive in space.” How were these “electrons” com- 
bined together to form an atom? It was not possible without 
the application of some foree. It involved the doing of work. 
Electrons are, no doubt, adapted for agglomeration, yet they 

will not agglomerate unless under compulsion. Just so much 

energy as a substance gives out in going to pieces was assuredly 
expended in putting it together. “A gram of radium, according 
to Projessor Rutherjord’s indisputable statement, contains & 

store of power sufficient to raise 500 tons a mile high. An 

engine of 1,000 horse power would be kept working for three 
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r to produce this small quantity of the heaviest of known hours Whence did this power come? How and why was it metals. 2” Here we are met by the directed in this particular channel 

eret of creative agency nenetrable secret of crea’ ieee 

The Ketch (Fig. 15) is intended to give a graphic representa- 
ion of the break down'of a Uranium atom. ' Somelohthe Saal tion of the brea u Bute te 
Jectrons have already re-formed into Helium atoms; the ma- electrons E y 

io) 

ram Showing Spontaneous Degeneration of Atoms. 1—Uranium. Atom (Ur), breaking down into the Radium Atom (Ra), and the Helium Atoms’ (He 
anf dium Atom (Ra), breaki ng down into a Simpler Atom (Bi), (which probably Bismuth’ or Lead) Helium Atoms (He), giving out meanwhile free Ele athode Rays) and Ether Waves of various frequ ys; 2, Ultra-Violet R: ys; 3, Light Rays; 4, Heat Rays. 
(Redrawn and Revised from a Sketch by Doctor Batten, in the “Archives of the Roentgen Ray. 
jority of the remaining electrons ultimately unite to form a single atom which would appear much larger than the Helium atoms but slightly smaller than the original Uranium atom. Heat rays (4), Ultra violet-light rays (2), X-Rays (1), and streams of free electrons (“Cathode Rays,” 5) are differ. ent varieties of radiant energy given off in the breaking-down process. 
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tubes.’”) 

We have seen how electrons unite to form the different kinds 
of matter. Let us now consider them as sources of force. We 

shall find that the different manifestations of energy are the 
result of vibrations or perturbations of electrons acting indi- 

vidually or in collected units. The most subtle and most elusive 
type of force is that which we call Radiant Energy, and consists 
of transverse waves propagated in the ether by the orbital or 
axial rotation of individual electrons, either free or in the atom. 
Phenomena involving sudden or periodic interference in the 

motion of electrons through solids, liquids or gases, also give 

rise to waves of radiant energy. The crack of a whip causes 

a single pulse or radiating wave in the air which impinges on the 

ear drum as a sudden, sharp noise; the alternate to-and-fro vibra- 

tion of a piano string, on the other hand, sends out a series of 

gradually diminishing waves which blend to form a musical 
note, of a piteh or frequency equal to that of the vibrating string. 

Single electrons moving at a high velocity, when suddenly 

stopped by some solid body, send out isolated “pulses” in the 

ether; when these pulses follow each other with great rapidity, 

X-Rays are generated. It is the extremely short wave length of 

these impulses which enables them to penetrate solids which are 

opaque to slower vibrations. X-Rays may be likened to a 

ion of “‘whip-cracks” in ether, while light waves are like 

musical sounds in that they result from the sustained vibration 

of electrons swinging in their definitely determined orbits. The 
bright lines of the spectrum are single pitches or “tone 

wave length and frequency being determined by the rate of 
rotation of the electrons in the different chemical atoms. The 

relation between the various forms of radiant energy is indicated 

in the following table, which was arranged by Doctor Batten of 

London * 

” 1904, p. 173; Dr. Geo. B. Batten: “The Revelations of 



TABLE OF WAVES OF RADIANT ENERGY 

Rate of travel through the ether: 
300,000 kilometers } per esses 

186,000 miles) 
J,5 millimeter. 

inch MM-niillimeter= 
CM-=centimeter. 

M-=meter=394 inches. 
KM-=kilometer=1,000 meters= 1,093 

| Oc. | Wave- Complete ee PRs) Vibrations 

Per Second. 

Approximate 
Probable position of X-Rays 

(Roentgen) 
Ultra - violet photographed in 

4,503,599,627,370,496 
vacuo 

1,125,899,906,$42,6 28 | Photo limit of solar spectrum ) _(Comu) 789,000,000,000,000 Visual limit at violet end of spec- 
Green light 
Visual limit at red end of spec- trum 281,474,976,710,656 | Infra-red photographie limit (Ab- | ney) 

562,949,953,421,312 451,000,000,000,000 

; trum 

70,368,744,17,664 Heat rays of solar spectrum, low- est, measured directly (Langley) 
Heating rays observed by bolo- meter 

Seven octaves unobserved, now partly occupied by probable position of X-Rays’ (Blondlot), 

Electric oscillations in small spheres (Bose) ie 
Electric oscillations in small spheres (Righi) 
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Complete 
Vibrations taves Observations 

26 446 CM | Electric oscillations in Hertz reso- nator, 70 CM diameter 
10,000,000 scillations from 1-pint | Leyden jar. 

Electric oscillations from flying- bullet photographs (Boys) ~ 
8,388,608 30 M 

1.1 KM | Electric oscillations, Leyden bat- tery circuit (Feddersen) 

585 KM) Electric oscillations in very large 
battery cireuit (Lodge) 

1,910 KM Electric oscillations from conden- 
ser I mierofarad capacity 

Once per second 300,000) 
KM 

{186,000 
Pendulum beating miles 
Seconds 
Onee in 4.7 seconds )00 | Electric oscillations from storm in 

sun 

In this connection, the following hypothetical experiment is 

extremely instruetive, as illustrating the relationship of vibra- 

tion to radiant phenomena. It is quoted from a most remarkable 
little book entitled “Dynamic Thought,” by William Walker 
Atkinson. 

“To jive one an idea of the differences produced by different 

rates of vibration, let us imagine a mass of iron, shaped like a 

great ‘top,’ capable of being impelled to ‘spin’ at a constantly 
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+ some mighty will, At fi f speed, by some mighty ) 

x ae Ninn top, manifesting nothing but 
seen as a slowly 

stion, to our senses. ais a , 

" Now, imagine our top spinning at a rate doubling each “Now, ima 
second the top spins at the rate of two revolutions 

We notice no change, except that we can see he 

movement. The next second the revolutions os doubled to 
four per second. Then, doubling each second, we have, Tespec- ) 

tively, revolutions of eight per second, then sixteen, and then in 
the fifth second, thirty-two per second. Then we begin to notice 

The fir 
second. 

change. 
i ae the revolutions reach thirty-two per second the frie- 
tion of the moving top on the air causes it to give forth a very 
low, deep bass note of Sound. This note is like a low, deep 
‘hum,’ and is the lowest possible of perception by the human 
hearing, although it is possible that some of the lower forms of 
life may be conscious of still lower vibrations. 

“The sixth second the revolutions reach sixty-four, and the 
low note has grown much higher in the scale. . The seventh second records a rate of 128, and the note has correspondingly increased. Then, as the seconds pass, we have successively, 256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384, 32,768, the latter, in the fifteenth second Tepresenting the highest note recognizable by the human ear, although it is believed that some of the lower animals may recognize sounds too acule for our sense of hearing. During this increase in revolutions from the fifth second to the fifteenth, the sound-note has risen rapidly in the seale from the low sullen “hum,” on through the notes of the musical scale, and beyond the range of instruments, until the shrillness _be- comes so intense as to be almost unbearable, and finally terminat- ing in a shrill, piercing shriek like the ‘squeak? of the bat, only long drawn out. 

“Then from the termination of the sound (by rate of vibration having become too high) s 
thirty seconds—absolute silence, in spite of the r; rate of vibrations; in fact, because of it. 

“When the forty-fifth second is reached, and the revolutions have attained the rate of 35,1843: 088,832 per second, our 

reason of the 
lence reigns for 

‘apidly increasing 
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top begins to emit heat-tays, inereasing each second. Then a 
little later a dull, dim glow may be noticed. Then, as the 
seconds fly, the dull glow manifests a deep dark-red color, such 
as one notices in the iron of the blacksmith’s shop, soon after it 
begins to ‘glow.’ Then, on and on, as the seconds fly, the deep 
red grows lighter and brighter, gradually changing into orange, 
then into yellow, then into green, then into blue, then into 
ndigo, then into violet, and then into the color of ‘white heat.’ 

hen this ‘white heat’ changes into a still more dazzling white, 

and then a white impossible to describe appears, so bright, 
ur and brilliant that the eye cannot bear the sight. Then 

suddenly, the intense brightness is sueceeded by absolute dark- 

ness, and the moving top cannot be seen by the eye—and yet it 
moves on. The highest recorded chemical rays of light are 

estimated to equal a rate of vibration of 1,875,000,000,000,000 
per second. The vibration of the lowest shade of red light is 
estimated at 450,000,000,000,000, and the highest of violet at 

750,000,000,000,000 per second, so we may imagine what the 

highest line on the spectrum is like. 
“Still vibrating, our top, which has become now a mass of 

vaporized iron, rapidly tends toward still more ethereal forms. 
It has passed out from the region of light-waves, into another 

‘Unknown Region’ of vibrations, in which region, however, 
exist the vibrations known to us as the ‘X-Ra: It is 
throwing off great quantities of electrons. If we were to use a 

fluorescent sereen we would be able to observe the phenomena 
of the Roentgen Rays, and similar manifestations of radiant 
energy. 

“On and on vibrates the top of what we once called Iron— 
cold iron, warm iron, hot iron, melted iron, gaseous iron, ethereal- 
ized iron, if you lik What it is like now, the imagination of 
man cannot con Still the revolutions continue, doubling 
each second. What is being produced? The imagination 
cannot conceive of what this state of Substance, now being 

hed, is like. By a scientific form of poetry we might think 
of it as melting into Energ: pure Energy, if there were such a 
thing. Long since it has been resolved into its original particles 
—its electrons, and perhaps into the ‘stuff’ from which these 
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particles are made. But we must let ie pais: pis ie 
wildest fancy cannot follow the dance of substance any furt her?” " 

Many of the most advanced thinkers agree that the electron hypothesis confirms the assertion that Lire and INTELLIGENCE fot only manifest through, but actually constitute all phenomena 
of the universe. They believe that not only in conscious man do we find the Intelligent Life Principle, not merely in the lower plants, but in the wondrous snow crystals, the particles of the oldest rocks, the molecules and atoms of the so-called “elements” and even in the primitive world-forming unit—the ELEectrron— we discover the fundamental qualities of Living Mind. This principle is exemplified in the electron by its Self-centered Unity, its “likes” and “disli s inherent power of vibratory motion and electrical reaction, and in ite ability to ally itself for offense or defense with other similar units, and in their com- pany to evolve to more complex and higher types—to the crystal, to the plant, to the animal, to the man—and beyond! The hard and fast line of demarcation between “ Living” and “Dead” matter no longer exists. Up to 1820, chemists divided com- pounds into inorganic and organic, holding that the latter were obtainable only from vegetable or animal material and were formed solely through the mysterious ageney of “Life,” ‘They Supposed it impossible to create in the laboratory from inorganie elements 

as rose-oil or albumen: just as some Present day scientists believe that an impassable barrier exists between the highest chemical crystal and the lowest form of cell life, 
Wohler, in 1820, performed the synthesi: of urea from ammon- ium cyanate, and proved that it was Possible to reproduce in the laboratory all the chemical combinations exi. ing in living Structures. Almost any day another “Wahler may startle the world by apparently “creating” from chemical substances a low form of so-called cell life. Already Projessor Loeb and Projessor Mathews have come dangerously near this achievement, and they haye shown that when this gap is bridged, it will be through the agency of the more subtle forms of electricity. Similarly, it will be but a question of time and ‘periment ere the exact electrical nature of normal vital acti: 
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tained. Refinement of apparatus will enable the physician ye 
generate and apply to the diseased organism electrical for 
the exact voltage, wave form and frequency required to Bieri: 
to the normal the organs and functions deranged by the dise: 

in question, 
ase 

Electro-therapeutics, which has not even been considered 
worthy of a place in the curricula of a number of prominent 
medical colleges, will then become the most important subject 
in a medical education. 



CHAPTER III 
PHYSICS, FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE ELBCTROW BLECTRO-PHYS ORY 

Frou a consideration of the previous chapter aoe bores 
understood that the advent of the “Electron Theory,” while 
greatly broadening and amplifying our knowledge of the nature 
ae causes of natural phenomena, nevertheless makes it neces- 
sary for a thorough revision of the laws and definitions which 
have been generally taught and accepted up to the present time. 
For example, we have been taught that electricity flows from 
the positive to the negative pole of a circuit, and that the electrie- 
ity in a Positively charged body exists in a condition of increased 
pressure or concentration, the reverse being true in the case of a Negatively charged body. Physies has taught us that Electrie- ity is an indefinable, elastic something,” equally diffused throughout all matter; and that by removing a portion of the Electricity contained in a given body, and adding it to another body, a Positive charge would be communicated to the latter; while the first mass would be left in a Negative condition, A Positively charged body was analogous to a chamber filled with compressed air; a Negatively charged body, to one filled with rarefied air. These statements have been generally regarded 4S correct, and have been of no little as tance to the student of electro-physies, but our recently acquired knowledge of the real nature of electricity has demonstrated the incorrectness of the above Statements, as well as of many other explanations and theories promulgated in the various books on physies and electricity, which have been published within recent years. The profound, epoch-making character of the discovery and elabora- tion of the “El ‘tron Theor: is not generally realized at the Present time, exeept by investigators and students of pure science. It has been the writer’s experience that the members 

30 
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of the medical profession, including even a majority of the 
electro-therapeutie specialists, are almost entirely ignorant of 

ical significance, and the wide vista of possibilities 
ve been opened to us by the discovery of the “Electron 

Theory.” In writing this book, the author has had oceasion 
to consult a vast amount of literature relative to HlectroThera. 
peutics; and has been impressed with the confusion and ambi- 
guity resulting from the attempt to employ the terms and defini- 
tions of “Nineteenth Century Electro-physies,” in conjunction 
with the revised statements of facts deduced from the “Electron 

Within the ensuing year many standard works 
on physics and chemistry will doubtl ed and rewritten 
in the light of our recently acquired knowledge, but as no such 
textbooks are available at the present time, the writer has 
deemed it advisable to incorporate in the present volume the 
main facts of the electron hypothesis; and the elementary 
principles of electro-physics, as viewed from this modern stand- 
point. 

The first part of this task has been completed in the preceding 
chapter. The general nature of physical phenomena has been 
considered and the evolutionary process whereby electrons are 
united into groups of different sizes and arrangements—forming 
the atoms of the chemical elements—has been explained in 
detail. In order to understand the abstruse laws and principles 
cxentplified in the production and application of High-frequency 
Currents, it is absolutely essential that the student obtain a 

rehension of the fundamental processes which form 
the basis of all electrical phenomena, and to this end a brief 

simpler facts of electro-physies in the light of 

ent discovery, will now be given. 
Electrical phenomena result, primarily, from the Motion of 

trons, either in a free state, or united into groups, called 
Atoms. Every atom of every molecule is so constituted that it 
may be made to give up, or take in one or more Electrons. 
Atoms of Monad Elements, if basic, or metallic, readily give up 

@ Single Electron, the remainder constituting a Po; Ton. 
Dyad or Triad atoms give out—respectively, two, and three 
electrons, when they become Ions. Acid-forming Elements do 
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; give up electrons, but each atom attaches to it not really give He manner becomes a Negative Jenn 
Se necats roms ot consists inthe ee ae neg Been low td forn Nawal Molen Roe is a Unit charge of Negative Electricity. Ne 
toms consist of one or more thousands of electrons, held in equi- fibrlum ‘ina. sphere of ‘positive ‘clecteicity. i Tiaeaeaaae sud 
eg & “postive electron”; that is, an isolated unit of post tive electricity, capable of existing in a free condition, as in the 
case of the negative electron. Positive charges, therefore, are found only in association with atoms, and the Unit of Positine Electricity is an Atom which has temporarily parted with one of 
its component electrons; it is, in other words, a Positive Ton, 

The various forms of electrical phenomena may be classed 
under the following hea 

(1) Macyerism—Which results.from the unequal distribution of electrons in a mass of iron or steel, 
(2) “Sraric” Errects.—Or conditions of electrical “charge,” which result from the addition, or withdrawal of electrons from a neutral mass of matter. The temporary addition of electrons to such a mass renders it “negatively charged”; the withdrawal of electrons results in a “ positive charge.” (The attention of the student is called to the fact that these definitions are the exact reverse of those taught before the advent of the “Electron Theory.”) 

fi (3) “Dynamic,” or “K INETIC” Errrcrs.—Including the various phenomena of “Electrical Currents,” These may be divided into: (@) Currents flowing through solid conductors (such a copper wires), in which the electrons are. passed along from atom to atom. (6) “Electrolytic” Currents which accompany chemical action in solutions, in which the charges move as “Tons” —the electrons being attached, rather than jree as in (a). (c) Electrical discharges in air at ordinary Pressures, “Electric Sparks,” in other words, which consist of sudden, or momentary Surges or discharges, in which both Tons and Electrons are pro- Jeeted across an air Space separating two conductors, (a) Electrical currents in gases at extremely low pressures; these con= sist almost wholly of Streams of Free Electrons, moving with 



ELECTRO-PHYsIcs. c aivat speed from the “Cathode” (or negativ sls ee tnode” (or positive electrode) of a highly oes ae : wulb, which is called a “Crookes Tube?” "The wey trons” just mentioned are ealled “Cathode Rays" 
Maynetism* 

Magnetism, while usually treated as an elee bg ‘trical phenomenon, has remained a puzzle to physicists up to the present time, The electron theory, which has done so much to dispel the con. fusion in the minds of students regarding the fundamental nature 
of electricity, has been of great assistance in explaining the 
phenomena of magnetism, and electro-magnetic induction. In 
a bar of pure iron, or soft steel, magnetism may be temporarily 

UP 
Fic, 16.—Magnetism Induced in Iron Bar by Current in Coil of Wire. 

indueed by the passage of a current of electricity through a 

spiral coil of wire surrounding it. As has been stated, an electric 

current involves the passage of electrons through the cireuit from 

the Negative to the Positive pole. In the wire (BY, Fig. 16) 
streams of electrons are flowing around and around the soft ee 
bar (B), in a gradually ascending spiral path (as indicated by the 
arrow). Each electron may be regarded as a Moving Mognst 
attracting electrons in the bar (B), which consequently move 

ici vers 2 iron, cor- 
through a spiral path, in the superficial layers of the irom, cOF” 

in the coil (B’). ‘The streams responding to the number of turr : 

: 
being unable to escape of electrons rushing around this path, 

‘ le which show 
* Since this chapter was written discoveries have been mee bats 

that the above theory of magnetism is not ent ca »prehension of the cepted, therefore, merely as an analogy or aid to the compre’ 
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from the bar, concentrate in the upper end (V), which in 

becomes the negative pole of a temporary or electr vay becomes 4 ‘ y 

The lower end (P), from which a large number of electrons h e Ie (P), 

Now, supposing the current, which is causing the concentration 
of Electrons in the upper end of the Bar, be suddenly interrupted, 
the particles in the Iron Bar will ende avor to restore equilibrium 
and will therefore return to their original positions by the same spiral path which they followed in the course of their upward 
movement. very moving electron is a minute magnet these 
particles in the iron will attract the electrons in the coil of wire, 
causing them to move around the spiral in a direction opposite 
to that which they traveled in the form of an electric current, 
in the first stage of the experiment. In this way a second 
current would be set up, or “Induced,” provided the electrons 
were free to move in the wire coil; for example, if the two ends 
of the coil were joined, forming a closed circuit, a temporary 
current of electricity would flow through this circuit simul- 
taneously with the return of the electrons in the bar to their 
original position. If a bar of hard steel be substituted for the soft iron in the above experiment, the electrons will not return after the interruption of the electric current, but will remain jived; concentrated along spiral lines at the negative pole of the magnet; in other words, the bar will become Permanently Magnetized, 

The “Ether” is in some way, intimately associated with the magnetic properties of electrons. When a moving electron is suddenly stopped it acts on the ether as a stone acts upon the Surface of a pool of water in which it is dropped, ca using “Waves,” which radiate in all directions. These waves, when produced by the sudden stoppage of a Succession of electrons rapidly moving in a highly exhausted bulb, are of exceedingly short duration and of very “ High-frequency”; they are, in fact, what we know as the “X-Rays,” of Roentgen. 
Electrons, moving or swinging in regularly defined orbits, produce waves in the ether whose frequency corresponds to the number of electronic rotations in a unit of time, Thus the electrons in the sodium atom, which move “round their orbits 
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,90,000,000,000,000 times per second, give off (when wae ; 
oandescent state, as in the flame of a Bunsen Burner) “ 

\fagnetic Radiations” or Waves in the Ether of exactly the same 
frequency and a wave length of .65 micron.* Such rays would 

r to us as orange-yellow Light, and would, in reality cor 

pond to the “Delta” (‘D”) or “Sodium Line” of the Solar 

Spectrum. 

Other varieties of electronic vibration or rotation give rise to 

other forms of Ether Waves; these vary in length and frequency, , 

Diagram Indicating Wi 

a, Mertz Waves. 6, Heat Wav 

from the short, rapid “X-R: s” (before mentioned), to the 

ponderous waves produced by storms in the sun (see Table in 

Chapter IT). 
rt 

The above, briefly stated, constitutes the “Electro-magnetic 

Theory of Light,” first formulated and mathematically verified 

by Clerk Maxwell, in 18! years before the “Bleetron Theory” 

was dreamed of! In the light of our present knowledge, we May 

classify practically all natural phenomena as, either the move- 

ments of electrons themselves, or, as the results of their motion 

in the form of waves in the ether; that is, as “Radiant Energy.” 

* The above figures are only roughly approximate. 



CHAPTER IV 

ELECTRO-PHYSICS (continued) 

The Nature and Generation of Alternating Currents 

Iuscrve a circular tube of metal filled with air or some el 
fuid, = provided at one point of its epi ie ary 

pump, whereby a circulatory motion ae ; a or im- 
parted to the fluid in the pipe. (See Fig. 18. 

int ( sult being a diminished pressure of _ 
toward point (B), the result zg : 
eral area at (A), and increased pressure at (B), which 
being transmitted caus flow of the fluid in the direction of | 

Fic. 18—Hydraulie Analogue of “Continuous Current” Cireuit. 
the arrow, in an attempt to restore the disturbed equilibrium. This results in a continuous current circulating in the tube. W, supposing, instead of the pump, we imagine the circular pipe to be joined to the extremities of an ordinary engine cylinder with a piston (C) sliding back and forth by the action of the rod (D) (Fig.19). If the piston be pushed to the Position (B’), a temporary flow will be established which will cease when the end of the cylinder has been reached by the pi . With- drawing the piston to (A’) causes a temporary current through the tube in the Opposite direction. Now, if the piston be 36 



cram (Fig. 20). Starting with the piston at (4%, as it is 

19.—Hydraulie Analogue of “ Alternsting Current” Cireuit. 

the fluid moves faster and faster, the most rapid 
at the middle of the stroke, the speed or flow 

subsiding as the piston comes to rest at (B’). With- 
e piston causes a similar flow in the opposite diree- 

hich is represented in the figure by the curve below the 
I line (the latter, called the “‘ Abscissa,” is mathemati- 
ided to indicate fime uniis, such as seconds or minutes; 

ttical line, called the “Ordinate,” marks the rate of speed 

ing column of fluid). In clectricity this method & 
hically the nature of currents, 

s of the ordinate be lly made in terms of 
electrical pressure, potential, or Electro- 
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motive foree)._ 

through the wire or other r 

Jectrieal particles, which is forced through the eireuit by elect : 
ui is measured in terms of the electrical. unit of intensity oltage, is mee i 

called the “ Ampei pe % ae a through the pipe (ee Fig. 19), itme with resistance due to the friction of the walls through which if P 
flows. This resistance depends mainly upon the size and nature’ of the pipe; similarly, a wire through which a stream of cleetricity. 
flows offers resistance to its path, and the resistance is Ppropor- 
tional to the and length of the wire, provided the latter is composed of the same material throughout, 

Different substances offer different degrees of resistance to the 
of electricity per unit of length and thickness. The 

is therefore learned by comparing their 
The unit of resistance is called the and is represented by a column of mercury one millimeter in diameter and one meter long. A pressure of one Volt main- tained between the extremities of a wire of one Ohm resistance use a continuous flow of a current of one Ampere through Difference of potential (* Voltage”) is maintained between the two ends of an’ electric circuit by (L) Batteries, Which transform the energy stored up in the chemicals of the cell into active or Kinetic Electrical Energy: (2) by Generators, Which transform the Mechanical force into an equivalent amount of electrical energy. Under the head of “, herators” may be included (a) dynamos and magneto machin, which operate through Electro-magnetic induction and (6), Static Machines in Which the electricity is generated either by friction or by Electro- static Induction. 

When the poles of a battery are connected by a conducting wire, @ continuous, unidirectional current of electricity will flow as long as the chemical action goes on inside the cell. Such a current would be similar to the continuous flow of fluid around the pipe in Fig. 18. The size or quantity of the stream of energy flowing through the wire (expressed in “Amperes”), depends upon the difference in electrical pressure or potential between 
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= tery and upon the This is an example of “Ohm's Law.” 
states that the quantity or amperage (C), of a current, - to the voltage (E), divided by the resistance (R), expressed 

Ohms. Thus when two of the three properties of an electrical 
are known, we can readily find the third, the formula in 

ach case being as follows: 

positive and negative terminals of the bat! 
sistance of the cireuit. 

E=RXC 

The simplest Generator consists of a coil of insulated wire 
wound upon a soft iron core and revolving between the poles of 

-shaped or horseshoe magnet. (See Fig. 22.) The tempo- 
ary magnetism induced in the iron core produces radiating 
nes oj jorce corresponding to a stress or strain in the surrounding 

ether, which, when suddenly released, produces, or induces, 8 
momentary current in the coil of wire. In the course of its 

revolutions between the poles of the magnet, the transient 
electrical impulses flow through the coil alternately in opposite 

directions, forming an Alternating Current as represented by the 
curve (Fig. 20). 

The alternating current thus formed is conducted to any 

desired external circuit by means of two insulated rings, revolving 

in contact with stationary metallic brushes. All dynamos or 

magnetos depend upon the above principle but in the Direct- 

Current Dynamos, a device called a Commutator is employed, 
which sends all the electrical impulses out in the same direction. 

In order to obtain a clearer idea of the phenomena of electro- 

magnetic induction, it may be well to briefly re iew the theory 

of the ordinary Ruhmkorjj Induction C By introducing a 

permanent magnet into a coil, the ends of which are c mnected 

to a delicate galvanometer, a momentary impulse of electricity 

is indueed, which is indicated by the fluctuation of the needle of 
the meter, and, when the magnet is withdrawn, a second impulse 

is indicated, opposite in direction to the first. (See Fig. 21.) 
The magnet may be allowed to remain in the coil indefinitely 
without any evidence of current. It is evidently the introduc- 
tion and withdrawal of the magnet which induces the current in 
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: it is not merely the presence of ; other word: ¢ A 
Jpecaiharees but the act of their jormation or des of magnetic force, bu ; enki ‘ 8 

- Br Gsodiness the induetive effect in the coil of wire. 
Recs y introducing and withdrawing the magnet from 

ee 23 1, an alternating current would be generated, the counter, coil, an alternating 

Fig. 21.—Magnetic-electric Induction. (Williams.) 

part of the movement of the water in the tube (Fig. 19) when 
the piston is in operation. A more efficient manner of producing an alternating current is to rotate the coil of wire so as to present the extremities alternately to the poles of a horseshoe magnet, as described above (Fig. 21). The number of impulses or alterna tions in a unit of time is called the frequency of an alternating current and depends, in the above Senerator, on the rapidity with which the coil revolves. An impulse in each direction is called a cycle and is Tepresented thus (%). In technical Parlanee we indicate the frequency of a current in terms of Cycles per second or Alternations per minute. This is an accepted custom, alternations being always associated with minutes and cycles with seconds (thus 2 “60-cycle current” is understood to mean 8 current of sixty cycles per second: we meow’ could allude to the same current as one of 3 Stitt Sape “7; 200 alternations” meaning 7,200 alterna~ tions per minute). Currents are said to be of high or low frequency according to the great or small number of cycles or alternations in a unit of time. When a certain fre- Gueney is reached the currents manifest new and unique proper- ties which differentiate them markedly from Jow-frequeney cur rents. These peculiar properties are manifested both p 
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i physiologically, the latter being the basis of their t] 

so. igh-f requency Currents were first studied from a physical sndpoint by Nicola Tesla and Professor Elihu Thomson (oot 
Chapter I). Both Tesla and @Arsonval first produced these irrents by employing alternating generators operated at a 
sigh rate of speed and provided with a large number of revolving coils and an equally large number of field magnets. Electro. 
niagnets were employed instead of permanent ones on account 
of their very much greater power and conyenience. Tesla, in 
‘his manner, with an alternator having 300 pole pieces, revolving 
5,000 times per minute, obtained currents of 10,000 alternations 
per second (technically a current of “5,000 cycles”). He found 
that the peculiar properties which become manifest at this 
frequency, were strikingly emphasized and augmented by raising 
the current to a very high potential or voltage by means of a 
“step-up” transformer. In speaking of a High-frequency Cur- 
rent in the ensuing pages it will be therefore understood that we 
refer to an Alternating Current of Very High-potential and Very 
High-frequency (generated usually by the methods of Tesla and 
Thomson). High-frequency Currents of low potential will be 
referred to as ‘“d’Arsonval Currents” while the unipolar high- 
jrequency high-potential flux, obtained from an “Oudin apparatus” 
connected to a “d’Arsonval Solenoid,” will be denominated as a 
“Resonator Discharge.” The currents employed to-day in 
High-frequency Therapeutics are of much greater frequencies 
than those obtained from alternating generators and are pro- 

duced in quite a different manner. ‘The great number of alterna- 
tions is obtained by the disruptive discharge of a condenser. A 
“condenser” (Leyden Jar) is a device which has the property of 
absorbing or storing up electricity and giving it out suddenly in 
the form of an electric discharge, when the difference in potential 
between the positive and negative plates is sufficient to over- 
come the resistance of the external cireuit. Professor Rowland 
of Johns Hopkins University first employed the condenser dis- 
charge for the production of High-frequency Currents in 1889. 
‘Two years later Tesla described his apparatus in which condenser 
currents were employed to obtain very high-frequency effects. 
‘The practical and economic generation of true High-fr 
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Currents was made possible a few months 

sor Elihu Thomson. In 
the step-up transformer, from which the final High 

obtained, was very complicated, 

12 
High-potenti " 
by the invention of Prof 
original coil 
potential Currents we 

isted of two concentric coils formed of many layers of consistec 
cha insulated wire wound over a central soft iron core, f] percha insula 0 ; Soe nog 

Enole being insulated with the greatest care, and hermetie 
Jed in a vessel of boiled-out oil, all air having been exhausted ey 

by an air pump. Proj 
cumbrous device, a t 
es z ie re of force being formed directly by the induetive 
action of the low-potential High-frequency Currents passing 
through the primary coil. The latter consi sted of a single layer 
of coarse cotton-covered wire wound on a fiber tube. slipped 
inside of a larger tube upon which was wound a layer of much 
finer wire, in which the High-potential, High-frequency Current 
was induced. A simple bath of kerosene oil was found by 
Projessor Thomson to be fully as sati actory as the exhausted hoiled-out oil of Tesla. The final step in the simplification of High-frequeney Apparatus was made by the present writer in 1897, who so modified the size and position of the two coils as to allow of their being imbedded in a s lid insulating medium of paraffin and rosin. Hundreds of coils made from the writer’s formule are in use throughout the world, and it is almost as rare to hear of such a coil breaking down as in the case of those immersed in a bath of oil. 

In order to clearly understand the action of condensers in the production of High-frequency Currents, it will be necessary to study in detail the construction of the Leyden Jar, the nature of its d and the conditions which modify this discharge. Whether the latter a series of elec trical oseii ich frequeney or a simple unidirectional impulse S upon the resistance of the external circuit formed between the plates of the condenser or Leyden Jar (Fig. 23). If this resistance be considerable, the electricity will cease to flow when equilibrium is es tablished. On the other hand, if the ‘sistance be small, the flow of electric ry will not stop at the neutral point, but will act as if the stream of electrons possessed 
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vial properties and aequired momentum, thereby 

opposite direction, again 
condenser again in the 

Inner Coating. 6, Outer Coating. ¢, Glass Jar. ss Ball Terminal 
¢, Discharging Wire. j, 

past the neutral point, and repeating the operation until the 

clectrons gradually come to rest. ‘This operation is analogous to 
Imagine the 

SH —A, Water at Rest in “U” se r: 
er Os ing Before Coming to Rest. abe Ww 

Joined ate Tube (d) which Prevents Oscillations in Water. 

column; when released the water flows baek by gravity, but its 
Momentum carries it past its original position, and it oscillates 
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back and forth, the height reached by each movement being 
«s than the preceding one, until the water gradually comes to 

a ite is now that the two arms of the U tube be con- 

vested by a fine eapillary tube, opposing great resistance to the flow of water; in the latter case when the water is depressed 
a Gaiden released, the resistance of the capillary tube 
opposes the sudden flow of water and prevents its aequiring 
momentum, and it consequently slowly returns to the neutral 
level without any oscillatory movement. In an analogous 
manner the discharge of a condenser is oscillatory so long as the 

stance of the external circuit is low, while with high resistance 
it becomes a single wnidirectional 
flow, as above stated. Analogy is 
at fault, however, in one respect; 
according to the example of the 
water in the tube, the oscillations 
will be prolonged to the greatest 
extent when the walls of the tube 
possess the least possible resistance, 
that is, when the tube has the great- 
est size. In studying a condenser 

—Plate Condenser with circuit, however, we have to deal ng Ghege ol and Dischare- with new form of resistance called 
Inductance. Inductance acts only 

upon alternating currents. This inductance results from the flow 
of the alternating current through a coil; the current reacts upon itself in the convolutions of the coil, and this reaction is called Inductance. With a given coil having a certain number of convolutions wound upon a tube of certain diameter and of given size of wire, there is a certain frequency of alternations to which, instead of opposing resistance, the coil will actually in. 
¢rease the duration of the oscillations for each discharge. ‘The frequency of the oscillations of a condenser discharge depends 
upon its size, technically spoken of as its “capacity > that is, the amount of electricity which the condenser is capable of storing up at a given voltage or pressure. A definite mathematj- cal relationship exists between the capacity of a condenser and 
the inductance of the cireuit through which it discharges, ang 

res 
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icr to obtain High-frequency Currents under the mo 
able cireumstances, there must be experimentally deter. 
{ an attunement giving this particular relationship. 
inderstand this action let us consider the well-known 

nomenon of acousties. A tuning fork when struck emits 
1 waves of a certain pitch or jrequency, which rapidly diminish 

amplitude and soon cease entirely. An organ pipe of a 
erent pitch held to the vibrating fork, has little or no effect 
mm the sound. If, however, the pipe be attuned to the exact 
h or frequency of the fork, the sound waves are greatly 

increased in volume and duration. This is ealled the phenome- 
non of resonance, and the action of the organ pipe on the yibra- 
tions of the tuning fork is exactly analogous to that of the 
inductance coil on the discharge of a condenser. When the 
inductance and capacity of a circuit are exactly balanced or 
attuned one to the other we have a condition of ‘electrical 
resonance,” and the coil which re-enforces the oscillations is called 
the Solenoid of d’Arsonval. (See Chapter I.) 



CHAPTER V 

INVOLVED IN THE GENERATION OF PHYSICAL FACTORS THE GE 

Bit FREQUENCY CURRENTS 

Despire the complex and diversified character of the e ; 
world, and the countless number of totally different things of 
which it is composed, we find by anal 
fundamentally, Nature’s processes are definite, simple and along 
parallel lines. The apparently abstruse principles underlying” 
the most complex phenomena are often exemplified in the simple 
occurrences of everyday life. Newton pondered for years on the 
mystery of Gravitation, but it was the s 
that finally led him to formulate its laws. is is an illustration 
of the “comparative method of study,” or “study by analogy,” 
which has been the main factor in the scientifie progress of the — 
past century. Until this method was applied to the study of 
electricity, it was extremely difficult for the student to compre- 
hend the relation and true meaning of the terms ‘potential,” 
“intensity” and “resistance,” and their corresponding units— 
the Volt, Ampere and Ohm. At the present time we explain 
these terms by the study of a stream of water flowing from an 
elevated reservoir through a pipe connected to a small water- 
motor. The speed of this motor is proportional to that of the 
water which flows through it, and depends on the degree of 
elevation of the reservoir. The higher the reservoir the greater 
the pressure of the water in the pipe and consequently the greater the speed at which the stream moves. Water flowing 
from a height of a hundred feet has a “pressure,” or “head,” of 
one hundred feet which would determine the velocity or force of 
the stream. The water encounters “resistance” due to the 
friction of the walls of the pipe and the inertia of the revolving 
wheel in the motor. A certain force or head of water flowing 
through a pipe having a given friction or resistance, would 

46 
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enable the motor to perform a definite amount of work: if the resistanee of the pipe be doubled by : 
cither twice as long, or of half its original diameter, the amount 
of work done by the motor would be just one-half of its previous. formance, inasmuch as the amount of water flowing through in a given time is just one-half of the original amount, Now 
he laws exemplified in the stream of water are practically the same as those which govern the flow of a continuous current of 

clcetricity from a source of supply—such as a dynamo—through 

| Rate of flow:-current ramp. 

Work done 1 Joute,,rate at which 
work is done 1 Wath. 

Fic, 26—Diagram Showing Analogy Between Falling Water and a Current 
of Electricity. (Williams.) 

a length of wire to an electric motor. The amount of eleetrici 
that is, the number of “Amperes,” which flow through the 
motor in a given time are determined by the pressure or vollage 
of the current, and the Resistance, or “Ohms” of the wire and 
motor. A similar comparison has been given in a preceding 
chapter, but is reviewed here, for the purposes of impressing the 
student with the value of the method of teaching by “Analogy” 
or Comparison. (Fig. 26.) The water motor, pipe and reser- 
voir, in the above example, constitute a “Hydraulic 4 nalogue,”” 
8 which the water represents the electricity. The work done 
ry ti ie motor varies with the pressure and resistance 

of the circuit just as is the case with the water wheel. ‘The 
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obvious advantage of this method of study lies in the 
commonplace character of the Analogue. bv 

‘The various phenomena which take place in an a 

rod 
Fis. 27.—Plate I. D'Arsonval Cirenit and Hydraulic Analogue, 

Hydraulic Analogue, which has been used by Projessur Fleming, Dr. Elihu Thomson, and other prominent lecturers. It has been used to explain the action of Therapeutic High-frequency Apparatus by Mr. E. L, Ovington in a chapter on « High-fre- quency Currents” in Neiswanger’s “Manual of Electro-Therapeu- 



tics.” In the diagram (Fig. 27) Plate I 3 
circuit side by side with its hydraulic counte y a 

II shows @ Tesla circuit with its analogue. Simil ai? radi 
ised to represent corresponding parts in the anu ae ‘ras 

“Thomson Cireuit and Hydraulic Analogue. 

analogues. Let us first consider the d’Arsonval method: (a) is a 
Ruhmkorff Induetion Coil, excited by a current from the battery 
(B) interrupted by the “Break” (J) which induces in the Seeond- 
ary coil an alternating current of high potential, which charges 
the Leyden Jars (d-d), through the wires (b-B), which are bridged 
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by the sliding rods (ec), W hich form the terminals of the 

cap (@). The outer coatings of the Leyden Jars are 

sis the wires (e-e) to the Solenoid (S): two wires (HA, 

the extremities of the Solenoid respectively to the patient ( 

and the metal plate of the “Condenser Couch” (C). A eu 

flows from the Ruhmkorjj Coil into the jars (d-d), which a a 

thereby charged equally but with opposite polarity; when the 

pressure in the jars, or rather, when the difference in potential 

between the jars, reaches a certain point, the re 

-gap (@) is broken down, and the condensers d 

50 

air 
form of a Spark. As we know, this spark does not represent a 
single impulse, but a series of impulses, or oscillations, which 

diminish successively until the original resistance of the air-gap 
is established, and the sparks cease to pass, We may assume 

that by this time a second induced impulse will flow from 
coil (a) into the jars, and inasmuch as the Rulmkorff current 
is of an alternating type, the jars will be charged in a diree- 

cond set of oscillations will occur. These oscillations neces 
sarily traverse the solenoid (S), and are transmitted or com= 
municated to the external circuit represented by the patient 
and the plate of the Condenser Couch. To understand exactly, 
how these effects are produced, let us consider their counterparts 
in the hydraulic analogue. The alte ating impulses correspond= 
ing to thase induced in the Rukmkorjf Coil (a) are represented by 
the alternate reciprocal motions of the piston rods which move 
up and down in the cylinders (6’-b”) causing motion or currents 
of the fluid in the two chambers (c’-c”), which are separated by the elastic diaphragm (G’). This diaphragm has the peculiar 
characteristic of “self-repair,” or of re-jorming ajter bursting, and 
may be conceived of as being composed of a thick sticky sub- 
stance such as the viscid composition, or solution of rubber 
which is used in filling the so-called “ Puncture proof” pneumatic 
tires, In the “‘eandy pulls” of our childhood days, we may 
recall the breathless interest with which we watched the progress 
of the boiling molasses in the ing moments preceding its removal from the fire; the viscid surface of the hot mixture was 
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\yulsed by frequent voleanic eruptions in miniseped 
aped protuberances would form, gradually increasing | 

until they became almost hemispherical, finally bursting at 
top, discharging a puff of delicious steam, ual cola 

AI, 
2s—Bursting and Reformation of Elastic Skin on Boiling Molasses, 

; orm again and repeat the eruptive process. The dia- 

phragm. (@’) in the Analogue, bulges out as the pressure of the 

fluid increases, into a balloon-shaped form as shown in Fig. 28, 

and finally bursts, after which it is drawn into the aperture 

1 by the cohesion of its own particles, and re-forms itself in 

me way, as the viseid bubbles on the boiling molasses. 

‘The chambers of fluid (c’—c”), are prolonged into tubes which are 

joined at their extremities (e’-e”), by the spiral tube (S’). 

‘The current from the induction coil (A), is prevented from 

flowing through the solenoid (S), by the insulation of the walls 

of the glass jars (dd). Insulating plates, such as glass and 

rubber, while resisting the passage of a continuous current of 

0 J 

1 

Fic, 29,A, Pipe Open, for Passage of Air. B, Pipe Closed with Elastic 
B’, Sam 

Diaphragm, (¢). Jontinuous Copper Wit ne Wire Cut at 

Conber and’ Glass Plate, (c’), Interposed Between the Cut Er 

clectricity, readily transmit Alternating Currents of High-fre- 

quency (ie, Electrical “Oscillations,” or “ Vibrations’). In 

order to understand this phenomenon, let us consider the two 

metal pipes A-B in Fig. 29; these pipes are exaetly similar exeept 
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ided into two equal compartments by the’ 

aici presents a length of copper wire, 
vy wire interrupted or divided into two 

Se ee . (C’). A current of air, such as that used 

ilies = cs department stores would flow readily 

B is div 
aphragm (C)- 

by the glass F 

the pneumatic tub 

on tube, as (A), but would be absolutely stopped! 
through an eto Row through (B), by the diaphragm (Oj 
in attempting nto one end of (4), the voies will ie seam 
SUPP os te cpposite end; the tube (B) would conduct Eke yaa 
Sa See tye: diaphragm (C) transmitting the vibrations or sound uaves, although preventing pet pasenge 
of air between the two compartments of the tube o a a a 
similar manner, a continuous current of electri city, whiel is 
analogous to the stream of air in the pneumatic Hs while 
readily passing through the wire (4’) is stopped in (B’) by the 
insulating glass plate (C’); while an alternating current of ‘high 
frequency, which is analogous to a series of sound waves, readily 
flows through the entire length of (B’); there is no actual 
passage of “Electrons” between the two halves of (B’), but the 
“electrical oscillations” are transmitted by the vibrations of the 
glass plate (C’), just as the sound waves in (B) set up vibrations 
in the diaphragm (C) which, in its turn, produces similar sound 
waves in the second half of the tube (B). 

If the student will learn to conceive of the High-frequency Currents as Vibrations rather than as actual streams of electrons, he will readily comprehend many of their peculiar and appar ently paradoxical phenomena. In the analogue, Fig. 27, the rubber diaphragms (d’-d") represent the glass walls of the Leyden Jars (d-d). Imagine the piston in the left-hand eylinder (0) to be gradually pushed down by means of the lever (L), Which eauses a corresponding upward movement of the piston in the right-hand eylinder (6); the fluid in the left-hand compart= ment (¢) will be compressed, causing a bulging of the diaphragm @’) in the direction of the Solenoid or spiral tube (S’), and also distending the friable diaphragm (G’) into the form of a spherical bag, projecting into the right-hand compartment (c”); as the Pressure of the fluid in the latter compartment is decreased by the upward movement of the piston (J), the corresponding 
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diaphragm (@"), will be distended in an upward direetion 
wn in the figure. As the difference in py i 

” vessure increabes, 
ging diaphragm (G’), reaches a point at which it i; 

= or breaks down, and as it does not immediately reform, 
porary channel of communication is established between 

ree Oo ee Bisse its motion being increased by the pres 

ie distended diaphragms (d’-d"), in their return to a 
| position. By the time this point has been reached, 
er, the water flowing through (G’) from left to night, 

vs momentum, which causes it to pass the point of equilib 

thereby distending the diaphragms (d’-d") in a direction 
site to that which they occupied in the first instance. The 

tion of the water against the sides of the compartments pre- 

ts or retards its flow to some extent, so that the diaphragms 

are distended to a lesser degree than in the first inst 

See dotted line: The water again comes to rest, is 4 

s original direction by the action of the ela 

ain passes the neutral point, and in this v 

and forth like a swinging pendulum and final! 

s to re: At this point the diaphragm ((’) r ablishes 

in the form of an elastic membrane separating the 

partments, and when the lever (L) causes the piston to 

1 act on the fluid, it again distends into a bag, ruptures and 

augurates a second set of gradually diminishing oscillations of 

fluid. By means of the elastic diaphragms (d’-d"), these 

illations are communicated to the fluid in the sp I tube 

hich, by its added momentum, tends to prolong or increase the 

duration of each set of oscillations, although lc ring or lessening 

jrequency, or rate of vibration. Ty (7-7"). which are 

ched at either end of the spiral (S’) are united by chamber 

divided into two compartments (C’—P’) by 1 elastic diaph 

(K’). Oscillations of the fluid in th 'S’) will cause cor- 

responding movements in the compartments (CP), the di 

phragm (K’) vibrating in unison with them. The frequ 

er of oscillations of the fiuid in a minute or se ond, depends 

upon the amount oj water displaced or moved from one compart- 

ment to the other, before the ic diaphragm (G’) bursts or is 
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unequal pressure transmitted te the fluid 
ons, The number of scillations i ae = 

roe her following each breakdown of the displ 
Dean he size and length of the latory circuit, or, 

Sone ioc tha Goalie which the water x 
Se ie ciuik Formed by (C227) ssat ae IF the spiral ( 
rio a number of fect of small pipe, the Sacha 
is formed oo ater will retard. the’ velOcley lot aaa offe to the wal ing momentum; in consequence of which the: 
prevent its acquiring 2 oes a 

54 
ruptured by thi 

(d’-d") have returned to 
their normal, flat condition; 
in other words, there will 
be but a single, unidiree- 

A | tional flow, or surge of the 
water for every rupture of 
the diaphragm (@’). In 
studying the production of 
the High-frequency Current 
in the d’Arsonval Apparatus 
(Fig. 27), we may compare 

Lodge's Hydraulic the Electricity sent out from Analogu « m,., the induetion coil (a) to the Steal Spek Posted movement of the (WHER Metal Ball or Weight Attached to the produced by the strokes of EEE. the lever (L) ; as the pressure increases in the jar (d) and is corr Spondingly lowered in the other jar, the air Separating the terminals of the spark-gap breaks down at G), forming a conducting bridge which temporarily allows the ¥ stored up in the two jars to surge back and forth in a series of oscillations exactly similar to those of the water which follow each rupture of the ¢ iaphragm (G’) in the analogue. If the electrical r ‘ance of the solenoid (S), be considerable, there t a single impulse of Electricity instead of a series of + just as the inerease in the resistance of the pipe (S*) retards the motion and suppresses the oscillations of the water in the analogue. ‘The increase in the number of turns of wire 
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olenoid (S), (provided the wire be of large size and low p 

<tance), prolongs or increases the duratic a 
, at ie same time slightly pets. peec a 
her per second; the freuency of oscillations is prima ee 
by the size, or Capacity of the condensers; the inductance 
responding to the number of turns in the solenoid), increasing 
number, but slightly lowering the frequency of oscillation, ag 

wove stated. The rapidity with which the oscillations of each 
oup die out depends upon the resistance of the circuit; a High 

stance dampening or suppressing all the so-called Secondary 
(scillations, leaving only a single Primary Impulse. 

Sir Oliver Lodge compares a High-frequency Apparatus to a 
lat steel spring, fixed at one end in the side of a vessel, its 
posite end which bears a metal ball, being free to vibrate in 
he liquid with which the yessel is filled. (See Fig. 30.) ‘The 

length and elasticity of the spring represents the capacity of the 
condenser, and determines the frequency of its vibrations or 
sscillations. The addition of the metal ball increases the length 
of time in which the spring remains in a state of vibration, while 
somewhat diminishing the vibratory frequency. The ball is, in 
other words, analogous to the inductance of a High-frequency 
Cireuit. The thickness or viscosity of the fluid in which the spring 
vibrates, represents the resistance of such a cireuit; in a light 
fluid like ether, the spring, if bent back and suddenly released 
would vibrate a long time before coming to rest, while a viscid 
fluid like molasses or tar would cause the vibrations to cease 
almost immediately 

The explanations and analogies cited in the preceding pages 
clucidate the relationship between the essential factors involved 

in the production of High-frequency Currents; namely, Capacity, 
Inductance and Resistance. Mathematically stated, if the 
Resistance (), be greater than the square root of four times the 

ae ntrcian or eamed specilit whe Pent anccaaary 
Tepetition, but he is reminded that facts, ch from his standpoint 
eee and obvious -najare, may, difficult of ori te phy 

me fo oben panel Hea ot oa erent asta 
‘work of reference for the advanced specialist, the 

F these few words of ae ‘ion will be readily understood 

therapes for the novice 4 
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Inductance (1), divided by the eapacity (C), the dise 
be a single unidirectional impulse. Conversely, if the Resi 

the above-mentioned quantity, the discharge 
of an oscillatory nature. 

uR> Vi L discharge is non-oseillatory 

but if R< Ve discharge is oscillatory. 

With zero ce the oscillations would continue indefi 
itely, but as every circuit must have some resistance, the ose 
tions following cach condenser discharge successive ease 
in amplitude and ultimately die out altogether. The id¢ 
condition in a Therapeutie High-frequency Apparatus inyolyes 
the use of a circuit in which resistance is reduced to a minimum, 
and the capacity balanced by a suitable inductance. In order to obtain this condition the condenser should be charged by a” latively heavy current at a comparatively low voltage; the Spark-gap must be short, yet must be constructed so as to 7 prevent the formation of an are between its opposed surfaces. 7 Under such conditions the interval between the termination of one set of oscillations and the beginning of the next, is so small = as to be practically negligible, and we consequently have a true. 4 ““ Alternating Current of High-frequency.” ‘The writer determined the above facts several years ago, by a series of clinical tests of currents from a number of different types of High-frequency Generators, and has embodied the results in his Improved High- 7 frequency Apparatus which he employs in his practice at the Present time. In all apparatus of the d'Arsonval type, using Rukmkorff Coils, the spark-gap has, of necessity, a very high fl 5 'g from one to three inches in length; and it is evident that relatively great intervals exist between succeeding sets of oscillations. This is demonstrated experimentally by pa cound st the Spark-eap, which resembles the aeeaeem 4 “Watchman’s rattle,” while the condenser discharge of the author's apparatus emits a continuous Musical Note or Tone. Many physicians believe themselves to be using High-frequency Currents, when in reality they are employing Pulsatory Condenser 
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es, ‘The “Static Induced,” and. 
devised by Dr. William James Morton of 7 

ify the above statement. These currents consist 

arated by relatively enormous intervals; 

presented, if the distance on the Geena GE “ab- 

corresponding to the rise and fall of a single current 

~ be one inch, then, the distance to the next impulse, as 

sented on the Abscissa, would be seventeen and one-halj 

YA 144 



CHAPTER VI 

N TYPES OF HIGH-FREQUENCY APPARATOR — EUROPEA 

tempting a description of the various types of attempting 2 ot : 
a ae nt on the market, it will be necessary to 

w the different methods for the generation of High revie 

leetrolytie Interrupter of Wehnelt. (Williams.) 
accordance with the principles of d’ Arson val and Oudin are used with a Ruhmkorff Induction Coil, excited by a Continuous, Uni- directional, Incandescent Light Current. (Fig. 31.) to obtain the inductive impulses, an “Jy, 
employed: this may be either electrolytic, 

In order 
nerrupter” must be 

or mechanical. If an 
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nating Electric Light Current is to Valve,” may be employed: tl Gueiaeer 
lieetion. (ga) 20ers xe result is a Pulsatory, Unidirectional | with practically the same results 
-ontinuous current. If the Ruki 

fi 
Current which may be 

= as those obtained from 
mkorf Coil is used solely as 

Fis. 3 ‘odon Valve, or Rectifier. ( 

a High-frequency Generator, the rectifying valve may be omitted, 

but if it is also employed for X-Ray purposes, the current must 

be made unidirectional. In the employment of the High-fre- 

quency Apparatus of the American, or Tesla-Thomson type, 

as introduced by the present writer, the conditions are the exact 

reverse from those above deseribed. Properly speaking the 

typical Tesla-Thomson apparatus can be operated only on an 

Alternating Current; in order to adapt a Direct Current for use 

in this connection, it must be first transformed into an Alternating 
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. machine known as a “Rotary q Tae Rotary Converter will give oup the energy used to exeite it, in the form gf 
if the ener newhat lower voltage. Ng Merete tials required for the production of Coil, or oe inca eae being replaced by an r mh Rpiteaars of the “step-up” type; that is sok ioe ae ee er certain voltage, and wri es Feta a higher pressure. The “Step-up? 

Fi, 33.—Ruhinkorff Induction Coil (Watson, London.) the High-frequency Apps 
an entirely separate anc 

the Rukmkor 
1 distinct instrument from the solenoid and resonator. With this prelimin may pass at once to a detailed dese 

d’Arsonval 
explanation we ption of the various standard atus. We will first cor ’ prominent forms of Europe most foreign instruments are d Coil, a short dese 

pl 

pes of High-frequency 
sider some of the mo: 

an apparatus, As zned for use with a Rulonkorff ription of the latter deviec may not be out of 
The illustrations ig. 33 and Fi and construction of the When used for X-Ray 

Appearance an Ruhmkor® Coil, frequency work, however, ay, 
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ctrolytic or mereury interrupter is 
ating mechanical break (represented in the 
{ only in small portable coils operated by 
batteries. The Condenser (E-E-B) 
ber of sheets of tin-foil, separated by 

xed pape 

primary or. 
which consists of a. 

; y sheets of mica or is unnecessary when an interrupter of the elem jtic type is employed. The function of the condenser is to Extra Current” selj-induced in the primary coil , 
ippress the 

1G, 34—Ruhmkorff Induction Coil, Shown Disgrammatically. (Williams.) 

and this current is an important jactor in the operation of the 
Electrolytic Interrupter. A variety of Rulunkorff Coils, of diff 

ent makes, are in use at the present time, their construction 

being practically the same except in minor details. For ordinary 
X-Ray or high-frequency work, coils having a spark-length of 
from ten to twelve inche ally used. It is possible 

to operate a High-frequency Apparatus of small i 
inch Rulunkorff Coil, but for powerful effeets—with the large 

“Double Resonator,” of Dean for example, it would be nec 

to employ a coil of from sixteen to twenty inches sparking 
capacity. Almost all up-to-date mechanical interrupters 
mercury in one form or another. One of the best known i: 
Mercury Jet” Interrupter, of Isenthal & Company (See Fig. 35). 
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1 through a small aperture by & paRpaggE forme & Rasineloles ae impinges against the vi ache RE triangular blades, attachag ving drum ‘The height, o level ofthe mereuey ii doleputeed th EAs of the “make,” and “break » hy ui ae eee with the motor which operates “ie ee of from one hundred and twenty. ¢¢ age tele Hares ver minute may be obtained, 
twelve thousand interruptions ; 

3 5—Mercury Jet Inte Trupter. (Isenthal & Co.) Another type of «yp reury Br Vertical 1 is shown in Fig. 36. A I motion by a Motor which 
a cup of mereury, While a number of 

* Tegarded as somewhat 

en a recipr 
‘ly dip and with, © of which is covey » interrupters are jj Obsolete at the present time. Another very popular and efficier t instrument is the “Mace 

nzie-Davidson Interrupter (Ses tm Fig. 3 
of a 



or, placed in an inclined positi i r position; its shaft terminatin i 
disk, bearing two metal contacts, sade te pte 

cury at each half-xevolition of the moles The oe > Opera 

Ftc. 37.—Mackenzie-Davidson Interrupter- 

it is one of the best of the foreign 
tion of this device is obvious; 

interrupters. 
ctrolytic” Break is 

The conventional European type of © 
imple form of which the well-known interrupter of Wehnell- 
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en lass jar of dilute s 

i ane iH Hp uae i u thode,” and a fine 
a ae es projects for a fraction of an inch into 
vcid, through a small hole in the lower end of a long poral aoe eee projectiie part of the psalm regulated by ee et the ove ob eae The passage of Tecan cure EERE nterrupter causes film of hydrogen ste caound the’ end of the wire! hereby ten aman cireuit: fos around as no condenser is used, 

the extra” current— 

self-induced in the pric 
mary of the Rukmkorff 
Coil—discharges in the 
form of a bright spark, 
causing a further reces- 
sion of the-acid from the 
wire point. The acid 
almost immediately 
flows back in contact 
with the anode, and in 
this way “breaks,” and 

follow each 
other in rapid suece 
sion. In America this 
type of interrupter is 
extensively used, hay= 

4 

Fic. 38.—Wehnelt Interrupter. (Williams. ing been greatly im- 
proved and simplified during the last two years. In the European types of High- frequency Apparatus, the Ruhmkorff Coil i eldom incor- porated with the resonator and solenoid, the osc ating system being generally sold as a separate apparatus—comprising a of Leyden Jars, an adjustable spar “gap, and a solenoid and rvhator usually wound upon the same cylinder, the various Parts being assembled on a suitable table, or base. ‘The most Popular form is shown in Fig. 39, whieh is known as the “Oudin- Dean Resonator.” This model has been extens ly copied by panufacturers in all parts of the world. ‘The resonator consists 
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of ity oF HiRes Be of insulated copper wire, about three 

imeters in diameter, wound spi , 4 : 
a contimotaeae ge Pirally upon a wooden eylinder 

ul thirty centimeters it ae 

ter. The following 
cription of the nature 
the “Oudin Resons 

is quoted from 

ind’s admirable 
k on “Radiother- 

As forced resonance 
re powerful in its 

cts than free reso- 

nee, the resonator was 

first attached to one 
e of the solenoid of 

rh frequency ; the other 
le remained free or was 

connected to the earth 

(his arrangement, how- 

s soon modified. 

found that better 
effects ould be produced 

connecting both poles 
ith the resonator. A 

subsequent modification 
led to the solenoid of high 
frequeney being sup- 
pressed and the resonator 

directly connected with 
the external armatures 
of the condensers. The 
lowest: spiral of the reso: 
hator was then united to Fic. 39.—Oudin-Dean Resonator. 
one armature, while a spi- Oui 
ral four to seven turns above it was connected to the other 

ture by an adjustable clip. The resonator was thus divided into 
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two solenoids—a lower and an upper. The —_ orp 

noid, of small size, consisted of a few turns of wire 
between the points of attachment, fs ae two rei 

the external armatures. In it circulate currents of both 
and modium frequeney, those of high frequeney alone being’ 
to pass into the upper solenoid; for the currents of lower 
quency were close-cireuited by it. The secondary or upp 
solenoid was longer, and wa: traversed by currents of ‘ reason of self-induetion of the circuit, requency alone; these by 
coset an enormous tension. When the three essential magnitudes—eapacity, self-induetion and resistanee—of the fag solenoids were by trial proportioned to one another, the upper 
spirals of the resonator and its terminal were seen bathed in @ lively brush discharge like to that produced by a Tesla Coil or influence machine. This effluve is made use of for therapeutie purposes, by connecting the free terminal of the resonator or one of its upper spirals with the wire leading to the electrode,’ Although the caliber of the wire which forms the resonator, does not appear to materially interfere with the production of these resonance effects, yet it has, according to Oudin a con- siderable influence on the physical character of the effluve and spark. A fine wire yields a spark, long, thin, sinuous and Seareely painful, with an effluve as poorly nourished: while with a wire of larger dimensions both effluy e and spark gain in force. This depends on the capacity of the wire rather than its self-induetion, for every ine in capacity renders the spark more vigorous and painful, ‘The manner in which connection was established between the poles of the primary solenoid of the resonator and the external armatures of the conde: SeTS next attracted attention. It was Fecognized that the nature of the arrangement that exists for this purpose largely influenced the adjustment of the two sole- noids and the regulation of the effects produced. The erude and unsatisfactory method in which the spring-clip or contact-hook 1s used to connect the wire from the external armature with the desired spiral soon gave place to others which allowed more perfect regulation and adjustment to be made without in any way interrupting the circuit. Ducretet and Bonnett invented 
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spirals ; itself to 
jufore the stationary contact point. Both these methede elie 
of a perfect graduation of effects and an easier adjustment of the 

noids to each other, without any interruption of contact. 
The resonators above deseribed, however, are only suital 

Fra. 40,—Resonator of Lebailly Fic. 41—Rochefort’s Bipolar 
and O’Farril. 3 Resonator. (Freund.) 

for producing unipolar effects. If double cffluvation is to be 

practiced, the apparatus of Lebailly and O’Farril or that of 

M. Rochejort must be resorted to. (Fig. 40.) 

In the former, the primary solenoid is centrally situated, the 
external armatures being connected with two intermediate 

spirals. This creates two secondary solenoids which are situated 

one on either side of the primary and allows of bipolar applica~ 
tions to be made by connecting the wires leading to the elec- 
trodes with the free outer terminals of these two solenoids.” 

Although the apparatus is an improvement on the unipolar 
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xtill it is not always easy to equaligs 

a ete and for this reason h ator ¢ 

ide Fig. 41) four Leyden Jars 
two batteries connected by. secondary terminal of aqill The external armatung lt 

Upright Solenc id on Cabinet (Williams. are conneeted with two separate reso, being connected, the one wit tor, the othe 

nators, those of each battery h the lower terminal of one resona~ r with the upperr of the other resi nator. Whe of the current f 
liz 

host spiral of the primary solenoid ™ carefully adjusted the density & each of the secondary solenoids is and being of oy n, double effluvation ily be practiced and the effects produced The position of the resonator im the apy makers calls for a few re marks. In some “apparatus, as in F 

posite 



§ 

12, the solenoid stands upright on the 
densers and spark-gap; in others, as in Fig. 43, it is perm 

nected with the condenser 

horizontally placed so to allow its inclusion in a 

and lastly, it may be inv 
bottom of the baseboard 

is no speci 
‘angements beyond the mere matter of 

nently 

rted and fixed by its base to the 
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é 2 ‘ 

ecentricitics call only for a passing notice, Miely 
ce . 

is the arrangement for graduation. paren pavers a ae wip ane only be ni 
sohualos Pointe a subbered nea whose movements an fy 
a the movement of a handle, is the one most to 

commende Not less worthy of mention is the Tesonator 
volving around a fixed contact in which adjustment is eff by revolving the solenoid by means of the insulating spokes fj 
to the disk at its base. ; 

Guilleminot’s Spirals.—In resonators formed of wire wound — into a helix or solenoid, the energy of the electrostatic field developed by the inducing spirals is only to a very limited extent utilized in the production of induced currents. For the form of the resonator of Qudin does not permit the powerful oscillatory field, ereated in the vicinity of its spirals, to Be employed in generating bipolar currents Guilleminot has;how- ever, by changing the form of the onator from a helix to a spiral been able to utilize the energy of the field in producing bipolar effects. The results of his experiments were published in 1901. His resonator is so constructed that the excitation is caused by a single turn, the outer one, which a the inducing spiral. (See Fig. 10.) 
In practice the adjustment is not made by altering the eo- efficient of self-induction of the inducing spiral. This is kept constant and a subsidiary coil of thick wire, with an apparatus for regulating its self-induction, is introduced into the exciting 

aduated by 

The spiral is formed of eighteen turns of wire, 2 mm. thiek, held in place by radii of catgut, The smallest circle has a diameter of 33 em., and the la a diameter of x: em. The interspaces between the Successive turns increase in width toward the periphery, since here the difference of potential between successive turns is much Sreater. The various forms of exeiter used in applying High-frequency Currents in medicine are attached to the center of the spiral.” For further details regarding the construction and use of the various forms of spiral resonators the reader is referred to the 
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notes on instrumentation eompiled by Dr, Claren and published a8 an appendix to Freund's “ Radiothernps 

Vor general treatment with Low-potential, High ‘equency 
profound effects are 

desired, the powerful apparatus shown in Fig 

Currents of d'Arsonval when. especially 
44 is employed 

(| 
r ; (Ca Ns. i 

qt 

Fic, 44.—Gaiffe’s Oil Condenser and Heavy 

It is manufactured by Gaijfe of Paris from the original designs 
of d’Arsonval, and consists of a multiple glass plate condenser, 
immersed in oil, led with an adjustable spark- 

enoid consisting of twenty-one turns of copper wire. In the 
above apparatus we have a departure from the usual European 
type, in that the condenser consists of alternate plates of g 
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ane 3 1s of resonators and sok sess uses are two other types: of latth which plate condensers are employed. | is known as “ Gaiffe’s Bipolar Resong. form of the Tesla-Thomson apparatyg ry 1 is not connected with the resonator, the currents 

The Se ng induced by the rapidly alternating Electrostatie ee oe ding the solenoid. Discharges of High-frequeney sol High potent ay be Se either terminal of the and High-potentis “is 

and tin-foil, 
Leyden Jars 
Europes ratu 
the first shown in Fi 

Gaiffe's Bipolar Resonator. Tesonator, while true High-frequeney Currents are produced when the patient is connected With both terminals, ‘This ap- Paratus is usually operated from Rukmkorff Coil exeited “Direct” incandescent light current, which are extensively used in Ame and which are peculiarly adapted for exeiting High-frequency Apparatus of the Tesla- Thomson type, have only Recently been introduced into the 
different European citi € 

by a 
Alternating currents 

every indication, however, 
that currents of the alternating type will entirely Super “Direct”? continuous current Within a few Years. this fact, Messrs Gaiffe of Paris have recently 

sede the 
Recognizing introduced an 
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extremely efficient High-frequency and X-Ray Ay 
designed for use on the alternating current, without the 
jor interrupting or rectifying the latter. As this instrument i 
being very generally employed by European specialists, and as 

Iso illustrates the differences in construction and operation 
en European and American High-frequency Apparatus of 

the “closed-circuit transformer” type, it has been deemed 
ulvisable by the author to quote the following detailed deserip- 
tion from Belot’s work on “Radiotherapy”: 

“This new apparatus makes it possible to utilize an ordinary 
ternating current, without an interrupter, either for the pro- 

inction of X-Rays or for High-frequency Currents. Hitherto, 
i! we wished to employ an alternating current, we had to use a 
Rulmkorff Coil—ie., a transformer with an open magnetic 
circuit, supplied with a special form of interrupter. The choice 

ris lay between an electrolytic interrupter and a self-regulat- 
ing interrupter of Villard, and it is well-known how difficult it is 
to regulate either of these instruments. 

“Tt is true that a fe ‘ars ago a transformer with closed 

snetic cireuit was made, and that this was used without an 

terrupter; but, though theoretically perfect, this apparatus 

rapidly deteriorated with use. 
M. Villard was the first to 
adopt this arrangement. The 
rapid breakdown of the end 
coils of the secondary was due 
to the reflected Hertzian waves. 

“To guard against these acci 
dents we we 

bet™ 

e obliged, even 
when working with High-fre- 
quency Currents, to employ 
comparatively low tensions of 
15,000 to 20,000 volts. The 
results obtained were not satis- 
factory, and even then the 
transformers broke 
With X-Ra: 
tension was required, the appa~ rc. 

down. Pas where a higher 
4,—Condenser._ (From Belot.) 
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ratus soon became useless, ‘Th 
formers were soon abandoned, 
ordinary coils continued to be used, qT 
are subject to the same dangers, but of 
account of their smaller output, they 
teriorate more slowly. Thus one of 
greatest imperfections has added to thei 
longevity. 

rhe irregularities of the interrupter, of 
ist- whatever form, render impossible even an anees. (From Belot.) a yproximate estimate of the output of the seconda 

i os arrangement, which has already been presented. (9 the Académie des Sciences by d’Arsonval. This absolutely prevents the breakdown of the instrument by arresting the reflected Hertzian way It is composed of various condensers and resistances, 
“Their arrangement and magnitude are determined by con- siderations of the insulation of the coils of the primary, and the nature of the High-frequency W. which are required. “These improvements have been so successful that the instal- lation can be employed for all forms of practical work—the condensing couch, the effluve, Tesonance, bipolar radiations or X-Ra 
“The apparatus cor ists of an ordinary transformer, with closed magnetic ¢ cuit, receiving an alternating current of 110 volts, which it converts into one of 60,000 volts. “The protective arrangement is threefold. Firstly, there is 9 series of condensers arranged between the poles of the secondary (Con., Fig. 46). Secondly, liquid resistances are introduced into 

the circuit, on either side of the transformer (Resist., Fig. 47). 
Finally, other condensers are introduced, bety n the liquid 
resistances and the tube (C., Fig 48). These latter are the @ Arsonval High-frequency Condensers. “They have the further advantage of insulating the operator, 
and thus prevent any danger from his accidentally touching one of the poles. At the same time they are a convenient method of limiting the current which passes through the tube, 

Sas é a The great novelty in Gaiffe’s apparatus is a prow 7 

* 
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The whole apparatus is enclosed 
h obviates all danger of accident, The ‘ slab, to which are affixed the 

for measuring the primary current, 
sed in the primary current, and 
nsion current. 
parts are so arranged that the apparatus for high frequency or X-Rays by simply aoe ae alves and interposing a spark-gap in their place, ga 

Fic. 48—Arrangement of Tube and Meter. 
(From Belot.) 

pparatus is free from danger and easily adjusted. The 

y be regulated by mer moving the handle of the 

It will give much greater power than any which can 
be required at the present time. When the apparatus 
ution has been perfected, and more power is required 

iy be necessary to increase the capacity of the con- 
which act laps to regulate the output. The ap- 

, moreover, always ready for use: there is no tr 
t out of order, no mercury or petroleum to regui 
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a : patient and wear 2 1 no noise to disturb the pi renewal, anc | 

. » operator. hay Bis. Ui. it 

lait vi juire how it is adjusted for producing % “Let us now inc 
q s] Ss ection only. t should pass in one directic Th n 

siltation, ‘oe Baris! Or nv etna absorbed bef 
Sine the een purpose two Villard. Valyeq | reaching the i 

Fis. 49.—Transformer, (From Belot.) 
(P-P" Fig. 54) are inserted in parallel with the tube in the 
tanner indicated by Vitlarg himself, “The discharge through the Roentgen Tube is perfectly regular, 
the fluorescent Screen being as steadily illuminated as when a 
qlatic machine is in use. ‘The means for complete adjustment 
is afforded by the rhe, stat in the primary cireuit. “There is theoretically uo limit to the power which ean be 
obtained by the use of this apparatus. Asisoon as the eon 
struction of the tubes have been sufficiently improved, with a 
wiew to increasing the inten Y of the rays, the length of ex- 
Posure in radiography ang the time of application in radio- 



snerapy - will be greatly decreased. 
X-Rays obtainable is limited the 

This installation may be arranged to : tiographs. Two Roentgen Tubes may be illuminated at the Series of waves for each aie 
time by using one of the two 

—General Diagram. (From Belot.) 

“An automatie shutter, whose movement synchronizes with 
the interruptions of the current, is required. Such a shutter has 
bee n invented by Villard. 

“This apparatus may be also used with a continuous current. 
A commutator converts the continuous into an alternating 
auirent. By this means we get rid of the 1c interrupter. and the 
Rulonkorg se , 
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jlization of instruments for ‘The utiliza ws con 
ws 

instruments. u 

is thus greatly facilitated. 

‘Top Shelf of Cabinet. (From Belot.) 

installation that, since it is supplied by the alternating current, it will be influenced by any variation in the mains. The only ible variations, however, are changes of potential and anges in the rate of alternation. 

IWS 

UANN 

Fig. 52.—Lower Shelf of Cabinet. 
“Neither of these ever varies by more their effect is therefore negligible. Thi 

(From Belot.) 

than one per cent., and is is quite otherwis if 
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ordinary current converters are used. 
geet on synehronism with the current, and. are thedetiee = ‘re sensible to brief variations in the main, . 

A GANFL « PARIS 

Ke ry 
ve 

semrcemeree WW 

Fic. 53—Springs and Contact Plate. (From Belot.) 

only necessary to remove the Villard valves and insert the 

ap in order to adjust it for this purpose. 
s we have already stated the whole of the apparatus— 

transformer, regulators, condensers and spark-gap—is arranged 

in a cabinet. Within the cabinet are the coils of the trans- 

former, as shown in Fig. 49. These should never be used 

outside the case* 
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si i ral diagram of the 
i 50, we give @ gene! 

: 

o ie pees show the arrangement of es bi elves 

Bigs. 7 Snth the connection of the transformes, 69 
cabinet, 

nee tio shows the springs, XX, and team 

from electric shocks is thus oh 
ated, sihce the apparatus eg not, 
work unless the door is shut, I 
dangerous apparatus is thus out o 
the way of the operator, 

“ The safety-fuses, measuring in- 
struments, and regulating appara 
tus are attached to a marble slab 
on the top of the cabinet, as shown’ 
in Fig. 54. 

is new installation of Messrs, 
Gaijfe seems to meet all theoretical» 
requirements. We have had many pportunities of proving both its 
safety and its adaptability to prac- 4 tical conditions,” 

In addition to th > already 
described, a large variety of High- frequency Apparatus of the Oudin« d'Arsonval type has been placed on the market by the European manu- y sence ating Apparatus, facturers, Of these’may be men- (From Belot)° ™Sformer, tioned the outfit shown in Fig. 55, made by Max Kohl of Chemnitz; "it Coil is conveniently located in the ments being fs cabinet, the two upper compart- interrupter fond tee Tespeet: ively, by the coil terminals, tus proper; the latter nant by the High-frequeney Appara- the resonator ts a . “ng a small solenoid, Separate from clip and flexibie get bt SS connected by means of a spring ~ “his outfit is the most frequently em- 

Velimetre 

in which the Ruimko, lower part of 
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; form among the German sp while the upright { resonator, as shown in Fig, preferred in England | France. ; 

ve has been previously stated, the development of High- 

t Williams.) figh-frequency Apparatus. ( Isenthal’s Complete High-freq 
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i f 

ie Frequency Tar eee saring the first fOUr yeaa inves present writer in ae uried on upon entirely different 
ga ee by alarenal aoe colleagues, he com from those followed re the first practical Therapeutic High. pleted the designs for to the American profession, ney Apparatus introduce frequene; 

| for several years in his private practice, before 
It had been used for s j 

| interest in its remarkable therapeutic effect the widesprea¢ 

Fig. 56.—Resonator and Condensers (small model). (V illiams.) led to its being placed upon the market, Were made from the writer’s designs, supervision, by J L Institute of 

The first few machines 
and under his personal . Ovington of the Massachusetts 

subsequently manufactured by Mr. 
Ovington who devised several able improvements which 
iner 

‘Y and lessened its liability to breakdown. 
Sat this time known as the « Strong-Ovington Static Induc- 

tion and High-frequency Apparatus.” (ee Fig. 57.) The only 
High-frequeney Apparatus on the market at the time the 



jowever, was used solely for X-Ra Purposes, 
osibil of the Testa pera Ls the technic for 
pplication being unknown to the profession until oe Si 

* carance of the Weters apparatus: after ‘the: 
The “Knott Apparatus,” in common wi f 

juency Coils made prior to 1899, ee Ruidiempse Bape 
impossibility of preventing the latter from mae aes 
joints of the heavy oak box in which it was ees 5 

| 
1 7 

Fis, 57.—Diagram of the Author's Original Type of High-frequency Appa- 

ratus; “The Strong-Ovington Coil.” 

one of the chief disadvantages of the apparatus. Both Tesla 
and Thomson had stated that a liquid insulating medium was 

absolutely essential for High-frequency Apparatus, and that 

any solid substance, such as wax, or rubber, would sooner or 

break down and allow the currents to pass. 

The great power and volume of Tesla High-frequency Currents 

and the simple character of the generating apparatus, attracted 
the attention of certain European investigators shortly after the 

carly clinical results of dArsonval and Oudin were published. 

Clinical tests were therefore made of currents generated on the 

Tesla-Thomson principle, but their obviously great therapeutic 



san va ious and apparently insurg sa eral serious power was offset by Ee ae European profession able defects. The pias expressed in the following q 

a enigi ejueney Therapeutics as beg ep iar : ae in Am , except for a few isolated attempts to saeee arrents for the relist of ieee These e 
Seis nugiihy tied veral years ago by European inye ‘ho found them to be absolutely impractical for therapentie tors, who found th 

| 

"The Knott” High-frequeney Coil, Working Part Immersed in Oil Fixboses. The chief objection to the use of Tesla apparatus in 
The great expense and cumbrousness of the apparatus, the parts of which must be permanently immersed in a bath of oil. “Second—The great volume and power of the currents and the 

impossibility of properly regulating or controlling them, ager attending the use of closed-cireuit n with alternating curre “The last objection is by far the most lous, the investigators having narrowly escaped a fatal shock while experimenting with Cmrents derived from a Tesla apparatus.” 



The above quotation has } Ce 

gst few years by manufacturers m
e circulated: 

of the Oudin-@ Arsonval type, in the attemp 
profession against Tesla apparatus for as Reuee. h 

ic 
it will be noticed that the above objecti . 

rents, but to the apparatus pram 4 ee = em. For a number of reasons, which will be dened i 
iture chapter, the therapeutic action of currents of th ae 
pe is superior to, and more efficient than that of the a’ ee Arsonval 

Apparatus, Adapted for the Generation 
‘well as those of the High-potential 

tep-up Transformer. ¢, Condenser. 4. 
arming the Condenser through the D’Arsonval 
1 Coil (jf). h, Sponge-covered Electrodes 

Current or of the Resonator Discharge. The writer demonstrated 

this fact, at least to his own satisfaction, in 1901, at which time 

he made a comparative study of the Amer and European 

types of High-frequency Currents. D’Arsonval Currents of even 

greater amperage than those obtained from a solenoid and 

Ruhmkorff Coil, were readily obtainable from the writer's early 

form of High-frequency Machine by the simple addition of two 

binding posts, connected to the extremities of the primary coil 

of the “ High-frequency,” or “Tesla Transformer.” (See Fig, 

The writer disearded oil as an insulator during the first year of 

his investigations. By a suitable method of construction he 
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i is “Tes 

it nd secondary coils of his 

arranged the Prim"piate the points of highest potential, 
High-frequency Current to j former,” so as to isolate 

ency of the »gsening the tendency of ; ; , 
lessening ondary to the primary coil. In this way he 7 
cre te Ps se of wax or paraffin instead of oil. ot 
Possible tv 1 the objectionable features of the elas aaa 
CT ie seen ani dae apparatus, 1 Te nocable to injure aie by any mechani bein ee the colidifcation of the ‘wax in nish aaa ded. The same insulating medium was employed by the writer in the construction of his condensers, and although he has from 

t, built up his conden h glass plates, coated 
he has had but very little trouble from short 

circuiting or breaking down of the Dialectric. The substitution 
x for oil not only greatly simplified the apparatus but ap- 

preciably diminished the expense of its construction, 
that the writer's attention is not called 

either verbally or by letter to the “great danger” attending the use of Tesla High-frequency Apparatus. “Aren't you afraid of getting killed?” and “‘Isn’t it very dangerous to use a ‘elosede circuit transformer, such as_ the one employed in your ap- paratus?” In reply to these and similar queries the following answers are usually gi i experimented with closed- 
S, such as are used in my High-frequeney Apparatus, for nearly ten years, during which time hundreds of shocks have been accidentally received both by my assistants if, yet in no case has there been any injurious or danger- ult, the reason for this being the peculiar construction of my step-up transformer and the relatively low potential of the secondary currents obtained jrom them.” Tn an ensui 

means, after the solidific 

ree to which the 
, on the resulting 

»Y comparing a series ils, nt design, in which the potential obtained from the initial transformation ranges from 1,000 to 60,000 volts. For the present, it is sufficient to state that as a result of years of experiment, the writ er has found that an alternating current Of from five to twelve thousand volts is the nent efficient for 



xu 

‘ oa thee 
ul from which | this current, 

¢ draws font the incandescent lighting mains. When 
[uropean investigators construct apparatus on the Tesla 
iple, they are apparently influenced by their knowledge 
Arsonval’s methods, which involve the use of Ruhmkorfj Coil 
irrents of from 50,000 to 100,000 volts. It is probably this 
ct that has led them to employ the 60,000 volt transformer i in 

he new X-Ray and High-frequency Apparatus recently intro- 
luced by Messrs. Gaiffe for use on alternating incandescent 
ight circuits (See Figs. 47-54). It is obvious that an alternating 
urrent of low frequency, and such a relatively high voltage, 
vould produce dangerous and probably fatal results if accident- 
uly passed through the human body. It will be seen from the 
preceding paragraphs, that the objections to the use of Tesla 
coils, cited by certain European authorities, do’ not apply to 
the ay is employed by the writer in the elaboration of his _ 
“American System of High-frequency Therapeutics.” 



CHAPTER VII 

:VELOPMENT OF AMERICAN HIGH-FREQUENCY. 
res THERAPEUTICS 

Earlier Forms of Alternating Current Apparatus 
As has been stated, the first High-frequency Coils manufac 
jn’ America) were or aie Tesla-Thomson type. The Ral a which has been already described, was placed upon the 
reacicel in 1897, and was used almost exclusively for the = 
Bacon of X-Rays. The “‘Strong-Ovington Apparatus,” which : 

c = 

Fi. 60.—Kinraide Coil; Alternating Type. 
was the American pioneer in Therapeutic High-frequency Coils, made its appearance in 1902, although the machine from which it designed had been in constant use in the writer’s practice tree 1896. In 1901 the “Kinraide 3 -Ray Coil” was placed Upon the market, and on account of ii implicity and relatively 
low cost met with an extensive sale. The publication of the 
writer’s clinical reg ults created a wave of interest in High-fre- 
ducney Therapeuties, and led the manufacturers of the Kinraide 
Coil to exploit it for therapeutic Purposes. (Fig. 60.) Many phy- 
Scians possessing instruments of this type began to employ them 
in their practice in “cordance with the technic described by 
the writer in scveral Short articles which were published in the 



medical journals of that period. ‘The re 
appointing, and led in some cases papas! 

pility of the writer's statements a testions be 

of High-frequency Currents. In order ue 

jor the disparity between the results pe pee Popes 
Kinraide Coils, and those produced by: ie the users of 

of construction and the peculiarities é eee is 
Ir. Kinraide’s ingenious invention, may be briefly considered. Hi. |. His 

the Direet, and 
an Alternating 

coils are of two types, designed respectively for 
for the Alternating Current. In the latter type, 

Transformer 

Condenser 

Fic. 61,—Diagram of Kinraide Coil Showing Relation of Spirals. 

Current of 104 volts—(its frequeney being generally 60 cycles 
per second)—passes through a small closed circuit transformer 
which “steps it up” to a pressure of about 1,000 volts; the latter 
circuit is then employed to charge a condenser, consisting of a 
large number of sheets of tin foil separated by thin sheets of 
flexible or “built up” mica. This condenser discharges dis- 
ruptively across a short spark-gap between heavy copper plates, 
in series with the primary circuits of two High-frequency Coils, 
the latter being the unique features of the Kinraide apparatus. 
(Fig. 61.) 

‘ach primary High-frequency Coil consists of six turns of thin 
copper ribbon wound one upon the other like the outer layers 
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. trip of varnished paper serves a f tape; ast rms & of Rr ge Feoilwiee peas ea ahs go “n, 
at iameter and one i . ight inches in diameter ai ch be 
eight inehe ee cylinder containing “ — iy over a ach concentric with, and in the a : latter be ” ‘The secondary coil consists of moderately 

Vie wound’ ia the form of a concen ae tar een and insula 
jn att Gone ingenious construction renders 

ally impossible inasmuch as the point of 

with the greate: 

at the center of the spiral, while the outer 
breakdown practic 
highest potential is h 

turns are rendered practic 

trically, the outer ends of both the primaries and secondaries metrically, 

— 

q 
~ y: u 6) hr 

bov 10000 

resla-Thomson High-frequency Apparatus. é “Step-up” ‘Transfoy Conden= 
Altemating C ; >, “Step-up” ‘Transformer, _¢, Saar er . 6, Tesla-Thomson High-frequency ‘Transformer. being connected by a single wire 3 the device is still further safe- guarded by connecting the middle point of the wire which bridges the primary and Secondary coils, to a single binding Post attached to a ground connection. very Tesla-Thomson High-frequency Apparatus theoretically ists of three transforming dev arranged in an ascending Series. (Pig. 62.) The first is an ording step-up” transformer, 

having a closed magnetic circuit or “core” of soft iron, differing 
only from the commercial transformer used on alternating 
ineandescent light circuits, in that it raises, rather than reduces, 
the potential of the alternating current. It is sometime called 
the “High-tension Transformer,” and while increasing the 
voltage, produces no effet on the frequency of the current. The 
Second essential factor in a Tesla-Thomson appa, ratus converts 
the Low-frequency High-tension Current into & High-frequency 

ly neutral by the use of two High- 
fi ney Coils, connected in series and wound oppositely orsym- ~ requenc} s, 
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juorent; it is essentially a frequency transformer, 
‘ject on the voltage, or potential of the current, at8 ; 
a condenser and a discharging cireuit containing a certain amg 
of inductance Im series with a spark-gap; this inductance * 
the primary cireuit of the “Tesla Coil,” in which for the second 

, the voltage of the current is increased. This coil posses 
, jron core, and raises the current to an extremely high poten- 

. the ratio of the voltage of the primary, to that of the sec 
ry cirewit, depends on the number of turns in the primary 
is compared with the number of turns in the 

‘< law of transformation applies also to Rukmkorff Coils, and 
, ordinary closed-circuit transformers, and may be used to 
\-ulate the approximate voltage and amperage of their differ- 
t cireuits: it athematically stated as follows:— 

) VP:VSTP:TS 
and A PAS: TSDe 

, which P, and 8, stand respectively for the Primary, and 

Secondary Circuits; T for the number of turns of wire; A, for 

he amperage, and V, for the voltage: It is evident from the 

ibove equation that the voltage in the coils of a transformer 

varies directly, while the amperage varies inversely, with the 

number of turns of wire. The frequency of the current from a 

Tesla coil, is an inverse function of the capacity of the condenser; 

the greater the capacity, the lower the frequency, and viee- 

versa. 
In consideration of this fact it will be evident that the fre- 

quency of the Kinraide coil is extremely low,—too low, in fact, 

to produce the stie physiological effects to which the 
High-frequency Current owes its great value as a therapeutic 
agent, 

In the early years of the writer’s investigations he made 9 

ries of comparative t in order to determine the relative 

apeutic values of High-frequency Currents of different rates 

illation. A variety of apparatus was empl d, the lowest 

being derived from the Kinraide Coil and the highest, 

nall Tesla Coil, excited by a current from a pair of me- 

dium-sized Leyden Jars connected to the terminals of a ten- 
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plate Waite & Bartlett Static Machine. The 

apparatus just described, while necessarily of ¢ 

amperage, were of extremely high voltage and freq 

acteristics which rendered them of especial value in the 
ment of diseases of a superficial and circumscribed 
writer's practice at this time was confined almost exeluaua 
the treatment of diseases of a nervous and rheumatic 
and the “Statie High-frequency Apparatus” was seldom 
after the completion of the series of comparative tests al 

Fic. 63.—Piffard’, iflard’s Hyperstatic Transformer, described. 4 y, ~ A year or two later a pe S York City. Pparatus Was devise, ‘ eo Pea New stan City: This de x ‘Pid ype 
Static Transformer ** ead users 6 : and is widely Achieved remar ; - 

pee 

tite i es With his little ae pee 
i 

3 se recently improved and modified Bee ‘ 2 Tt forms an Hen tof sno 

SORE gral part of an J i i 
n pla 

Upon the marke 
chapter, rket and which Will be deseribed 

eseribed in an ensuing 



1: is obvious that oscillating currents of different 
+t the functions of the body in different : 

‘ymption Which is confirmed by clinical experiences— 
perstatic Currents,”—which are higher than the majority « 

erapeulic High-frequency Currents;—while valuable jn Hats 

jwatment of skin diseases, are less efficient in the treatment of 
vonstitutional ailments involving depleted nervous energy and 

vr circulation, while the currents from the writer’s apparatus _ 

wre especially adapted to the treatment of the latter conditions. 
Diseases involving the muscles and motor neryes are most effi- 

iently treated by currents of a very low-jrequency—that is, 
Low from a High-frequency standpoint; in other words, too low 
iy allow of their practical generation by the disruptive discharge 

fa condenser. A Faradie coil provided with a ribbon rheotome 
small sinusoidal alternator, giving a current of a maximum 

of 5,000 per second being best adapted for the purpose.' 
The Kinraide Coil charges its condenser with a current of 

high-amperage and relatively low voltage—the extremely high- 
potential of the High-frequency Current from this coil, resulting 

almost solely from the “step-up” transformation in the Tesla 

Coil. In most High-frequency Apparatus the increase of the 

potential is more or less equally divided between the “High- 

tension Transformer” and the “High-frequency,” or Tesla 

‘Transformer. In Gaiffe’s new X-Ray and High-frequeney Ap- 

paratus, described in a preceding chapter, the alternating 

incandescent light current is raised from 104 volts to 60,000 

volts, before being conducted to the condensers. Piffard’s Hy- 

perstatie, when used with a large Holtz machine charges its con- 
denser at an even higher voltage. : 

The various machines designed and employed by the writer 

occupy a position between the two extremes respectively exem- 

of the terms “High” and “Low” 
relative term. In the present volume 

ke of convenience, defined a High-frequency Current 
hich does not produce muscular contractions or 

in other words, a frequency of over 10,000 
it happens th: quency, which marks the limit of sensa- 

reaction is the highest frequency obtainable by mechanical 
therefore regard the term “High-frequency Current 

pus With “Oscillatory condenser discharge. 
A full discussion of the relation between frequency and therapeutic effect 

is given in the second chapter on * Physiology.” 
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a Ce 

he Piffard and Kinraide _ a 
1 oe avengers averages from twenty ity 

agers Hyperstatic Transformer, but it is 

Saas vacity used in the Kinraide Coil. Th ne capacit} fiftieth of th 

z 

Nan ter’ Beterate currents of a much lower Ei 
enc ao by the former, but of vastly greater frequeney hat of the Kinraide Current. 
hoe ait rine involved in the Kinraide Coil has been 

SePloves a the construction cy toe portable forms of Highs 
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ent make, g 
ign, that they 

eading. A fair idea 
ment of parts may be 

joqueney Apparatus, which, although of differ 
vr alike in mode of action, and detail of desi 

jw appropriately described under a single hy 
j; their general appearance and arrange 

obtained from the illustrations in Fig 
these coils is designed for operation on the 104-volt 
current, and consists essentially of a small closed 
former simi at d in the Kinraide Coil, 
the ratio of transformation is somewhat greater, the secondary 
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current having a potent of 2000 volts. The condenser jg 

‘much smaller than that of the Kinraide Coil, and consequeng 
Tees currents of much higher frequency. A single: Higigl 

quency Transformer 
is used, instead of two, as in the Kine 

ie Coil; but the principles are the same in both instruments the secondary consists of a single flat spiral, its center, or poing 
»tential, terminating in an upright rod capped with of hig! 

. brass ball and insulated with a hard-rubber bushing. Tn ha 
coil shown in Fig. 65 the spiral secondary just deseribed is firmly 

Fic. 66.—Kinraide Coil with Improved Spark-gap. 
mounted on the s E aaa o ee : base with the transformer, spark-gap, 
fold inward at an angle of yg ne sbParatus, it is arranged to 

atin cree eee degrees during transportation, the 
primary spiral be ars z soaenees being conducted to the tionabie feature of aie othe two metal hinges. The objec- 
been the spark-yap, ae oe of the Tesla-Thomson type has seriou nee ats ie _ was of its terminals 
charge and lowering Peper 2 ane oe On tfficieney of the coil. In the original 
that many operators di, this defect was of such a grave nature ble sacrifice. ree ae disposed of their apparatus at a considera Sanng it as totally impractical and unreliable. 
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yyis objectionable feature has been enti : 
Kinreide € Zs shown in Fig. 66, which is provided with an ime 
poved spark-gap consisting of two brass tubes elosed by plati- between the outer faces of which the discharge occurs; tubes project from adjacent points in two eylindieat <« vessels filled with water, which conducts away the super- 

= heat of the spark-gap and renders the High-frequeney 
scharge from the secondaries full, continuous and steady, 

1 the addition of this new spark-gap the Kinraide Coil has 
a convenient and reliable apparatus for the generation 

ic X-Ray on alternating cireuits, and for use in wireless teleg- 
y. It is probably the most efficient High-frequency Trans- 
wr yet devised, as the power and volume of the secondary 

¢ is truly enormous as compared with the extremely ll amount of electrical energy which the coil draws from the 
ins; its relatively low frequency, however, renders this appa- 
us unsuitable for therapeutic purposes, while the two coils 

vove described which have condensers of much smaller capacity 
roduce currents which may be successfully employed in the 

itment of disease. This reduction in condenser capacity, 
»wever, is made at the expense of efficiency, and for heavy 

\-Ray work a dangerously high amperage must be employed. 
Nor the general run of X-Ray and High-frequency work, how- 
ever, these coils are said to give very satisfactory results. 

Several y vo the manufacturers of the Kinraide Coil, 
recognizing its inefficieney as a Therapeutic High-frequency 
Apparatus, introduced an instrument of similar construction 

but produeing currents of much higher frequency, called the 
“Cyclone Coil.” (See Fig. This apparatus, which is no 
longer manufactured, is mentioned as an important example in 
the comparative study of High-frequency Coils; it uses a step- 
up transformer whieh raises the potential of the 104-volt alter- 
hating current to between five and ten thousand volts. Glass 

condensers are used instead of mica, and the two secondary 

coils (which are of the Kinraide type) produce a High-frequency 
Current sufficiently powerful for ordi X-Ray work. Al+ 
though these coils have been used with some success in thera- 
peutic work, they do not conform with the requirements which 
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the writer as essential in q 

ians’ use. This list of 

98 

have been formulated by 
frequency Apparatus for pl ; i 

a es ae embodies the writer’s deduetions from ten yg aracteristies ¢ 
‘ 

a tical experience in the construction and therapeutie ugg ee 
practical ¢ ; 
High-frequeney Coils. 

In the first place, the apparatus must be convenient and gps 

in external appearance and capable of transportatigy 

Fic. 67.—Cyclone Coil. (Portable form.) 
without fear of inj i ‘ar of injury to its working p i 4 

‘ ‘orking parts, or loosening of the wires connectin, 
3 , a Second, 

i its various circuits. 
its transforme, “ansforiners and condensers should be strongly tade of the best obtei * the best obtainable material, and so perfectly insulated as to render the 

but in the ever 
be 

Possibility of a breakdown exceedingly fateh 
easily and ee an accident, the working parts should 

hinsal, in the ain : “sible, so as to enable the plysicia® 
pparatus, locate the °,t °°ttical expert, to test out his Oem N€ point at which the breakdown or interruption 



Third, the current should be und oa 
output in the seeondary should be Be aaa: bees 

wing methods: (a) the graduation of the current Beles 
c the primary coil of the step-up transformer by eee ee : Sapa ahs y of 

Rieostat, or an adjustable inductive resistance; (Choke Coil”), 
By a variable spark-gap, provided with an easily accessible 

jcrometer adjustment. The spark-gap should be self-cooling, 
| if at all noisy, should be completely enclosed in an asbestos. 
d compartment. Its discharging surfaces should be easily 
ovable for cleaning, and if the action of the spark causes 

to corrode and wear away they should be so constructed 
be easily and economically replaced. It should be possible 

run the apparatus at its maximum output for several hours 
tinuously without overheating, and without evidence of 
tuation or loss of effici y. (c) There should be some 

1 of varying the potential of the discharge by the intro- 
or withdrawal of resistance in the external circuit; 

may be accomplished by the use of a variable air-gap be- 
disks attached to the ends of sliding rods, by inter- 

vacuum tubes, or insulated inductance coils 

series with the patient in the external circuit. 

Fourth, the various parts of the apparatus should be so pro- 

portioned that the High-frequency, High-potential Current from 

the Tesla Coil will possess the following characteristics’ (a) 

icient voltage or potential for the production of a full fine- 
i at a distance of eight inches or more from 

atient: the character of the discharge being such as to 

t distance being reduced to three or four inches 

out danger of “arcing” the patient. In applying the brush 

from the static machine, care must be taken to pre- 

electrode from approaching too near to the patient's 

otherwise a bright spark will jump to the latter, causing a 

ul and unpleasant shock, with sharp muscular contractions. 
» Tesla Currents a somewhat different phenomenon occu 

the efjluve being changed, not to a spark, but to an arc discharge, 

or an actual electrical flame, which often burns a small hole 
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iz auses a painful “sear” or through the frases to a bale dietane 

before the electrode sary oscillations, by ie ie 
cutting out the aes > condenser circuit (“dampeng? tail 
Chie Te ther words), we ean obtain from s Tedla Coil Gia sae cSpark” Discharges closely resenting tastes y 
a static machine. (6) The currents should have a relatively 
high frequency with the shortest possible intervals between the! 
different s if oscillations, so that no sensation of shock or , 
fluctuation will be felt when the patient is placed directly across 
the Tesla Circuit, or when the current passes through the pa- 
tient’s body in series with an incandescent lamp. (e) The 
current should have a relatively high amperage, capable of 
bringing to full brilliancy an eight candle power incandescent 
lamp, when the latter is connected between the hands of two 
persons, one of whom holds in his free hand a terminal of the Tesla Coil. ‘The current from a single terminal should be eapae 
ble of brilliantly illuminating a series of five or more Geissler 
Tubes when the latter form connecting links between the hands of an equal number of persons. In order to obtain the best therapeutic results, it is necessary that a current be employed which will manifest its potential, frequeney, and amperage, by lighting lamps or vacuum tubes in the above manner, as efficiently as when the bulbs or tubes jorm a direct connection between the sbody and the Tesla terminal. There are many coils on the market which will excite a “vacuum electrode,” connected to one of their poles, so strongly that the surface of the patient’s body will be blistered by a few seconds of contact with the cleetrode; while, if the patient be connected to the same pole by a metal handle, the above vacuum electrode will be scarcely illuminated if held in the hand of the operator and brought in contact with some part of the patient’s body. The currents from such machines are useful only for the treatment of local and superficial lesions. With the best machines a Geissler Tube held in the hand of the ©perator, will glow when brought within a radius of four or five feet from a patient connected to one of the terminals of the Tesla Coil. (d) The Tesla Currents 

100 

*See “ Pseudo-Statie Effects,” in chapter on “High-frequency Modalities,” 



soul Bs of clad scniid he eI 
giving a clear fluoroscopic pieture of the thorax, s 
ete., and of giving a satisfactory skiagraphic negative of th 
bones of the hand in one second or less, when the machine ye 
drawing not more than 500 watts from the mains, 

The exact details of construction necessary for the production 

of an apparatus having the above ideal characteristies can be 
determined by experiment only, and the writer’s efforts in this 
direetion were but partially successful until about two years 
go, when he was fortunate enough to discover a combination 

producing results of the above character. The fortuitous cir- 
cumstances which led to these results, while in some degree 
accidental, were mainly brought about through an exhaustive 
comparative study of the various types of High-frequency 
Apparatus that had been produced up to that time, including 
the writer's earlier models. For a long time it seemed to be 
impossible to produce currents which should be equally satis 
factory for therapeutic use and X-Ray purposes. The Kin- 
raide Coil produced X-Rays of great power and penetration, but 
has been shown to be impractical for therapeutic use: the 
writer's earlier apparatus, on the other hand, while seemingly 
ideal as a generator of Therapeutic High-frequency Currents 

decidedly inferior to the Kinraide Coil for X-Ray work. 
The successful production of one of these requirements seemed 
possible only by sacrificing the second end in view: indeed, the 
two seemed incompatible. There is reason to believe that 
other investigators reached the same conclusion. For example, 
the “Jackson Coil,” invented jointly by Mr. Kinraide and Mr. 

Howard Jackson, which was an ideal instrument for High-fre- 
quency Therapeuties was frankly avowed by its manufacturers 
to be unsatisfactory as a generator of X-Rays, for other than 

therapeutie purpost This coil, which is no longer manufac- 

tured, embodied a number of new and unique features which 
are worthy of a brief description. The High-frequency Trans- 
formers are of the “Kinraide type,” but the secondary spirals 
contain fewer turns of wire, and the ratio of voltage between 

the primary and secondary circuits nuch smaller than in the 

Kinraide Coil. In the latter the high potential is obtained 
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102 ch the transforming action of the almost entirely throt 

‘oils, while in the Jackson Apparatus the voltage 
Bon Ee re most part by the “step-up” transformer an § ee a yueney Circuit: the Jackson Condenser has but small 

rk-gap of Jackson Coil, 
fraction of the capacity of that of the Kinraide Coil, and conse- quently discharges at a much higher frequency; as the charging circuit has a potential of from 30,000 to 40,000 volts, the am- pemee at the spark-gap is much less than in the Kinraide Coils consequently much less heat is evolved and water cooling devices are unnecessary, The spark occurs between the edges 

II Ii ll 

‘ i Pot 

Kinraide Coil (improved). B, Cyclone Coil C, Jackson Cail. of two horizontal bars of iron about two inches Jong, square in fet and about one-half inch in diameter: the gap between them may be varied by a meter serew and the jaws whieh SUpport the bars are each provided with a series of thin copper 
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jates to radiate the heat; if, the of beaten 
plunted or corroded, the latter a oan turned 

hough an angle of 90 degrees, so as to bring a fresh edge into 
ition. (Fig. 68.) This spark-gap gives excellent results in the 

son Coil but it is not satisfactory when employed in a con- 
ser circuit of low voltage, such as is used in the “Cyclone Coil” 
example. (See Fig. 69.) In the latter instrument the spark 
ces places between the parallel faces of iron disks about three- 

inches in diameter; ; these are mounted with radiating 

Fic. 70.—The Author's “Special Hercules” Coil. 

sin the Jackson Gap. The general appearance and con- 

struetion of the sparl Kinraide Coil, Cyclone Coil 

and Jackson Coil are shown in the illustration »). The 

High-frequency Transformers of the Jackson Coil are entir ly 

separate from the rest of the nd are supported by 

un upright wooden mast which r fixed to the back of 

cabinet, or mounted independently in an iron tripod as 

nd the primaries of the High-frequency Coils 

so arranged as to allow of one or both secondaries being use dy 

so that the effe Tesla Coil or an Qudin Resonator may 
be est value of the Jackson 
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« Byfluce,” which is full, of fine grata its beautiful while it may be controlled or gradu 

104 
Xoil lies in Coil I 

Yackson Coil with Separite Secondaries 
ated with the ereatest nicety } by an adjustable Rheo, “d' Arsonval effects 

by the micron k-gap ‘at in the Low-frequency Circuit, Hi are obtained from the Jackson Coil by 



diverting the pean iarhiares from #] la 
savy spiral solenoid ealled the “Thermo-Faradie Coil,’ 
will produce as high as 3,000 milliamperes of current, 

In the ensuing chapter the writer will-desciibe “ie WES 



CHAPTER VUI 

APPARATUS OF THE AMERIG) PREQUENCY MODERN HIGH-FREQUE 

sla-Thomson Coils 
ines which the writer employs in his praetice ag Tu machines w it iy the most recent deduetions from and experimental researches: They aria 

: geet denominated by their manufacturers as 
y hig “Ajax,” and the “Hereules Universal”; ¢h 
e of the “Tesla type” for use on alternating elect 4 

light. curre the third or last being a direct or continuous curs 
tone machine, although arranged to work equally well on a 
alternating supply. The term “Universal” is employed not 
only from the adaptability of the apparatus as regards exciting currents, but from the fact that it combines in a single instrument: a Rukmkorff Coil, Resonator, and Tesla Coil, The. details of the “Hercules Universal” will be discussed under a future heading. Of the two alternating machines, the ‘ Ajax” Coil is probably the more important from the andpoint of the general profession. The “Hercules Apparatus” of a very elaborate and expensive construction and is designed primarily for the electro-therapeutie Special The “Ajax” Coil of the conventional type is shown in Big. Fig. 73 shows a larger and more pretentious type — known as the “ Ajax special »” These two machines are identical ase ie the " transformers, condensers, spark-gaps and Tesla eee mae but the “Spe ial” model involves a con- <vangement, easy acce: ibility, and range of useful- 

Simpler prototype. Tt is provided with a pate Powerful “d’Arsonval” and “Thermo- Mie » fas a stepped inductance for the aduation rate ta yement, and may be equipped, if desired, with a 
Separate transformer f, Rts : 

light currents. {°° “he production of cautery and diagnostic ¥g 

first two 
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Jax" Special, and th. various det si ve h iar 

~ various details is the work of Mr. John R. Parker Sept beet Construction for the Electro-Radiation Comp ath: the writer is indebted for many ne ere nw ideas and practios 
stions employed in the production of a practical 

rhe development of the “ 
10r 

nat types: of 

‘The Author's “ Ajax Coil." 

In the “Special Ajax” the 104 volt alternating current is 

passed through a eonventiona) closed-circuit transformer, in which 
the potential is raised to about 10,000 volts. ‘The amount of 

current delivered from the transformer is determined by the 
“stepped” inductance above-mentioned, which admits either one, 

two, or three and a half amperes to the primary coil; according 
to whether the plug on the end of the service cord is attached to 
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circuits. The condenser consists of a tie 4 
of which contains five pairs of glass plates cies: 
va firmly imbedded’ in wax eompodtons ths ocyenea 
“vows of the removal of 4 portion of the eoadenser in tee 
‘vent of one of the glass plates being shattered See Neca 
of the machine during transportation, and. oe ch. 
nachine will work satisfactorily on a conianaen of ne Gane 

the damaged section may be shipped to ie 
for repairs. The spark-gap is similar to that employed 

in the Cyclone coil, previously described (see Fig. 69) et 
jut the iron disks of the latter are replaced by brass pieses na 

with pure silver. The coil which the writer employs in iis 

.etiée at the present time, is provided with a spark-gap similar 

n principle to the above, but of an improved construction, 

nvolving several new and important features; the movable 

(e) 
2 

OES 

his, T4—“Theater Plug,” for varying current, strength on “Cyclone’’ and 
«Ajax Special Coils.” 

member is operated by a cam or eccentric, which varies the 

spark-gap from zero (or contact), to a maximum length of five 

rnillimeters, corresponding to a rotation of the cam-shajt through 

an are of 180 degrees. The hard-rubber adjusting knob is 

attached to the end of the cam-shajt which projects through the 

door of the eabinet, and is provided with a metal hand, or pointer, 

moying in front of a scale which indicates the length of the 

spark-gap in millimeters and tenths of a millimeter. 
By turning 

the knob to the extreme right, bringing the hand opposite the 

letters “U. V? on the scale, a gap of five millimeters is formed, 

which is too great a distance for the current to traverse; ¢0) 

sequently no spark passes, and the apparatus may then be used 

to operate an ulira-violet lamp which is connected to the con- 

denser cireuit by means of suitable terminals. (Fig. 75 

The “ High-frequency” or “*Tesla-Thomson” Transformer em 

ployed in the “Ajax”? machine, consis' of a primary composed 

ae 
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ta small number of tums of oarse 7 ee 
he about six inches in diameter, whic PI 
ta ae seronday coil, which is formed of a great many t 
cs ee eS fine silk insulated wire, closely wound upon a 
Or ey im qiameter and about two feet in length, 

inches i tween the primary and secondary tubes eon 
rs of flexible miea and the High-frequency 
ascuinbled, is permanently embedded in solid 

Jen box, the primary and secondary 

four 
annular space betw 

1 number of lay 
Transformer thus 
wax in uitable wooc 
‘rminals being brought thro 
de nk Hookings’ The ies reat High-frequeney Cure: 
rent is led from the “Tesla” sceondary to a pair of insulated 
terminals surmounted by brass balls; a third terminal called 

the “dummy? is fixed on an in- 
sulated pillar midway between 
the two active terminals, and 
consists of a brass dis 
operating with a similar disk 
on the end of a sliding rod in 
the left-hand terminal; a sec 

duated ond sliding rod in the right- 
: hand terminal ending in a 

small brass ball, its counterpart being fixed to the right- 
hand side of the “dummy.” When the machine is in operation, 
and the right-hand rod pushed into contact with the “dummy,” 
a brilliant purple “Ejfluve” will be formed between the brass 
disks, when the latter are separated by a gap of three or four 
inches; if the disks be in contact and an air gap formed on the right-hand side of the “dummy,” between the two brass balls, discharge will occur in the form of a flaming “Are,” or penéil of light. The uses of these triple terminals to produce various modifications in. the character of the secondary current wilk be considered in detail in a later chapter. 

he “Hercules,” shown in F - 76, closely resembles the “Ajax in so far as its electrical construction is concemed, xeept that a rotary spark-gap is employed instead of a stad Honary one. The former, shown in Fig. 77, consists of a brass disk mounted on the end of the shaft of a small alternating 
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ynotor, being insulated from the latter by a heavy fiber 

i» periphery of the disk is divided into rectangular teeth, one: 
half inch in Wi idth, by slots of the same width and ‘nah a 

3 the 
thickness of the disk is about one-eighth inch. The current 

Fig. 76—The Author's “Hercules pparatus. 

by means of a graphite 
a button held in a cup- enser is admitted to t 

inst 4 

of a rotating disk. The 
d di pres ssion in the exact c 

> upper edge of the disk and a p ed between th 
all on the end of a vertical rod, which projects through 
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a inet and te shing i top of the cabinet ing 
eaded bushing in the s 

"i eae adjusting knob. ‘The writer has reeently 
Kae bstituting for the threaded De a ee giver moanted exoenea a a are ees rod, mounted not in the plane of the disk 

about one inch in front of it. ‘The'spark, ne follor 
vertical path between the upper edge of the revolving disk a 
the lowest point of the brass ball, traverses a horizontal 
between the outer surfaces of the revolving teeth and the in 
edge of the silver disk; the latter is somewhat rounded on it | des: and is about three-fourths inch in diameter and one fourth inch in thickness; itis attached to the rod by means of il 

threaded hole midway between its 
center and periphery. The rod 
turns by means of a knob, as in 
the former model, but its bushing: 
is not threaded, and brass collars 
fixed to the rod above and below 
the bushing prevent all’motion of 
the silver d except in a horizon- 
tal plane. A pointer attached to aims aa ees : the brass rod just below the rubber "Graphite Button, riphite Knob, moves in front of a curved Brush. ) le and indicates the length of i the gap in the manner deseribed in connection with the “Ajax’* machine. The rotary spark-gap Just described does not “ppear to operate satisfactorily on all types of High-frequeney Apparatus, but it is peculiarly adapted to the particular voltage, amperage and frequency of the con- denser discharge in the « Hereu! machine. It appears to Pie eat effect on the High-frequeney Current which This shes Ge for certain therapeutic purposes. ‘Sed more fully in an ensuing chapter. The frequency of the « Hercules” machine that of the “Ajax,” 

the latter machine. 
Lf Hereules” is distinctly higher than in the “Ajax” and the 
machine draws a larger amount of electricity from the mains. 



juency Transformer, while 
jction to that of the “Ajax” is of a more 

vod, the “Hercules” coil differs from the “Ajax Special” solely 
» its more elaborate and expensive cabinet and 



CHAPTER IX 

_pREQUENCY APPARATUS, FOR “Dr 
MERICAN HIG ; 

H CURRENT” USE MODERN 

ns who prefer to employ the “Tesla-Thomson?™ 
cy Apparatus have been handicapped by 

1 alternating current service. In the cen= 

and in occasional small ones, the’ 
dee or continuous current is the only source of supply. “This 
is especially true in England and on the Continent. ‘The firsty 
attempt to devise a means to ¢ lapt Tesla Apparatus to direct ~ 

made in connection with the original “Knott High= 

frequency Coil,” and involved the use of a slate wheel bearing 
metal segments revolving against carbon brushes, and acting ag 

a commutator which changed the direct current to an interrupted 

alternating current; but the slate wheel rapidly wore out, the 
brushes required frequent adjustment, and the device was ex= 

isy and cumber 3 vite these facts, the writer 
employed a break-wheel of this type for several years, all of his 
clinieal work at the Boston Dispensary being: carried out by 
means of such an apparatus. When the “Strong-Ovington 
machine” was placed upon the market, it became evi 
some other means must be found for alternating the direeb 
current, and, after some experiments, it was decided to adopt 

V ati known as a “rotary converter.” This apparatus (See 

stlare seca Pitcroung| direct current motor, with the 
arn a acta es ly opposite points connected 

that. w aes ane ‘¢ end of the armature shaft opposite te 
against the revolving See Two carbon brushes beat 

alternating current may i and from these brushes a true 
ay obtained—the number of eyeles per second corresponding corresponding to the number of revolutions of the aFmiael 

ll4 
arm: 7 

Many phy 
type of High-frequen 

their inability to of 

tral portions of 

currents 



of 
alternating current is usually about 
direct current and it is therefore necessary 
higher ratio of transformation in the 
order that the condenser may be 

3 

as when the maehine is sell seme potent 

incandescent light current. In the | ae oh iternating 

verters it is possible to obtain an alternating pectin 

in voltage with the direct current which excites the Sanne ; 
this is accomplished by the use of a second set of armature 
windings, insulated from the direct current circuit; and the 
instrument becomes in reality a “Motor Dynamo” or “Motor- 

1, 78.—Rotary Converter, Excited by a 110 Volt Direct Current, and 
Generating an Alternating Current of 80 Volts. 

Generator.” This construction greatly increases the expense of 
the converter, and, unless the High-frequency Coil is to be used on both direct and alternating currents, it will be simpler to adapt the transformer for the lower voltage of the ordinary type 
or rotary converter. 

Physicians whose knowledge of High-frequency Currents has 
been derived from European textbooks will be familiar only 
with forms of apparatus in which the Rulmkorff coil is employed, 
such as have been described in a preceding chapter. A number 
of American manufacturers have introduced outfits of the above 

type, some of whieh are equal if not superior to the productions 
of the best European makers. Examples of this type of appar 
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atus are shown in Figs. 79 and 82. The Huhmkorgy cota 
ruction, being enclosed in a 

outfits are of similar con: 
box filled with a jelly-ike insulating medium, mahogan: 

all things being considered, are less 
of this construction, 
injury or breakdown than those of the conventional ¢ 

‘hich the secondary is protected by a thin sheet of hard ; 
bove-mentioned are provided with: tare 

The two coils a 

Fre. 799—“g, 79.—* Scheidel-W, 
= 

estern ” ( for Exciti * Exciting High-frequency Apparatus. 
condensers 8 of vari ea ial ick ng 

b the coll wa capacity mou ? 
wie | Whe: 'Y mount 

es interrupter, i hen used with a pe a by compartment 

requey 
» 45 in Fig. 

ehnelt” “ 

ss ney Apparatus ar 82 (which shows a or *‘ Electro- 

ight current), the arranged for wean teal uhmkorff High- 

cluded j , Behe geen caldera 2 

cluded in the ciruity in the nod i. ternating electric 
ever (adapted for use nye etangement sk condenser3e inom 

@ mercury jet or x with the direct a shown in Fig. 79, how- 

‘" o urbine j; si Ure! i Y 
rtine jinterraptas eee caste with 

, the condenser must be 
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employed. The “resonators?” 

the above outfits are of 
ho conventional European 
ype, and their action and 
jjustment are similar to 

hose previously described, 
In Fig. Sl a slightly differ- 

type of High-frequency 
is is shown, which 

nbines the resonance prin- 
of Oudin with the in- 

tive action of the Tesla- 
son Coil; it is called an 

iucto-Resonator,” and, in 

nion of the writer, 
ssesses some advantages 

conventional “Oudin 

is shown an 
‘rican High-frequeney 

which, while employ- 
regular Qudin- 

Fig. S0.—*Scheidel- Western” High- 
frequency Apparatus, for Use with 
Coil Shown in Fig. 79. 

{rsonval system shows many radical departures from the 
customary arrangement of the parts in the European appa- 

Fis. 81.—Inducto-resonator,”” In- 
volving Induction, as well as 
Resonance. 

ratus. The resonator and solenoid 

are both enclosed and mounted 

horizontally above the Rukmkorff 
Coil, which is embedded as those 

above described. The — inter- 

rupter, which is of the electrolytic 
type, is enclosed in a ‘cabinet 

on the side of which is a large 

rheostat for varying the primary 

current. 

This apparatus is said to work 
well on either direct or alter- 

hating cirenits and possesses a 
marked advantage in that the 
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us Rulmkorff and High-frequency Coils are combined in a g Ruhmkorff 8 i 

io ing the past few years a number of High-frequency iia uring the ps : ; have been placed upon the market, which combing a chines have 

High-frequeney 
The curre 

number of 
‘ypical Tesla gppars 

for example), no 

nsformer of 
ents produced by this c 

pects from those obtained from 
h as the writ 4 



an Oudin resonator; they are, however, suitable for therapeutie 
in practically the same manner and for the same conditions 
the currents above-mentioned. n A well-known example of 

s of apparatus in the so-called “Cole Coil,’ shown in 

83.—The “Cole Coil,” for X-F 

83: the general design and arrangement of parts is the 

work of Dr. Lewis Gregory Cole, of New York City 

High-frequency Coil is a modification of 7 
Transformer,” with its primary windings altered so as to 
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; i latter coil is mo i hmkorff Coil. The coil is mou it for use with See a square wooden cabinet 

janes ie An ammeter is pentane 

front of the eabinet and ind ates the — of 
through the primary circuit. x pie pete i 

by a handle at the side of the rg megs: oe 

between the Rukmkorff secondary ani Pied Bi 
queney coil, which is mounted in the ae = a ues 

tration. Multiple spark-gaps are provided for X-Ray pur 
and when equipped for use on the alternating current a Villard 
Valve” and “Oscilloscope” are included in the outfit. In adie 
tion to the two Leyden Jars belonging to the Hyperstatic, there is 
asmall accessory jar for use with the “ Piffard U Itra-violet lamp,” 
The frequency of the currents from the Hyperstatie is about the 

s when a Static machine is used to charge the condensers, same 
A convenient feature of this outfit is the use of steel tapes to connect the coil with the X-Ray tube, or electrodes; when not in _ use, these tapes are automatically coiled up like pocket tape- measur 

Heinze’s apparatus is in many ways similar to the one just described as it consists of a Ruhmkorff Coil with its inter- Tupter, rheostat, ete., combined with a High-frequency Trans- former of the Tesla-Thomson type. The latter coil, however, is considerably larger and of greater power than the “Hyper- static”; and is of Proportionately lower frequency, the capacity of its condensers being at least four times that of Piffard’s Ap- paratus. The important feature of this outfit is its mechanical interrupter, which is one of the best instruments yet devised for breaking the primary current of a Rukmkorff coil. In the lower Part of the cabinet is mounted a small transformer for cautery, and diagnostic light purposes, ‘ The Writer's contribution to the list of outfits of the “Ruhm- pene {ype is the so-called “Hercules Universal,” previ- “Eee i S#)- In the lower part of the eabinet : * Containing a twelve-inch Ruhkmkorff coil, suitably embedded, which is wound S0 as to produce secondary currents of exceptionally high amberage. In the same compartment with the coil is an improved clectrolytic interrupter, reeently invented 
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py the author, so arranged as to be noiseless, and reg- 
ulated by means of a vertical rod ending in a knob on top of the 
cabinet. (See Fig. 85.) A Tesla-Thomson coil of peculiar design, 
is mounted between the top of the cabinet and the 
table which supports the Mexican onyx pillars of the triple 
terminals. The arrangement of the a) paratus is such that, normally, the Rulmkorff Secondary Terminals are eonneeted 1, 

c etsep} ’s latest Apparatus for Ti, 84.—The “Hercules Universal,” the Author's u ee 
Obtaining both “Ruhmkorff” and True “Tesla” Currents, from either 
Direct or Alternating Service. 

the High-frequency Circuit; when it is necessary to or Ae Ruhmkorff current directly (as in the excitation of one : rs the for example), the two insulated knobs at either side of th central panel are pulled out, like the “Stops” of an orgie, exposing the binding posts of the seoondary circuit and simul 
taneously breaking the connection between the latter an ee High-frequency Apparatus. The writer believes = alee to be unique in that a multiple-plate condenser and shor' ie : 

gap are substituted for the Leyden Jars and long, high-resistance 
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ed in all other forms of “Rukmkorff 

m0} i tt] Seria operate on the alternating current the 
wer may be dispensed with (a suitable short-cirenit; g interrupter may sing provided for the purpose), and it would then jal ieee sausage teres a High-frequency currents difficult to distingt 

4) ST. 

SN ), Ava y 

hovonnd 
IOS 

\y SS 

Fis. 85.—The Author's Improved Electrolytic Interrupter. T—General Construction. 11—Detuils of Anode. % Porcelain Tube; b, Threaded Copper W ©, Metallic Mereury which 
Keops the point of ("6") any famated by flowing around the spiral 
stove of the serew-thread. 

uit transformer, Even when operated on a direct current, vith the int ipter in circuit, the High- eney Currents from the “Hercules Universal” are practi ly identical with those of its alternating Prototype except for exci ing Crooke’s Tubes in phic work; and as the Secondary Rukmkorff Current is available for the latter Purpose, and as it gives results decidedly superior even to those obtained with an alternating Current High-frequency A Pparatus, it will be readily seen that 
this difference is of no practical importance. F, r all therapeutie 
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purposes, including X-Ray therapy, th 

rents from the above machine are of equal value and 

pl ed in the same manner as the currents fro
m a 

Ajax’? or “Hercules” Coil. 
(One very great advantage of the “Hercules Universal” is that 

it dispenses with the cumbrous and costly ‘Rotary Converter”; 

‘t may also be commended from the fact that it may ps operable 
as desired, on either an alternating, or a direct current. For 

those who are desirous of comparing the action and therapeutic 

yalue of High-frequency Currents of the “Tesla-Phomson” 

type with those of Oudin, or d’Arsonval, the above outfit is 

especially useful, as it readily admits of the use of separate: 

solenoids and resonators, which may be used alternately with 

the Tesla Coil by the employment of the two “organ stops,” 

ibove described. 

This apparatus, which will be placed upon the market within 

the next few months is the product of several years research and 

experiment on the part of the author, who formerly believed 

it to be practically impossible to produce from a Ruhmkorjj 

outfit High-frequency Currents of the same general character 

1s those obtained from a typical Tesla-Thomson Coil, excited 

from an alternating current transformer. 

The final solution of the problem was obtained through the 

use of a Tesla-Thomson coil of a peculiar and unique winding, 

in connection with an especial form of spark-gap, and Ruhm- 

korff Coil giving secondary currents of high amperage. 
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ae SUR areata FORMS OF APPARATUS 

Be 

In order to obtain an intelligent idea of the physiological 
therapeutic action of a given type of High-frequency Current, 
it is necessary to accurately analyze the method by which the 
current is generated, and to study it from a physical and mathe- 
matical standpoint. The “Graphic Method,” previously ex- 
plained, will be found of great assistance to a clear comprehen- 
sion of the difference between the currents generated by the 
various types of apparatus which have been described in the 
preceding chapters. 
The factors which determine the qualities of a High-frequency 

Current are as follows: 
(a) Capacity of the Condensers. 
(b) Potential or Voltage of the Charging Current. 
(6) Rate of Charge, or the number of Primary Discharges per 

second. 
(d) Inductance of the Discharging Circuit, depending upon the size of wire, and the diameter and number of turns in the Solenoid, or Primary Tesla C 
(¢) The length of the Spark-gap and the nature of its Terminals and the rapidity with which these Terminals conduct away the heat generated at each Primary discharge, * () The Diameter and number of Turns 

total length of the Resonator, or Secondary pared with the number of Turns of the Solen 
While the frequeney of a current is capacity of the condenser, its physical characteristics are affected to a large degree by the rapidity with which the condenser regains its charge, and the persistence of the secondary oscilla- Hons. For example, the discharge from the writer's Hercules,” 124 

per inch and the 
Tesla Coil, as com- 

Solenoid or Tesla Primary. 
primarily a function of the 



Ajax” machine, forms a true are, or electric. 

, from the snappy sparklike discharge of a Hig 

J excited by a static machine. (Fig. 86.) The ‘ea 

Qudin resonator assumes an appearance sie bea | 

<e two extremes, being 
tuous and branch- AS SO 
1» the “Static” high 

rency, yet lacking the 
th continuous outline 

care froma Tesla ap- ©&—=( ===) 
s. In the latter Fic. 86—The High-frequeney Discharge 

, the small ohmic A, “Tesla Are.” _B, “Hyperstatic Spark.’ 

re of the spark-gap, C, “Oudin” Discharge. 
.e large volume, or amperage of the charging current, com- 

to produce a practically continuous series of oscillations, as a 

nd primary discharge occurs before the secondary oscillations 

h succeed the first initial discharge have entirely died out. 

is continuous current is shown graphically by the eurve “A” 

Fic. 87,—Graphie Tracings of High-frequency Currents. 
rrent. C, 

4, Current from Author’s #Ajax Coil” B, “Hyperstatie” Cum=as 
Oudin 

imate idea of the character of 

It is, in fact, a true alternating 

: is t 
current of High-frequency and High-potential, while the current 
fi = - s is com- 
from a Resonator, or Statice High-frequency Apparatus = © 

g. 87), which gives an appro’ 
the discharge from a Tesla coil 
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a ing oscillations, separated by per < of diminishing ose : posed of groups 0! t passes. The low amperage of the = a urrent pass i I ont impossble for the condensers t recharge with machine makes it ct and the intervals between the different y, 8 ¥ Natio: ave necessarily.‘ ihucht lGHepe aaa eviod lations a ‘one: Ts a 

uupied by each group of 3 sare: 7) ‘The eats “cn 
occupied by ean tee y the curve g. 87) represented B ink discharge of an Oudin resonator operated aoe ukonkorf! coil. As the current from) the aia a Ruhmk bee oe Se ites hnia the ica eee charged very 

. ee vere it not for the fact that the spark-gap Possesses a 
oa ish initial resistance, and a slight interval is necessary to very hig 

by 

Balvaniennsoe = 

ti 
Fig. 88—Arrangement for the Production of Oudin-d’Arsonval Currents. 
enable the condensers to acquire a sufficiently high potential to overcome this resistance. 

: By graphically representing the different stages involved in the production of a High-frequency Current, we obtain a clear conception of the exact nature of the various steps of trans- formation. In Figs, 88 and 89 are shown the arrangement of a typical d’Arsonval Apparatus and of a Tesla High-frequeney Apparatus. i 1own graphic representations of the in the two types of apparatus. In the d’Arsonval apparatus, we start with a continuous uni-e directional current of low voltage and high amperage, derived in the illustration from batt cells connected in series. It is, in other words, a “Galvanic Current,” and is graphically repre= Sented by the straight line “A” 90). By means of the magnetic break shown in ig. 88, this current is convey 



, acting on the soft iron core, 
itter, and a hightvoltage low ans 

coil. By reference to the curve “C” face tr een that this secondary Dats or nade a consists of periodiie impulses above the line, separated by weakes inpulses below the line; the latter resulting from the completion f the primary circuit, which magnetizes the iron core, and the jormer, stronger impulses being induced by the sudden loss oj 
jnetism at each “break” of the eireuit. A secondary Faradic. or Rulmkorff current is therefore an Induced, Interrupted, Un. 

1o000v —1.000-V Gov wo000e 200,000 100,000 2 1ov .6or 

Fic, 89.—Arrangement for the Production of Tesla-Thomson Currents. 

symmetrical, Alternating current of relatively high voltage, and 
relatively low frequency and amperage. This current passes to 

the Leyden Jars, which discharge across the spark-gap “G.”_ If 

the outer coating of the jars be connected to two sponge-covered 
clectrodes in contact with the human body, a “Morton static- 

induced current” through the patient. This current 
would be oscillatory, were it not for the high resistance of the 

patient’s body, which damps the oscillations, practically obliter- 

ating all but the primary or initial impulses. An interrupted 
pulsatory current of relatively low frequency is thus produced 
as shown in “D” (Fig. 90). 

If the outer coatings of the Leyden Jars be connected by a 

coarse wire coil or solenoid, a path of low resistance and large 

inductance is formed, through which the condenser discharges 

of undamped oscillations. ‘The d’Arsonval Current 
aaa Bats oes ency, moderately high 
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90—Gmphie Representat 
» “Galvanic Z Farad 

duced, 
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voltage and relatively high amperage 

” (F ). fice Y uve Tt is represented by the 
\t “FP” is a graphic traci 

a m ‘ing of is 

tnator exeited by the solencid above meee of 8 Oui 
t is similar in frequency t © mentioned. ‘The y to the d’Arsonva cure 

* . 1 Current, but i , but its .ge is much higher, ‘an¢ zher, amperage much low 
the 7 sla Apparatus shown RE es ited by a commercial alternating eurrent of chat to) ie 
1 rene 60 cycles per second. Tt és esate ee 
ted by the curve “G’” t Fi xe é e curve “G. ig. 90). It may be este y be des an 

_., Testa SECONDARY 

Fre. 90—Continued. 
| Low-voltage, Alternating Current. H, Low-frequency, 

ey ew cating: Current. I, D'Arconval oF Primary Tesla. 

SEcondary; High-frequency and Very High Voltage. 
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a ating ent of large amperage, low voltage mating current of large amperhiss oa 

Eas ‘The alternations are symmetrical and the eur 
frequency. 

ce 

ee! represents the current induced in thes ‘epresents 

Tie ae transformer. It resembles the coil of the ste 
hat its voltage is much higher and its amper 

ny lower: TH a ieheretareeed alternating © 
quency and moderately high vol 

current excey 
tely lower. 

a , low f of low amp 

A, Kinraide Coil Curre 

This current passes into the conder through the primary solenoid in s A current of the d’Arsonval type is thus produced differing . mn that obtained from a Ruhmkorjf High-frequency Coil, if ions are practically continuo : shown graphically in eurve “I,” and 1 alternating current of great frequency, erately high voltage and relatively high amperage. 



q 
The current from the secondary, or - 

of the same frequency as the current in the 
voltage is much higher and its amperage lower, 

y by the curve “J” (Fig. 90). 
above diagrams it has been necessary to employ differ- 

ent scales, as indicated, in order to show the curves within the 
limits of the available space. In some curves, as in that of the 
static-Induced, different scales are employed for the oscillations, 

| for the spaces between the sets of oscillations. For example, 
the scale employed in the ease of the low-frequency alternating 

ut shown in the curve “G,”" were used in connection with 
Tesla Current in the curve “J,” the abscissa line in the 

tter would have to be nearly one hundred feet long. 
rhe difference in the frequeney of the High-potential Currents, 
tained from different types of High-frequency Apparatus is 

I ated by the curves shown in Fig. 90, page 130. 
represents the discharge from a Kinraide Coil which is of 

he lowest frequency of any oscillatory apparatus on the market. 
8” represents the current from one of the writer’s “Ajax” 
Hercules” machines, the frequeney of which is very much 

than the preceding. ‘ 
represents the current from the Piffard hyperstatie 

sformer which has perhaps the highest frequency of any 
rapeutic Tesla apparatus. 

primary, but its. 
It is represented 



CHAPTER XI 

SN A AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HIGH-FREQUENCY 
‘THE PHENOMENA # sg 

rs the apparently paradoxical effects produced by High- 
Mant oF te ne may be easily understood if we bear in mind 
a oe al diftreace betwee oscillating, and 
ie set, continuous or Low-frequency Currents. In the 
ee streams of electrons move through the conducting medium 

water flows through a pipe; and, naturally, friction is de- 
veloped between the stationary and the moving particles. If 
the stream of electrons is of great volume and of sufficiently 
high voltage, it will produce intense heat in a metallic conductor, 
and in case of a poor conductor, like the tissues of the human 
body, it will actually disintegrate the more delicate structures 
such as the nerve cells anc fibers. Alternating currents of low 
frequency may be regarded as direct currents which are periodi- 
cally reversed; during each alternation the individual electrons 
would travel hundreds of feet, or even miles before the cessa- tion of the impulse. In a High-frequency Current, however, especially when produced from condensers of small capacity, the duration of each oscillation is so extremely small that the indi- vidual electrons travel but a short distance before their direction 'S Teversed. So sudden and intense is their motion, however, that their momentum is communicated to other electrons in the atoms at the end of their path, and these in turn are shot out for ee ae ‘ransmitting their motions to still other elee- id so on through the entire circuit. A High-frequency rent is, in fact, a form of radiant or vibratory energy, the *s or vibrations being transmitted through the length of the cireuit, While 
forth in ares 
explanation h; 

the individual electrons simply swing back and of small amplitude like minute pendula. This as been given in a previous chapter in order to 
132 



show how the High-frequency 
through glass, rubber and other non-conduetors. Tt 
plains the immunity of the human body to currents of 
volume and high frequency, while instant death would result, from a current of the same voltage and amperage but of Low 
instead of High frequeney. 

Another reason why High-frequency Currents are Jess harmful is heeause of the limited sensibility of the nerves, which respond 
only to impulses of comparatively low frequency. This will be 
further discussed in the chapter on “Physiology.” 

The inductive resistance of a conductor increases with the 
frequency of a current. For this reason coils or loops of wire 
having little or no resistance for direct or Low-frequency Cur- 
rents would oppose the passage of currents of great frequency 

ost to the same extent as a mass of non-conducting material. 
The effects of inductance are therefore the most characteristic 
wid interesting of the physical properties of High-frequency 
‘urrents. 

The phenomena of High-frequency Currents are usually con- 
idered under the following headings: 
(A) Phenomena due to Induction. 
(B) Eleetro-Statie Phenomena. 
(C) Electro-Dynamie Phenomena. 
(D) Phenomena of Resonance. 

(A) 

Phenomena oj Induction 

As has been stated, the inductive action of a current increases 
With its frequeney. For example, a current of one ampere and 
8 frequeney of five hundred thousand produces the same indue- 
tive effeet ix ingle turn of wire, that a current of one hundred 

amperes and a frequeney of fifty would produce in one hundred 
‘urns of the same wire. (Denoyes.) 

The induetive action of High-frequency Currents is best 
“tudied by the use of a current of the d’Arsonval type, but the 

y current from a Tesla Coil will produce practically the 
“ame results. If an ordinary ineandescent lamp bulb be con- 
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sh of heavy copper 
id shetersceil pens lamp will 

«ence, although the ohmie resistange gf 
the copper arch is less than 
one one-thousandth of an ohm, 
(Sce Fig. 91.) If the lamp be | 
connected to two adjacent 
turns of a d’Arsonval solenoid, 
it will be illuminated in a sim- 
ilar manner. 

If a lamp be connected to 
two metal electrodes and held 
between two persons, each of 
whom is connected to a ter 
minal of the solenoid, the 

Lamp (L), Lighted by the lamp will be brought to ine 
Backed Up” by the Impe- eandeseence by the current Copper Arch (A), £3 é Ss ttached to the d’Arsonval Sole- passing through their bodies: 

noid (8), The experiment also illus- 
trates the dynamic properties of a High-frequency Current, 
and the ease with which they travel through conductors of high 
resistance. If a large insulated copper wire be wound into the 
form of a ring or hoop three feet in diameter, and containing 

1st 

nected to the twe 

to the termi 
24 

ynght to full ineandescence, 3 
js of 

br 

EAS 
Fic. 92—Tneandese Tormey Hgandescent. Lamps lit by Currents I in Closed, Cirenits 

"med by three persons (PP. Py ding ins scatters Solent from five to ten turns, frequency Apparatus in strong magnetic field of 

and this hoop be connected to a High \ place of the regular solenoid coil, & foree is produced in its vicinity, If the : 



_ operator 8 
wires of the 

ecome 
ty: closed cireuit, formed by the arm and body of the 
If a large wire be conducted several times around the sides ‘ 
all room, and connected as above, the experiment may be 
vrformed by several persons forming a circuit in the center of 
he room, small lamps being held between them (see Fig. 92). 

ivsired, Geissler Tubes may be substituted for the Jamps in .bove experiment. 

(B) 
Electro-Static Phenomena 

If the terminal of a Tesla Apparatus or an Oudin Resonator 
connected to the body of a patient, by means of an insulating 
aducting cord and a metal hand eleetrode, a powerful rapidly 
‘crnating electro-statie field will be formed extending to a 

14. 98 1 es “Electrical Aura” or “ Vibratory 
rot reuanlieg a Patton (P), Connected to Terminal of a Tess 

oi 
distance of from two to ten feet, according to the strength and 
‘requeney-of the current. (Fig. 93.) A Geissler Tube held in the 

hand of the operator will become brilliantly illuminated when 
brought within the auraof electrical vibration, and streamsof pur- 
plelight may be seen radiating from the fingersof the patient when 
his free hand is extended toward any condueting body. It is 
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necessary that the patient should be insulated by m, 
vince legged platform as in the ease with electricity from ay 
machine, inasmuch as the patient's body is giving out el 

vibrations rather than streams of electrified particles. Tf 9 

bell-jar be placed over the patient's arm, or if a plate of win 
dow glass be laid upon his extended palm, sparks may } 
drawn by presenting a metal object to the outer surface of th 

nd Geissler Tubes may be excited from the transmitted) 

136 

vibratory energy. If a metal plate of tin or zinc, cut into the 
form of a six-pointed star, be suspended from a cord and con. — 

A. 

,94.—Beautiful Effluve from the Points of a Skeleton Star Cut from 
Vis Enclosed in a Larger Circle of Brass Wire, and Circle Being Attached Respectively to the Poles A and B of a Tesla Coil. 

neeted toa terminal of a Tesla Coil, it will become brilliantly illuminated, sending out Jong purple streams from its points and 
edges, (Fig. 94.) The experiment may be made still more brilliant by placing the star in the center of an insulated wire ring several feet in diameter, connected with the opposite ter- minal of the Tesla Coil. 

If two tinsel cords be stretched across the room, several feet apart, and each cord be connected to a terminal of a Tesla Coil, they will become surrounded with an aura of purple light of | equal intensity throughout their entire length. A variation of the above experiment is to form a length of tinsel cord or fine _ 



by pressing the wire upon the adhesive surface, 
coated with shellac varnish. By coating the 

iG, 95.—Mluminated Sign, Formed by the Efffuye Given off from the Fine Wire (d) Arranged to Form the Word (b), Adhering to the Shellacked Surface of the Glass Plate (a). A Sheet’of Tin-foil Covers the Back of the Glass and is Connected to a Tesla Terminal by Means of the Copper = (c), the Opposite Terminal Being Connected to the “Wire Word,” (6) 

with a sheet of tin-foil and connecting the latter with one terminal 
1 the Tesla Coil, the wire or tinsel cord being attached to the 
other terminal, the word or name will appear in characters of 
purple light which will be plainly visible in all parts of a large 
lecture hall. ‘This experiment was first performed by Tesla in his 
lecture before the Royal Society of Engineers in 1891. (Fig. 95.) 

FG. 96.—Terminals of the Author's Apparatus Arranged to Show the “Are 
Discharge. 

The discharge of a High-frequency Coil of the Tesla an z 
©onveniently studied by the writer’s triple terminals with w ic 
all of his machines are provided. (See Fig. 96.) The outside 
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© 

fe » and “B,” are connected respectively al 

(he Teds ool SoBe = bag onal 

Li aay is insulated from the ro of Ce : 

the end of a brass rod whieh 
i Paiva disk on the other side of the! 

jak on the end of a rod 

terminals, 

With the E : ie : 

hort-cireuited through the “Dummy. hort Coil will be 5! inches be made between the small balls bys If a gap of seve 
charg 2 f 

the sliding rod “B,” the discharge will occur in they 
withdrawing the sliding 

240. 360. 5 600. 
Primary Condenser Discharges. 

per Second. 
Are” Between Termin 

iewed in 
ent, wide Spark- 

Current, Sho 

n of a characteristic High- 
of electric 
the fact th 

queney “Are,” or curved pencil § 
ilame. That it is actually me may be seen from 7 
nat it gives out considerable heat. sufficient to melt a= Wax candle held several inches above it, and capable of igniting 

tens of hard wood held in its path. Tt also eauses combustiolil between the oxygen and the Usually inert nitrogen of the aifyy the various oxides of nitrogen being formed. fontinuous, the are in reality consis| ge Sistharges.” This can be de ‘monstrated by allowing it to form bet 
it will be seen as symmetrical group 
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<oparated by dark spaces as shown in Fig. 97 : oi spaces between the are in a single eee ss : .illations of each condenser di ae whil tee + while the 

\ similar phenomenon of a mx z ‘ore spectacular character j d by revolving .a long slender Geissler Tube oes radially from a metal shaft connected to one ans of the 

oS —Appearance of Rapidly Revolvir 
nected to Terminal of “Ajax Coil 

1, Wide Gap; Weak Current. B, Strong Current; Short 

Tesla Coi autiful wi ight i indi sa Coil. A beautiful wheel of light is thus formed as indicated 
Fig. 98. 

By separating the small balls as far as possible and opening the 
up, the discharge will occur in the form of a branching 
ine of light. The writer has called this the “Pseudo- 

tatie Spark,” inasmuch as it closely resembles the discharge of 

spark 
zig 

\ Holtz Machine exeept that the bright white portion next to the 

positive pole in the statie spark, occurs in the center of 

frequency counterpart. (Fig. 99.) ‘This experiment i 
brilliant if performed with the writer's “Hereules” which has a 

‘The difference between the “Are” and the 

due to the fact that the secondary oscil- 

+ discharge are almost entirely damped 

‘on of the latter phenomenon. A 
be performed 

rotary spark-gap, 
Pseudo-Statie Spark 

lations of each eondens 
or suppressed in the producti 
humber of other interesting experiments may 
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ith the are discharge. The intense heat which it produces: 
with Is 

i » way of demonstrating 7 

Pee is es Car ae @ the sliding rod so that it 

Jett ber eat an inch toward the “Dummy ;” ae the 

see hat an air gap of about one-half inch long is ‘ormed retween the end of the wire and the ball on the middle post, 
iain He the machine and almost instantly the wire will 

eK epea and actually burn Te ey fp 

tions until the projecting portion is consumed or mel oa 

property 

small iron ball. : y iy. 
ra xperiment may be shown in a still more striking manner 

if the wire be held in a pair of pliers in the right hand of the 
operator, and the are formed between the end of the wire and a 
key or other metal object held in the hand of a second person. 

Fig. 99.— Pseudo-Statie Spark” from the Author's Hercules Machine. 
The machine is started with the disks and balls widely separated 
and the current is drawn into the body of the operator by bringing a metal rod held in the left hand in contact with either terminal of the Tesla Coil. The are at the end of the wire should be very short, otherwise the experiment will not succeed. The Spark-gap should be as short as possible in order to obtain & continuous series of oscillations, 

Ifa sheet of stiff writing paper be waved rapidly to and fro in the are formed by separating the small balls from one to two inches, and then removed and examined with a magnifying glass, the sheet will be seen studded with innumerable minute pune- tures much finer than those produced by: the point of the most delicate needle. 
Start the machine with the small balls jj in contact and the disks separated by an air-gap of from three. t i 



a cylinder of purple light with bulging sides. With 

spark-gap the effluve will be seen to consist of i 
hair-like threads of purple light; with a long spark aoe 
wiluve is less dense, and brilliant purple snake-like streamers will 
rudiate from the edges of the disks. 

This effluve consists of alternating streams of electrical par- 
ticles moving with enormous velocity and momentum. The 
intense sensory impression experienced when the effluve is em- 
joyed therapeutically results from the impact of the rapidly 
woving particles upon the surface of the body. So intense is 

his molecular bombardment that actual blistering is produced 
if the treatment is continued more than ten minutes. 

Ly isolating or separating the two streams of the effluve so as 
o obtain the effect of the particles moving in one direction only, 
{air idea may be obtained of the amount of mechanical energy 

vhich is liberated in this discharge. The writer discovered by 
weident that a smooth piece of perjectly flat cardboard placed in 
close contact with the surface of the disk “D” blocks most of 

the cleetrical particles which would be ordinarily shot out from 

he surface of the latter, while those emanating from “E” 

plunge aeross the air-gap and expend their force upon the ” 

surface of the card. As a result the latter will be held as if glued 

to the disk “D,” and considerable power will be necessary to 

remove it until the machine is stopped when it will fall off by its 

own weight. The experiment should be performed with the 

small balis “F” and “G” in contact, and the disks separated by 
4 gap of from two to five inches. 

A peculiar characteristic of High-frequency Currents is their 

tendency to discharge into the air, as if each pole were an inde- 

pendent souree of energy. The higher the frequency the more 
marked is this independence, and coils have been constructed in 
Which the discharge showed no tendency to jump from one 
terminal to the other even though the latter were in close proxim- 
ity. A Tesla coil may therefore be regarded as two resonators, 
discharging or oscillating in unison but with opposite polarity. 
(Fig. 100.) 

‘The monopolar effluve is best studied with an Oudin Resonator 

wae 
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haw one terminal connected 
nbecsis f tin-foil terminating i 

: on the terminal post and all srip 8 th <o that the dise rappe 
the needle 

The needle y 

(a) 

Electro-Dynamic 

a High, 

Phenomena 
trequeney Current shall flow throt 18 not necessary that a circuit should be fo 

he continuous and low-freq 
an clectrieal condenser, 

whether insulated or ground y Current in a wire conneeting it & © Tesla terminal This may be demonstrated exp ays 

it 
m the case of the currents of t 

Anything that 
word, 

Will act 
f ill cause a Hip 
onntor ¢ 

ventally 

pacity” 
h-frequene 

it a number of we For example, if a sheot of tin or zine, several fect sqUaney connected ¢2 {8 Si" by means of 9 nom-enaaellaeal fen Hin of a Tesla Coil hy an insulated m Uah-frequency Current wift flow through the 
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whie h gi oe bis seco strength than the current which jows in a wire directly connecting the two terminals of the esi his effect may be understood by imagining each termi ie 
the coil as the termination of a pipe connected with an elevated —cehiten full of water; the insulated capacity may be pl 

, bag of thick cloth, the mouth of which is tied snugly around 
he open end of the pipe connected with the reservoir. The 

w» connecting the plate to the terminal may be compared to 
extension pipe just mentioned which joins the “Terminal 
ect" to the bag. On turning on the faucet, the water will 

|. foreed through the pipe into the bag, and when the latter is 
pletely filled the water will begin to ooze through its pores, 

ining off its outer surface, and thereby establishing a con- 
uous flow of water through the connecting pipe. This is 

cactly what occurs in the electrical experiment but the current 
ream consists of vibratory electrical energy instead of 

The larger the bag the greater the oozing surface, 
juently a greater volume of water would flow through the 

If a piece of thick cloth be stretched tightly over the 
n end of the pipe the oozing surface will be so small that 

PHENOMENA AND PHYSICAL 

vactically no current will be established in the pipe. This is 
logous to the condition of the insulated wire in the above 

riment, when the plate to which it is connceted is reduced 

) an extremely small size. If we imagine the distended bag 

uper-heated dry air, the analogy will 

ct inasmuch as the water which oozes 

converted into steam, which 

rts of the bag. This radiating 

bula is very similar to the ratory aura Or the rapidly 

' ven off by the insulated plate rating electro-statie field f 
terminal of a Tesla 

by the body of a patient connected to 4 

ig. 101.) 
i 

t an electrical current of high voltage and considerable 

xe actually flows through the wire connecting the plate 

terminal may be demonstrated in a number of ways. Tt 

ire be eut at its aniddlle pointy and: theitwa, cots united 

ch a hot wire mil-ammeter the latter will register & coment 

onc-tentieth to one-half an ampcre- If an ordinary 
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2 i jescent lamp be subs ver ineandesce Je power ine nt lamp be se 

erent will become ineandl oi 

the meter es similarly connected will become w 
ell of the above experiments demon 
ane In order to demonstrate 

mie 

of the current. 

current in the wire, different means mu 

m those u: : ; 

aoe the present time no satisfactory inst p te 
surement of the voltage of Highfrequeney Gi for vied, but while we cannot tiesrires aaa been devised, but w it is easy to. demonstrate 

the current in the wire is of ex- : 
tremely high potential. For ex- | 
ample, @ of Geissler Tubes 
joined by short wires will be 
brilliantly illuminated when used 
as a bridge between the severed 
ends of the wire. An X-Ray” 
tube may be excited in a similar 
manner, and if the two ends of 
the wire be brought within a 
few inches of each other the gap 
will be bridged by the current Fie, 101-—Water from Reservoir the form of a flaming are. (2), Oozing Through Flannel Bag Another Way of demonstrating Hhstnting tne Hage oe the voltage of a curwat ds de 

Current Through a form a chain of a dozen per- sulated Metal Plate. : 
sons, linked together by an equal number of Geissler Tubes. If the operator grasp the free end of the tube held by the last man in the chain, and then connect himself with the Tesla Terminal by means of a metal rod held in his other hand, every tube in the entire chain will become illuminated. A High-potential Current from a ‘atic machine on the other hand will Pass at once through the operator's body into the ground so that even the first tube in the chain would be faintly if at all illuminated. Tesla has suceceded in operating an electrie tnotor by a High-frequency Current of the above description flow- ing through a single wire as in the experiment just: described, 



the ease with which it apparently flows 
hard rubber, or other nor 

Ba 

Fic, 102The Author's Apparatus for Demonstrating the Electro-dynamie 
Phenomena of High-frequency Currents. 

By means of the Switeh (4), the Current brought from the Tesla Terminal 
through the cord (a), may’ be sent to the Metal Plate (P), which is su 
ported upon the glass pillar (@), by of either the Lamp (1’)—the 

oe \—or the Spark-gap (3°). 
evice for showing the above Phenomena, in which the Operator takes 

the place of the Metal Plate, and in which the Current drawn front the 

Tesla Terminal by the ball (7'), passes through the Lamp into Body of 

‘of Metal Hand-Flectrode (£). 

one of the Tesla Coil Terminals, and the base of an incandescent 
en the thumb and finger, 

lamp with the metal shell held betwe: 
a spark will be brought close to the outer surface of the glass, 

jump from it to the brass facet on the bottom of the lamp and 

passing through the filament into the operator's body will cause 

the lamp to glow, although not with its full efficiency. (Tig. 102.) 
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a closed, insert a plate of glass in the 
gap fo 

With the d closed, 
Leer 

alls yout one 
separating ai uae Sea the glass for i 

a canak tte of radiating sparks on each side of the plate, 
be: atiful ee res nsmitted vibration will cause the gl 

The intensi'Y (dually heated, thus increasing its conduct 
Ghee Saas 1 through which the didi 
and gradually = 

es, Ultimately the enti ‘ 
tion of as iatetn edi t line between the balls and in several 
minutes the discharge will have actually melted the center of the 

glass forming a minute channel or aperture with smooth sides a 

edges quite different from the puncture produced in a plate of 

glass by a powerful Leyden Jar discharge. Care should be taken 
in performing the above experiment as the unequal heating of 

the glass plate sometimes causes it to crack with almost ee) 
plosive violence. For this reason a piece of annealed window 

s perhaps better suited than the thick plate. 

ing th 

glass i 

By laying a sensitive photographic plate face upward on ay 
metallic or condueting surface and placing one or more metal 

j scissors, ete., upon the sensitive film, a) 
autiful electric autograph of the articles may be obtained by 

condueting a High-frequency Current to them through a fine copper wire. The current should be allowed to flow for thal tnerest fraction of a second; a quick throw of the switch in andlt out of contact will be sufficient to produce a beautiful picture on developing the plate. In Fig. 103 is shown a High-frequency” autograph of a pair of ordinary artery forceps which was 7 Prepared in the writer's laboratory several years ago. 

(D) 

Resonance Effects 
The phenomena of electri 1 resonance ji . ‘i -frequene nance in connection with oe Currents have already been discussed iam es ae z ae electrical oscillations in a Highsfres mney Ze pi luce ve i: i 

medio: 2 shee waves of radiant energy in the ether meney of vibration. If these ether WAM 
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having the same rate of vib 

impinge upon a coil of wire, 
of that rate, High-frequency Currents 

be generated in the latter coil even though it be placed 

considerable distance from the original discharge. Some of 
based upon the 

some even multiple 

latest systems of wireless telegraphy 
The resonator of Oudin has been already des prineipl 

nd illustrates the manner in which the voltage of a current 

be incre sed by the action of electrical resonance. 



THE MEASUREMENT OF HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS 

1: majority of physicians who employ High-frequency Cur- 
ts therapeutically, regard the Hot-wire Milliampere Meter as 

, accurate instrument for the measurement of “ Dosage.” (Fig. 
v4.) While this is true in the case of the galvanic current, it does 

vt hold good for currents of high frequency and many falla- 
ous deductions have been made by those who assume that the 

meter is an absolute standard of measurement for High- 

equency Currents. It is of great value relatively in thera- 
weutie work provided it is always employed in connection with 

he same apparatus or with currents of similar frequency. In 

to understand the inadequacy of the ammeter in the 

above conneetion, it is only necessary to remind the reader of the 

act that any inerease in the frequency of a current causes a 

corresponding increase in the amperage of the current which it 

induces in a Secondary Tesla Coil or Resonator. (See Chapter 10, 

Seetion A.) 

No general rule for the determination of the “dosage” of 

High-frequency Currents can be formulated until we have 

xperimentally determined the exact physiological effect pro- 

duced by the different frequenci from the lowest Sinusoidal 

Current to the highest of the High-frequency Currents which 

can be obtained from apparatus of the Tesla-Thomson type. 

Up to the present time the majority of the textbooks on electro- 

therapeuties have stated inferentially, if not didaetically, that a 

given number of milliamperes would produce the same effect 

whether administered in the form of a Tesla or Oudin-d’ Arsonval 

Current and irrespective of the frequency of oscillation. d 

The present writer, however, believes that the amperage is 

absolutely worthless as a standard of dosage unless taken in 
connection with the Frequency, Voltage and manner of produe- 
tion of the High-frequency Currents in question. 

119 
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MEASUREMENT OF HIGH-FREQUENCY Gunitewin tion by lowering nutrition and 
waste products. An extended 
will be found in an ensuing chapter. 

For convenience and economy an ordinary incandescent la may be employed as an indicator of the approximate pa a High quency Current, the intensit, of the Masnmeey ig proportional to the volume of electricity. While a hot- vire mil-ammeter should be a part of every complete High- queney Equipment, the general practitioner, who desine ty iain an electrical outfit at a moderate cost, will find the lamp lb a fairly efficient substitute for the more expensive mote \ convenient method of using this deviee is shown in Fig. 105. is called the Lamp Bulb Electrode and consists of an ordinary 

mp Bulb H . ed Conducting Cord 
hed to the Te: ninal by the Clip (6), and the Current Passes 

‘h the Lamp (d), and Thence to Patient via the Metal Handle (a) 

ump socket holding a sixteen-candle power bulb mounted 
nickel-plated tube which is electrically connected through 

socket with one terminal of the lamp. Heavily insulated 
ucting cord passes through the nickel tube to the other 

al of the lamp socket. The other end of the cord is to be 
nnected to one of the terminals of the Tesla Coil, the patient 

ding the metal tube in place of the hand electrode ordinarily 

ployed. The current from the machine passes through the 
‘unp into the patient’s body by way of the metal tube and the 

‘perage of the current is indicated by the degree of light 

nitted by the filament. If the lamp is fully illuminated, it 
ndicates the passage of about five hundred mi 

filament is bright red, about two hundred milliampe 
dicated; while a dull cherry red, faintly pereeptible ex: 
in a dark room, shows the passage of fifty milliamperes 



HIGH-FREQU 
d 

a 
etric mil-amme 

The writer has constructed a photometi 
The writer ha 

any, 9 A lamp of the ord vhich is fairly accurate. : ; 

¥ ae a small wooden base is covered above principle 
description attach 

x sheet me : d pe 

se ti etal in one side of the Beeb ie: di : ee of 

on 2 ed sectors of tinted gelatin revolves in froni the 
superimposed § 

rture, and i aperture, anc eats 

» built-up disk being divided into sections o} : 

_ oe saul increase from a faint tint in the first seetic which gradually 
almost complete 0} 

‘Ti 
to almost complete of is, of course, accomplished 

by cutting away portions = 
of the superimposed films 
until a graduated series of: 

tions of different thick- 
ness is produced. The 
lamp is placed in series 
with a hot-wire ammeter 
between a terminal of the 
coil and the body of the 

; patient. The gelatin disk Diet) Mibammsie sete, | hen eee L, Lamp Bulb in Opaque Metal Hood (4). tion is reached which is suf- red Galata ste et int iu Front ficiently thin to. show the of the Aperture (1 outline of the cireular aper- ture illuminated by the lamp within. ‘The ammeter is then read and the number of milliamperes marked on the face of the sector in front of the aperture with opaque black ink, 106.) The current is then reduced until the meter shows half the number of milliamperes in the first reading. The gelatin disk is then turned until the aperture becomes again faintly visible, the sector marked to correspond with the meter and so on until a complete graduation of the gelatin disk obtained. It is advisable to place the device in a dark box provided with a velvet-edged aperture for the observer, similar to the opening in an ordinary fluoroscope. The gelatin disk, which is, of course, Pivoted to the lamp hood may project through a slit in the dark box so as to permit of adjustment from without. The construe- 
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tion of the above device is in reality a much ai mr 
thn would appear from the description. ‘The tevel ate 
films may be obtained at a small cost from ane ent 
projection ra The lamp bulb should te pi, 
about once in four weeks, otherwise the readings 1 
incorrect. Pe ll enn 

There is no practical method by which the 
measure the frequeney of a current from a reso 
Coil. An idea of the relative frequene’ 

.y be derived in the following manne: 
ted in an ordinary chair, to the 

physician can 
nator or Tesla 

s of two or more currents 
Connect the patient, terminal of a coil by means of tal hand electrode; darken the room and gradually ap- ich the patient, holding toward him a medium-sized Geiseler 

“Direct-reading Cymometer.” (Marconi 
Wireless Telegraph Co.) 

or vacuum electrode; note the distance from the patient 
hich the tube first begins to glow. Repeat the experiment 

h theother currents. ‘The current having the highest frequency 
' cause the Geissler Tube to glow at a greater distance from 

itient than when the lower frequencies are employed. Of 

the current strength should be the same in both cases. 

or Flemming, the noted English authorit 
has perfected an instrument which he Is 

“Direct-reading Cymometer,” for the measurement of I 

‘eney, Inductance and Capacity. (Fig. 107.) It may also be em- 
oyed to measure the frequency and wave-length of the Hertzian 
ler waves employed in wireles aphy. The Cymometer 

essentially of a tubular condenser, the eapacity of which 
‘ay be varied by means of its telescopic construction and a coil 
°! bare copper wire, the inductance of which is always kept in 
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i by means of a 
relation to the condenser r a 

which moves with the sliding tubes. The current to 

is passed through a copper bar in inductive relation 

rs and the latter is adjusted until 
mometer circuit, tter is adj 

es, js obtained. This point is indicated by the s 

illumination of a Geissler Tube containing the rare gas “Ni 

the tube being in a shunt circuit with the Cymometer coil. 

means of a scale and pointer the frequency may be directly 

and by means of certain mathematical formule various othe 

factors of the current may be indirectly calculated. 
Unfortunately the range of the instrument is extremely small 

so that a considerable number of Cymometers with different: 
seales would be necessary for the investigation of the High 
frequency Currents employed in therapeutics. 



articular field of usefulness and distinctive methods of lication. First, the d’Arsonval Current which may be ved either from the conventional Solenoid, excited by ins of a Rukmkorff Coil or from the primary circuit of a Tesla nsformer. Second, the Resonator Discharge which is uni- and of high potential. Third, the Tesla-Thomson High- 
weney Current which is of high potential, great smoothness, 

d is applied by the use of bipolar methods. 
1) D'Arsonval Currents. 
the technic for the application of solenoid currents may be 
sidered under two headings: 

Ist. Direct Application, in which the current passes from the 
minals of the solenoid to two metal or sponge-covered elec- 

odes in contact with the body of the patient. 
2d. Indirect Methods, in which the patient is connected to one 

end of the solenoid while the other terminal is connected to an 
‘nsulated metal plate (auto-condensation), or the patient is 
Surrounded with a large solenoid coil which induces High- 

Trequeney Currents in the tissues of the body. (Auto-eondue- tion.) 
For the direct application of the d’Arsonval Current, two 

Sponge-covered electrodes are employed, wet with salt solution. 
They should be at least three inches in diameter and are to be 

uly applied to the skin on either side of the diseased hae 
hey are to be kept in position during the entire treatment which, 

rule, should not occupy more than fifteen minutes. ( ig. 
This is called the ile” method, and is employed in 



HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS 
56 Prat Ps : + of deep-seated local diseases where it is desired 

the treatmen , and promote ti break up sta 
If more than 500 

1 elimination of w 
1 

relieve local 

combustion anc 
amperes are to be adm 

ate. 

inistered, there will be more or less heap 

irritation of the sw 

rom d’Arsonval Solenoid (S)y jirect Treatment 

FH ined to Patient, (P), Through Sponge-covered Electrodes (2). 

Where it is desirable to use more powerful currents, as, for 

in the treatment of the congestive stage of lobar 

pneumonia, the so-called “Labile” method should be employed, 

In the latter method the patient is connected to one end of 
the solenoid by a metal hand electrode or by a “ Lamp Electrode” 

example, 

Fie. 109.—Auto-condi Auto-conduction Cage; Horizontal Form. 
sed in the last ¢ a0 SP Hare “ an sae The other terminal of the J is ected to a large sponge-cover re ii anne s ‘ponge-covered electrode wet ution which is slowly but continuously moved Gf 

en minutes. Tn pneumonia, 
two small sponge-covered elee= 

the affected area for from five to fifte when both lungs are affected 



ies connected to the same & : ae 

of the large pad. minal may be employed, 

the treatment of constitutional conditions the d’ Ay Arsonval nt should be applied by the to-condensation 
ito-conduetion. In the ier ee = : > from the Leyden 

Fic. 110.--Piffard’s Improved Auto-Conduction Cage. Vertical Form 

Jars is connected directly to the terminals of 2 noid in 

ands, lines 
the form of a cage in which the 

In the 
according to the 

109 and 110) are pwn exam- accompanying illust 
apsible auto-conduction 

ples of the horizontal, vertieal, and coll: 
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everal smaller varieties 
According to the 

HIGHS 

es 111) shows ges, while (Fig- : 

tment of the hand, arm or leg. 
reatme crees with that of the best authorities, vyerience, which experien 

Small Cages for Treatment of Arm, Leg, ete, 
ment by the method of auto-conduction has absolutely no advantage over auto-conden ation, and requires cumbrous and expensive apparatus for which the condenser couch may be satisfactorily substituted. 

The principle involved in the treatment by auto-condensation 

Fis. 112—Condenser Coueh, Williams.) has been explained j = E hydraulic Bey @ m 4 previous chapter, with the aid of ame eee Gee Fig. 27, Chap. 5.) 
r 

Patient *eted to one terminal of the solenoid usually 
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, two metal hand electrodes which are 
< of the condenser couch, The lan u - Her is an ordin: z ary reclining 

n, beneath which is a 
The High-frequency (; F terminal 

sto the patient and the plate, even though the test, auld 
~oparately insulated and some dist Sen epee 
sed in intensity by ‘ance apart, are 

| in intensity by the mutual induetion RiGh take aed 

place - the “ Dialeetrie” formed by the enshion 
et the hot-wire type or a sixteen-eandle power 

neter of the hi t ti indle poy ce 

Fic. 113.—Piffard’s “Cushion Spiral.” 

ould be placed in series with the patient and the 

solenoid. 
:tional form of condenser eouch is shown in Fig. 112. 

inexpensive substitute for the couch is the 

condenser chair designed by Dr. H. G. Pifjard 

n Fig, 113. 
couch, except that a flat 

The two tical in principle with th 
laces the plate of zine. 

f the conven- 
© wire rep 

e figure are used instead 0 
If the physician does not pose 8 cOmn- 

t, the above chair may be ope! 

yparatus shown in Fig. 114- This is 

of a flat spiral solenoid, 
nd 

{an adjustable spark- 
o Leyden “Jars ant 
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ay be used either with a coil or static: machi ne 

Te may v uto-condensation are of value in all 
. volism, impaired circulation, 

nervous energy, and. tr 
acid diathesis. Daily t 
ments of ten minutes eg 

atments by 

nvolving diminished me tal 

tings are apt to cause 

tude. ‘ 
Several years ago an 

paratus of the Tesla 
was placed upon the m 
ket, which contained a 

spiral of heavy wire fi 
which a new variety 
High-frequency Current wai 
supposed to be produced: 
This modality has been qi 

extensively employed under 
the name of ‘‘Thermo-Fa 

ae adic.” As a matter of facl 
it is nothing more or less than a d’Arsonval Current of high amperage and the methods devised for its application ar@ | identical with those described by d’Arsonval for the dired t application of solenoid currents, 

4 

Fic. 114.—Piffard’s Condenser Chair. 



cee 2) 
THERAPEUTIC TECHNIC (continued) } 

The Resonator Discharge 
rue d’Arsonval Current is adapted 

constitutional conditions. The 
ator on the other hand owes its 

Primarily to the treatment 
current from an Oudin 
Principal value to its local n on diseases ‘i bed or superficial character, essentially monopolar and in the maj jority of instances is ( directly to the affected area. Tt may, however, be used tly, in which case a complex effect is produced similar to 

obtained by the bipolar methods devised by the writer for 
pplication of the Tesla Currents. In the present chapter 
he direct methods will be discussed. They may be carried 
jually well with a current derived from the conventional 
Resonator, or from a single terminal of a High-frequency 

watus of the Tesla-Thomson type. 
local effeets of the resonator discharge result not only 

the action of the High-frequency Current itself, which 
cases the cellular and chemical activity of the superficial 
‘vs, but from the bombardment of the surface of the body by 
\pidly moving ions which constitute the spark or effluve 

vharge, from the aetion of the ether waves generated by the 
‘ating electrons, and from the germicidal action of the ozone 
‘ch is liberated by the electrical vibrations. The exact 

‘rapeutic effect of each of these factors is discussed at some 
‘ath in the Chapter on “Physiology.” r . 
Various effe me obtanned fae resonator eae) 

“ use of different types of electrodes, which modify or de an 
‘ne the character of the discharge by their peculiarities 

"0, material or construction. 
The most generally employed and ry ly employed and po: any 

‘Resonator Modalities” is the well-known effluve. 
1 

ssibly the most Taaepe 
ts 
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= isti been already. ¢ : 
i aracteristics: hav

e : y 

ay 5a sipuolnal and therapeutic re wal Wa 

peculiar Pvchapter. We are concerned at presei 
: suing chapter. e : t i 

in an ensuing cba therapeutic application. Recalling the 
ne technic ¢ rapes aration ae 

produce sparks or ares, it will be ile rounded 5 e 1 ae Be a z 4 for the application for the effluve must that the electrode 
¢ former character. Ta 

" point electrode, one consisting of a numbers A ee amn pline, s fan-shaped eaten 
Tae ee “fly killer,” and a single point projecting frp 
on insulating glass tube forms an efficient equipmeniiaae 
ments for the application of the effluve from a resonator. 
selection of the particular electrode for the treatment of a give 
case must be determined by the individual operator from 
clinical experience, and his knowledge of electro-physies, 
number of types of efflu 
panying illustrations. (Fig. 115.) F 
The administration of the effluve requires considerable skill a 

and accuracy, inasmuch as a careless motion of the operator's! 
hand, or a sudden and unexpected movement on the part of the 
patient may bring the electrode too near to the body, and a— sharp spark or are will be produced which, while quite harmless) 
is often sufficient to inspire a nervous patient with an appre- hensive fear of the current which renders future treatment extremely difficult and unpleasant. 
The effluve may be applied through the clothing or directly Upon the surface. Except for the treatment of diseases of the he shin it ey yh nition ag is found to answer all requirements. FOr deep-seated conditions a long spark-gap should be employed as i produces a coarse effluve of an extremely penetrating: CRE acter. For the surface tres ment of dis of the skin, the spark-gap should be as short as possible, the resulting effluye being extremely fine and dense, and attended with a production © of large quantities of ozone. 
All effluve electrodes should be i ith i i 

; Ss 3 * provided with insulatii handles of glass or hard rubber. Many of the electrodes on the 

th 

that brush dise 



market are provided w 
and & portion of the discharge 

hand of the operator. The cord by 

ected to the resonator terminal o o 

minted with soft ruber pas — flexible and 

vither end by @ spring elip, a friction plug sles attached at 

‘ther device by which a firm electrical eo ae |, or some 

«extremely important that the loose metal hook. papa 
y » 

Bell Electrode; Car- Sffluve Electrodes; Wire-brush Electrode; E 
Single Braspoint bo sink Electrode; Multiple-point Electrode; 

lectrode. 

commonly employed for this purpose in many of the electrical 
itfits now on the market, should not be The reason for 

this rule will be stated in connection with the therapeutic 

technic of Tesla Currents where it is of even greater Importance 
than in the ease of Resonator currents 

The machine should be started with the electrode at some 

distanee from the patient and it is then brought gradually 

closer until a full effluve is seen between the metal points, and 
the patient's body. 
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By using a metal ball-tipped electrode and opening 

nator, it is possible to obtain spark dis 

unlike those from a static machine. Unless a long sparky 

used in the condenser circuit, an are discharge will be prod, 

tor which would caus J 

gap of the re 

from the resonal 

The are discharge is sometimes used, howevell ‘ 
> the body. 

cautery purpos 

and indolent ulcers 

Place the tip of the electrode, connected to the resonator termi 

in contact with the surface to be cauterized; make the 

n the treatment of small tumors, carb , 

Fis, 116.—« High-fres .—"High-frequency Cautery,” S tact with Patient and Connected to'fedla femival 
break contact. be ; 4 ne aor - ae the tip of the electrode and the patient 

nd ca short are which forms i ; inacreula ditens ‘ forms in the 
see aha the edge of the growth soil Oe ae 
aaiere re: char. Care should be taken to oa 
ine od ng UPen the normal issues near the lesion, as Bisth= j 
ee might otherwise result, attended with unnece= 

a ee ee ins of a High-frequency Are for cautery 

1898, using a current ton ployed by the present writer in) method 8.8 Cuzent from an apparatus of the Presta types Poe alco independently brought out by Ou h 
A further reference will be made to oe ; frequency (, cy Cautery in « 'Y in connection yi 

of the Tesla Currents. (he vant the therapeutic 



rhe use of vacuum electrod 

ection with the re
sonator 

tro therapeutics, an
d many 

. of the system of technic devised | 

or. 
_ a matter of fact, however, the principle i 

class electrodes both with and wien Reese oe 

and. developed by the present writer in 1896, 1 

im electrodes were not employed or Mescibed by the 

1 authorities until the year 1900. The subject is so 

ant from & therapeutic standpoint and involves so much 

viled deseription, that the writer has deemed 
it wise to devote 

ontire chapter to its discussion. 

In using the Oudin Resonator it is necessary to adjust the 

atus so as to produce & condition of electrical resonance 

seen the different parts of the system. This is accomplished 

by increasing or deereasing the number of turns of the d’Arsonv
al 

Solenoid: in other words, by varying the inductance. This is 

done by means of a movable contact which slides over the surface 

of the solenoid coil. Different methods of “tuning” have been 

described in the preeeding chapter.
 



CHAPTER XV 

THERAPEUTIC TECHNIC (continued) 

Methods jor the Application of Tesla Currents 

Tur radical difference between the technic and therapeutj 
action of the resonator discharge and the currents from a Tesigs 
Thomson Coil is due primarily to the fact that the latter a 
bipolar, whereas the former is monopolar. The following system 
of technic for the therapeutic application of the Tesla Curren 
was developed by the present writer several years before the 
High-potential, High-frequeney Currents of Oudin were brought © 
to the notice of the profession. The writer’s methods are usually 
referred to as the American system of High-frequency Thera-_ 
peutics in contradistinction to the European technic of d’Arsonval 
and Oudin. 

‘The important advantages of the Tesla Currents-as used by the 
writer, over those of Oudin and d’ Arsonval, are due to their two- 
fold effects. They increase the general vitality, promote nutri- 
tion, and stimulate circulation, while simultaneously producing 
all of the local effects of the resonator discharge, but in a more ~ efficient manner. In addition to these purely High-frequency — effects, the Tesla Currents, when applied in accordance with ~ certain methods devised by the writer, may be used in the treat= ment of conditions which require interrupted or alternating, 
Curents of low frequency, for their removal or eure. Ore ample, in the treatment of muscular rheumatism, stiff joints, chronic constipation, and so forth, it would be necessary to Supplement treatment by solenoid or resonator currents, with 
Aeaneee electrical energy capable of producing periodi¢ 

. ctions of the muscles. Ordinarily, a slow faradic, or & eta current would be employed, or perhaps the statie dunt might be used. The writer has devised two distingl 4 methods for the application of the Tesla Currents, which produesi 
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AIL 

epseated, intermittent, muscular Tene oe neat . 
pes ic effects of the High-frequeney Osilsics ne * 
taneously produced. A new principle js involved i be 
iwhods of treatment, which may ultimate Ginn: 
jjjscoveries When We are more familiar ithe ie important, 
of electrical impulses of particular rates of bakes oe ster has already demonstrated, at least to his own satictactie, ‘ there is a greater therapeutic effcet produced by a High. 

Low-frequen bration when combined in 2 
arately or successively applied. 

composite effect obtained by superimposing a wave of 
frequeney upon an oscillatory current of great frequency 
ven called by the writer the Multi-frequency Current. In 
uly experiments in 1897, he discovered that the interposi- 

ps or diaphragms of insulating substance in a High- 
juency Cireuit, formed by conneeting the patient to the two 
inals of a Tesla Coil, disturbed the continuity of the oscilla- 

m, producing periodic “breaks,” or fluctuations in the 
litude of the alternating impulses, and that these interrup- 

vns produced the same physiological effects that would result 
i the application of a faradie or interrupted galvanic current 

of the same periodicity. It was this discovery which led the 

iter to experiment with sheets of glass, and later with hollow 

clectrodes containing either a conducting substance or a 
Low Vacuum” in studying the therapeutic effects of the Tesla 

‘rent. During the past few years, a number of interesting 

a single current, 

(levices for impressing simple or complex waves of lower 

4ueney upon the rapidly oscillating Tesla Current have been 

constructed in the writer’s laboratory, but inasmuch as ae 
ho satisfactory method of analyzing or graphically ee ie 
Modalities thus produced, and as insufficient clinical evidence 

has t i ermi their 
en obtained up to the present time to permit of = 

eutic standpoint, it has 

od account of these 
us more 

Practical differentiation from a therap' 

heen deemed advisable to give no detaile 
°Xperimental methods until experience has taught see 

ling their individual importance im lense Throats 

High-frequency Effects the Tesla Currents 
Pi, Chair in th 

yed with a condenser couch or & Pifjard Chair in the 
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as the d@Arsonval Cu
rrent. The therapeutic fi 

i ; currents, producing less int 
the solenoid 

. 

tissue metabolism, and combustion, 

toa greater degree the action of they 
trophie influence. ‘The vacuum conden 

couch with a decided gain 
y be substituted for the 

n 

t It will be more fully described in th 

same manner 

differs from that of 

stimulation of the 

and gener 

peutic action. 
num Electrod 

Ja Coil produces the same local eff 
action extends to the more — 

apter on “Va 
The effluve from a Tes 

as the resonator effluve, but the 

Sth elas h is of great value in relieving the ie ¢ pace jon in the initial stages of acute inteptions 
mis latter effect is ee ee eet is due to the incidental formation of eae e ree above method of treatment Modalities (Fig iy with the write Multi-frequeney 

It should be distin ee . 7 Loe rey Pel that when reference is € or uve,” the wri ; monopolar treatmes vi ore ee ae 
Sates eae With a current of high eae te. sonator or attr the current be derived from an 0 ii i dermne Deady inate terminal of a Tesla. tte The la Treatment,” “Tesla Bffluve” ot, Ba oat " ete., are employ 



<olely in conneetion wi Mes 

<vriter, in Which the pte e 
the tivo poles of eala Apis eae 

‘uve may be modiled iy leaaiaaaam 
“paratus to a flat metal eleeteode mise 

or by the use of an online 

oe fi conetpation a of nervous d) 

y r BY. zene ti : 

va Tem should be Bae ane pea 

ey ae netal point or brush electrode lown the 

pole of the Tesla Coil, This is an extranse extremely 

Fi. 118.—*Pseudo-statie Spark” Treatment. 
1, Block-tin Eleetro 1 Electrode. 6, Metal ball in cont i 

Ball Electrode Connected to Pa eo Te 

valuable modal ; Able modality, and will be frequently referred to in the 
chapters on “#Sipaas ‘apters on “Special Therapeutics.” 

The use « : Z 
vai a a the “Pseudo-Statie Spark” from a Tesla Coil is of 

and dee aoe of partial paralysis muscular rheumatism 

tech ae neuralgie pain. It is administered by the same 

being Cea ribed for the Tesla EfBiuve, the only difference 

substituted small carbon point or pall-tipped electrode s
hould be 

cd for the brush or metal point, and the spark- 

Care should be taken in approach- 

an are will be formed if it 

(Fig. 118.) The effects of 

ed by the static wave cur- 

neral vitalizing action of 

ince as widely as possible. 
ey brow eee with the electrode as 

theoael nt too near to the surface. 

a Sr: are similar to those produc 
» except that there is added the ge! 
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the High-frequency Oscillations. Applied over motor 

the Tesla Spark produce 
Z 

painful th: 1 those resulting from 

The danger and unpleasantness of a surface burn from an ag 

duntal are is avoided by bolding an # ulated metal ball 
in contact with the skin of the affected area and allowing 

sparks to occur between this rode and the active eleetrod 

conneeted with the Tesla Coil. This Indirect Tesla Spark” jg 

when used over the motor points in eases ¢ 

powerful muscular conti 

, the spark of a static m 

ial value 

Fig. 9.— Hii 119.—High-frequeney “Motor-Wave Current.” 
termed the “ High-frev Vor the onqiet frequency Motor Wave Current.” (Fi ; es eco ae cutrent) the erie pe } 
eine be > patient is connected yo met 
to the CD which is attached pac eo the diss atts” Terminal C. ‘The apparatus i ried wil ea small balls, separated as widely . posible a 
Terminal A js BE SaE usually employed. Th ah Ine al is formed ene ually pushed in until an evel "pple eal 
experience a sens. the disks. At this point th Poca 
except that the ation similar to that of a F: vale Ga be 
Periodic. SSNEE pasha are irregular rath ae cai Sa soa ‘amiliar with Faradie C is, whoa eee ‘or the first time, often oan Be in of its 



<moothness and inquire “whether the Mibnitor does ‘4 

adjustment.” AS a matter of faet it is probable that 
valve of this modality as a general stimulant and invigorates 
due, to @ great extent, to the complex mixture of vibrations of 
different fre quencies by which the Supposed irregularity is pro- 
duced. : The cae of this current will be discussed more fully 
n the Chapter on “Physiology.” 

A Low-frequeney Effect, approximating that of the sinusoidal 
nt, may be obtained by a mechanical modification of the 

odality just described. The apparatus for its production con- 
sists of a fixed strip of brass, edged 
with saw-teeth and a revolving 
disk of thin copper mounted ee- 
centrically in the same plane as 
the fixed strip. The disk is 
mounted on an insulated shaft 
terminating in a brass ball, sep- 

bis, 120,—'The Author's Mechanism @"ated by a minute air-gap from 

uperimposing a Low Fre- a stationary ball mounted up- 
iepeyy, Sinusoidal Wave Upon ® on an insulating support. By 
Revolving Metal Disk Mounted Means of an adjustable clock- 

Eccentrically, with Slot for Chang- work or a small electric motor 
ing the Degree of Eccentricity 5 5 r 
6, Upright Metal Plate with Ser- provided with a rheostat for ee 

Toward the! Rasehaw Disk and Ulating its speed—the eccentric 
Fixed in Any Position Upon the disk is made to revolve at any de- 
Basejie .d rapidity, thus periodically 

and gradually lengthening and shortening the distance between 

its periphery and the serrated edge of the fixed plate. The 
latter is mounted upon an insulating support which slides 
between parallel grooves, permitting the distance between the 
disk and plate to be varied to any des red degree. (See Fig. 120.) 

At the beginning of the treatment the sliding plate is withdrawn 

the plate is connected to Termi- r from the disk as possible; j 
nal 4 of the Tesla Coil, and the stationary brass ball toa metal 

the circuit electrode in contact with the body of the patient, 
being completed by a second metal electrode connected to the 

Tesla Terminal B. The clockwork, or motor is started, the 
current turned on, and the serrated plate is slowly pushed toward 
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the disk until a fine purple effluve is observed in the 

Xt he part of each revolution, in whieh the dia 
The result will be a 

nearest to the serrated plate. 

wave current, producing painless, intermittent, muscular ¢ 

tractions, similar to those obtained from a sinuosidal 

low frequenc: 
Another var 

cting two metal electrode conne 
A and to the “Dummy” @. respectively to the Termins 

treatment is begun with the di 

e then carefully separated by ¥ balls in contact, the lattes 

'¥ Motor-impulse Current. (‘“Pseudo-faradie.") 
five millimeters i rs is formed. The rapi 
face ned. ie rapid suecessi 4 Sete produced in the patient by this oats a cous distance of two millimeters is as ae a a ie pases sas wil be practical with the majority of ee The oe nlseatian of the lack of sensation attending the sage of the Tesla Ci 

ofa 

Wid BEC 0 "es ‘urrent throu; i ipared with the intense motor and pea, : ; cal 
8 y effects resi from the i ne interposition of a spark-g; lies in ‘ of a spark-gap in it s ‘gap in the above circuit, lies i the peculiay e iar nature of th j (Fig. 121 4 the are which fl i 121.) The ; lows across space. 

causes an ier intense heat which’ this oe role 
creasing the aay Current of air which earries the are with eee ature of the latter until i nae a tn cig co eas ea su ise in EE or © y 4 en rise in the potential of the mee naa 



which as suddenly drops almost to the zera pc 

th the re-forming of the are. (Fig. 123.) ie 
This method of treatment is primarily a motor stimulant, aie 
y be employed for the same purposes as the faradie or inter- 

d galvanic current. The potential of the oscillations is 

eT Ruthor's Methanea! Devoe aoe eed, 2y the Use of the 
er low, except at the moment following the break of the are. 

e writer devised a variety of mechanical interrupters for 
purpose of converting the above-described modality into a 
or current of smooth and even character, the interruptions 
hich may be made to oecur at any desired frequency. They 

4 

. Theoretical Tracing of ““Pseudo-faradie” Current. B, Peri- longation and Breaking of Tesla Are by the Upward Current of 
Hot Air. (Numbers in the “ares correspond to those in the tracing.) 

are simply mentioned in passing, as the work is still in the 
experimental stage. 

There ill another method by which simple or compound 
vibrations of low or moderate fr quency may be superimposed 
“pon the oscillatory current of a Tesla Coil. It consists in the 
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periodic modification of the resistance of the spark-g P 

condenser circuit, which may be accomplished by the vibrat 

of one of the terminals of the gap, by notating iis slotted d 
nica in the path of the discharge, or by causing an pe: n 

pencil of some form of radiant energy to periodically ionize th 

air in the gap between the terminals. The writer has in th 
way been able to impress sound waves upon the High-freque 

Current and has even produced a musical or speaking “Are” i 
the secondary Tesla Circuit. As a carrier of vibration it jg 
possible that the Tesla Current may ultimately be employ “ 
through the development of the writer’s methods as a means 
conveying sensory impressions to the nerve centers when th 
normal path has been destroyed by accident or disease. 
High-frequency Current readily traverses the tissues of the body, 
the nerves being especially good conductors of electrical oseil 
tions; consequently in a case, for example, where the conduct 
mechanism of the external and middle ear has been destroye 
and rendered functionless, sound way might 
to the terminals of the auditory nerve by means of a High= 
frequency Current, the oscillations of which have been modifie b 
by the superimposition of the audible vibrations. The perfection 
of this method may lead to the successful solution of the proble 
of enabling a totally deaf person to hear. 

The writer believes that he is the first to suggest the use of 
High-frequeney Currents as carr of vibration, and is com fident that his discov will lead to important developmen! 1 
ae only in clectro-therapeuties, but in the application of H 
tequeney Currents for technical and commercial purposes. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THERAPEUTIC TECHNIC (continued) 

Treatment by Means of Glass “Vacuum Electrodes” 
ir the general employment of a new device by members of the 
med profession may be taken as evidence of its practical 
value, the Vacuum Electrode may be justly regarded as the 

ost important contribution to Electro-therapeutic Technic since 
« advent of the High-frequeney Current. When first devised 
| employed by the writer in 1896, it was ridiculed as a 

wctacular toy by a number of physicians, many of whom now 
ise it in their daily praetiee. At the present time it is almost 
iniversally employed for the administration of High-potential 
Currents of both the Statie and High-frequency types. 

The use of hollow glass electrodes exhausted to a so-called 
Low Vacuum” for the administration of High-frequeney Cur- 

rents originated through certain clinical experiments conducted 
by the writer in the laboratory of Dr. J. P. Sutherland, who is at 
the present time Dean of the Boston University School of 
Medicine. In investigating the possibilities of the X-Ray as an 
aid to vision in the partially blind, the writer had connected the 
subject to one pole of his original Tesla Apparatus by means of a 
metal electrode, and was trying the effect of bringing an X-Ray 
tube with its anode conneeted to the ground, in contact with the 
eyeballs and forehead of the subject. Flashes of light were seen 
or sensed at the moment of contact, and in order to determine 
whether this effect was due to the X-Ray, or to the High-fre- 
dueney Discharge, the experiment was repeated using a Geissler 
‘Tube grounded through the body of the operator, in place of the 
X-Ray tube. The flashes of light were not produced, but a 
peculiarly pleasant sensation experienced by the patient led to the continued application of the tube for perhaps five minutes, At the expiration of this interval the subject of the experiment 
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intense neuralgie hej d; announced that an se pees a ae i 
2 is en he : suffering when ite 

ME el Oe stated that these — . 
e tirely cc oe ‘our to forty-eight mane nea t 
Se ad bean absolutely sable a alt 
Lae Pal of the conventional methods of “ ment 
e ts is ps Veral 0 zi  iipeanently treated this pet sas nee a 

Rie red that the use of the Geiss es : discovered tha seer i 
: nasably relieved the headache, usually wit i invaria 

inning the treatment. c 
aks as i year after this experiment before the It was nearly a year a ae t ‘ 
was able to have constructed a series of Vacuum El 
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suddenly 

‘reatment.” 4, Indirect Mono-polar Treatment. 5, Direct. Mono-polar Treatment. 
adapted to the treatment of different parts of the body. During a this interval, however, he had fully demonstrated the value of | the Vacuum Electrode by suece: with High-frequeney Current trode, consisting of a plain Ge covered with sealing wax, and its opposite end fixed in ang insulatinghandle. Having already invented his triple terminals, the writer administered the treatment as follows: With the) disks and balls widely Separated, the patient was connected with Terminal B by a metal electrode: was connected by a cord to the Dummy C (see Fig. 124). end of the electrode was “pplied to the affected area, and 

essfully treating a variety of cases 
by means of an improvised clea f 

‘ssler Tube with its upper terminal _ 

: 

‘ 

Fie. 124.—The Author's Technie for Vacuum Electrodes, “Tesla Vacuum | 

: 

| 
| 
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current turned on. The intensity of the local effect 
ny the Vacuum Electrode was inereased by piishing in i dee 
on the sliding rod in Terminal 4, in other words by lower ae 
resistance of the air-gap between the disks. The latter 
not permitted to be sufficiently close to allow of the fone 
of an are between them. This Bipolar Vacuum ‘Treatment pro- duces both constitutional and local effects, the latter being due 
not only to the High-frequeney Current but to the secondary vibrations of the electrical and radiant energy generated by the 

ssage of the current through the partial vacuum of the tube. 
effects will be deseribed in detail in the Chapters on 
ro-Physiology.” 

The phenomena of electrical conduction in partial vacua 
1ay be experimentally studied by exhausting the air from a 

zlass tube about twelve inches in length, provided with terminals 
connected to the poles of a small static machine or coil, capable 
of producing a spark of from two to six inches in length. A 
good mereury pump or compound oil pump of the “Geryk’ 
‘ype, will be required for this experiment. At the pressure of 

ihe atmosphere, no current will pass through the tube, the dis- 
between its terminals being double the length of the 

ximum spark from the coil. If the pump be now slowly 
‘ated until four-fifths of the air in the tube have been removed 

leaving a pressure of one-fifth of an atmosphere between the 

tube terminals, a faint branching brush discharge of violet color 

will appear in the tube. Evidently the withdrawal of air has 
increased the conduetivity by diminishing the resistance of the 
tube. Again operate the pump until about one-twentieth of 

the original air is left. The current will now flow between the 

terminals in the form of a thin red line or thread. If the finger 

of the operator be brought near the tube, the luminous thread 
will be brought toward it exactly as the center of an elastic steel 

Wire would be drawn to a powerful magnet. Now ty the 

exhaustion to one-fiftieth of an atmosphere and the thread of 

light will expand into a luminous pencil or band, while a violet 

will be seen surrounding both terminals in the tube, ¢ 
pecially the cathode. Carry the exhaustion still further, until 
all but one five-hundredth of the original air has been removed 
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1 the tube. The diameter of the i 

ie it fills the entire tube. A numa ee 

aa : “ s dividing the discharge into series o} 

a hie kness. The violet aura at the cathode: has. 

ite ase and a dark space separates it from the 

ie os one hand, and from the surface of the cathode 

ne "8 the exhaustion proceeds from one five-hund 

ore tamthousandth of an atmosphere, the disks become 
ind the striations fewer, and the color changes from a 

fo violet, blue, blue-white and finally to a dense yellowish: y 
The violet aura at the anode has shrunk to a mere point, w 

rrounds the cathode has grown larger and the d that wh 
i Inside this dark space the metal cathode glows space wider. 

if it were red hot. From this point the further exhaustion of the! 
tube is accomplished slowly and with great difficulty. After a 
considerable interval the pressure in the tube will be diminished 
to one fifty-thousandth of an atmosphere, and the light in the — 
tube will have entirely ceased except for an irregular white — 
cloud which flutters in the center. The walls of the tube, how- ever, have become luminous with a brilliant apple-green fluores- — cence, and if a sereen coated with barium platinum cyanide be ~ held near the tube with a sheet of paper intervening, an area of light will appear on the sereen due to the X-Rays produced by the intensely vibrating electrons in the tube. With a good — pump it is possible to carry the exhaustion still further until all but one-millionth of original air has been removed from the tube. The current now meets with considerable resistance and will “back up” a spark of three or four inches in length across an adjustable airgap parallel with the tube. The resistance of the tube is at its minimum at a pressure of one ten-thousandth of an atmosphere when not more than one-fourth inch of spark, cen be obtained at the parallel gap. With the final exhaustion at one-millionth, ete., there is no light whatever in the tube and only the intense fluorescence of the glass indicates the passage — of the current. The Rays from the tube are now of greater |) Power, penetration, and shorter wave length than in the preced- ae Stage. By special methods it has been found possible to OMtsin a still higher degree of exhaustion, and tubes have 



actually been made with internal electrodes 
apart, Which would nevertheless resist a sr one millimeter 
producing @ spark several feet in length. 4 tage capable of 

és fect z 
therefore theoretically an absolute non-eonductor of ectee is lf the above experiment be performed with a Tesla “High frequency Seth instead of a Ruhmkorff or Static Current practically the same phenomena will be produced, except thay no “transverse striations” will appear, and the purple pate: will 
present the same appearance and brillianey at both of the 
internal terminals. These differences are, of course, 
fact that the current in the tube is oscillatory rathe: 
directional. z 

tube containing fluorescent minerals such as willemite, 
>, kunzite, ete., be connected to a Tesla Coil and exhausted 

xy means of an air pump, the minerals will emit light of different 
colors as soon as the pressure is reduced below one five-hundredth 
fan atmosphere. The effect is due to the production in the 
tube of ether waves beyond the limits of vision, which are gen- 
crally spoken of as “Ultra-violet Rays. 
of value therapeutically were they not prevented from reaching 
the surface of the body by the opacity of the glass wallls of the 
tube. Some y ‘© the writer devised a vacuum electrode 

able of transmitting these ultra-violet rays, through a quartz 
lens cemented to one end of the tube. (See Chapter on “Ultra 
violet Rays.”) 

Several years after the writer’s discovery of the Vacuum 

Electrode, instruments of this kind were placed on the market 
by a New York firm. ‘They were sold in sets including different 
shapes and sizes, and but little attention was given to the degree 

due to the 
v than uni- 

of exhaustion employed. In consequence some of the electrodes 
were of the “white,” and some of the “Red Vacuum” type, 

varying in exhaustion from one-fiftieth to one ten-thousandth 
of an atmospher The disparity in the results obtained in 

similar cases treated by different electrodes led the writer to 

begin a series of experiments for the determination of the relation 
between the de of exhaustion and the therapeutic effe 
A de ption of the details and results of these experiments is 
given under the head of “Electro-Physiology.”” For the present 
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a 

that the effects of Red Vacuum 
180 ’ 

eae cher I aut to be quite diferent from ie 
wet tourer the date of the above expe and that 

Pe! le to conform to a trodes have been mad vacuum €l he 
ed Vacuum. i es ae 

Se eet tie be aoe At the pr 
some vhich are sho Electrodes on the market, some of w Vacuum et 

is 

<<! 

Fie. 1 Doctor Snow’s set of Vacuum Electrodes. the accompanying 
Provements which have be of the Vacuum Ele ing Air ja 

illustrations Among other ingenious im- ince the original introduction - ‘trodes, mention may be made of the Insulat-_ *, for the purpose of Preventing the escape of ; the electrodes, for the Electrodes of this type he inner one being the 

pen made 
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vacuum tube, which is prevent fed Hechrarst 
body by the annular air space from diseh, ng i arg surrounded by the pga! 

al varieties of these double r-wallled clectrod les are shor 26 ‘ ’ 
wn in 

For inereasing the intensity 
High-frequeney Cuenta, 5 Cada ee ee employed, instead of the simple Lokvaase cick ape latter are usually supplied without internal Beata ae ss the current from the brass socket at the end of ag ane ndle which is made to be used interchan, nls Sane jerent electrodes in the set. (See Fig. 125.) Conionn a” odes on the other hand are provided with an interialetead 

| —Double-walled Vacuum Electrodes. 

in the form of an aluminum rod, or disk. The between 

the terminal and the inner walls of the tube may contain air at 

he ordinary pressure, salt solution and the other fluids, or may 

exhausted to a low or high vacuum. 

Condenser electrodes were first employed by the present writer 
several weeks prior to his invention of the vacuum electrode. 

The fluctuations of the spark-gap in his original apparatus 
rendered the effluve from the Tesla Coil so irregular that great 

lifficulty was experienced in the use of the latter modality 
ithout “sparking” the patient. Having already noticed the 

ease with which the Tesla ( ed through s and 

other non-conduetors, the er €X: ented with a sheet of 

.¢ patient as a protection 
“sparking” during effluve treatment. Although this 
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; i y substitute for 
i ot prove a satisfactory subs are fol 

eset nent, it led to the development 0 7 

Sei nit applied by means of the so-eal sl Conde 

ge tne \s originally employed, the patient was eonneg! 
Electrode.” As originally 

Author's Technic for the Use of Glass Condenser Electrodes, 
to a Tesla Terminal by w of a metal hand electrode and @ metal point connected to the opposite terminal was applied to the outer surface of a plate of glass in contact with the upper’ epigastrium, a beautiful “rosette of sparks” radiated from the 

Handle for Vs scuum or Condenser Elec= trode 
Point over the glass surface, and slight 1 Produced in the region near each electrode. noise is produced by the di writer still employs the ¢ 

Maradic effects were 
A rather unpleasant charge, but despite this fact, the ginal technic in the treatment of 

29.—Herschell’s, Regulating Handle and Rectal Electrode. (Willi ms.) a Nous dyspepsia, and other conditions involy; or lack of power in the sympathetic ne condenser 
ing a depletion 

vous system. ‘The first trodes constructed by the Writer consisted of ed in insulating handles, surrounded. by glass 
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tubes, the extremities of which were flat, rounded adapted to different parts of the body. he! , Tater the metal ed ia ia Eataee te he eee 
so that its free end could be pushed into actual eilede nae sealed end of the glass tube or Withdrawn to ay ee several inches. This construction permits the regul. maa = strength of the discharge which may be varied from a ahs 
warmth, to a stream of sparks capable of blistering the par: The writer bas in his possession his original electrode of this face nd still occasionally employs it in his practice, x 

Fic. 130.—Ebonite Spinal Electrode. (Williams.) 

ggested to the writer the The above method of regulation s 
trodes, idea for his regulating handle for vacuum or condenser 

an application of the principle embodied in the 
minals, in which the effluve between metal 

rheostat for the regulation of the current strength. 
ion with the writer’s regulating 

It is pri 
writer's 1 

shown in Fig. 128, is the independent invention 
» by Doctor Herschell of London, for use in con- 

ribed by its 

(See Fig. 

handle which 
of a similar devi neetion with his Rectal Electrode, which was « 
inventor in his mamual of “Intra 
129.) 

A large variety of condenser electrodes have been devised and 
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iti of 
«troduced by different authorities, — a ae ile 

an snular carbon, others of eboni i 

arious shapes and sizes. (Fig. 130.) 

aca standpoint, all vacuum electrodes 

184 

liquid, or 
metal rods of va 
From a physical 

Fic, 131.—Condenser Electrode; “Low Red Vacuum Type.” 

denser electrodes, but custom has limited the latter term to 
vacuum electrodes of a special construction involving the use 
of an internal disk-shaped aluminum terminal. The conyen= | 
tional condenser vacuum electrode is represented in Fig. 131.” 
Another modification is shown in Fig. 132. 

The same technic is employed in the therapeutic application | 

E.Machlett Son .NY.c 
Fro, 152. —Vacuum Condenser Electrode with Cupping Devize 

of all varieties of condenser electrodes. This tec: ._, r S. technic j several different methods namely: eons nai (A) Monopolar Direct Application. (B) Monopolar Indireet Application. 
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© Bipolar Direct Application, 

(p) Bipolar Multi-frequency Treatment. 
1) Monopolar Direct Application —This is the si 

nod for the direct application of High-frequency Go 
aresonator or from a 

pole of a Tesla Coil. 
action is local rather 

,n general but the effects: 

intense, and it isseldom 

ry to apply the elee- 

ide for more than ten 

nutes at a time. The 

ctrode fixed in an insu- 

x handle is connected 

» terminal of the coil 

\ a rubber-covered conducting cord, and applied to the affected 

face before turning on the current. But little sensation other 

n warmth is produced when the electrode is applied to the 

1, but if one or more layers of clothing intervenes, a stinging, 

Fic. 133.—Monopolar Direct Technic. 

tingling feeling is experienced by the patient which increases in 

intensity as the clothing inereases in thickness. (Fig. 133.) 

Skin lesions and superficial conditions usually require the 

direct application of the glass surface of the electrode. Diseases 

involving the deeper tissues, such as cellulitus, neuralgia and 

Fic. 134.—Monopolar Indirect Technic 

rheumatism are more readily relieved by applying the electrode 

over the clothing or by covering the end of the electrode with 

cloth of any desired thickness; woolen fabries being best suited 

to this purpose. ‘The differences in the physiological effects 
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produced by these varie 

an ensuing chapter. 
(B) In the Monopolar Indirect Method, the patient is ep 

to the resonator or Tesla Terminal by a metal plate” 

vacuum or condenser electrode con 

ties in technic are d 

electrode and the 

the ground or held in the hand of the operator, is applied 

affected area. By this method a mild general effect is 

the local action of the electrode discharge, and the 

viously described. ‘The glass electrode is applied to the 
or through clothing as in the preceding deseription. (Pj 

(©) Bipolar Direct Application involves the use ee E s 0 

Fig. 135. r Direet iV Electrodes. 
pol: i i Direct Application of Vacuum 

& resonator, the or, the second elec : 
ground. The f cleetrode being coi it Aree tte nine 
effets are much t method should be used ae 

applied dir s n more inten: a rul th 1 ae re . As arule the electrodes 
result if the clovhioe curiae OF the body aa a 
be made in the we mtervenes. One excepti as blistering am 
very high volt application of currents <ption (0 ae 

example, from ae et reauency, such of low amperses sail 
eee the Pifard Hype atic hea ae produced, for 

2 bins y 2 Trantor i 
of pulmonary tuberous ¢ ocala The 

RN nary tubereulosis and lobar p ial value in the treatment 
c oe asap: meumoni: i 

the vactum condenser oon 1cchnie is monies Saas 
ce inic is exemplified in the use of 
k f Chicago. This devices : int ei i ai oon Saintly introduced by Re Frits 
Banton, Peetane® posses real n to its spectacular and — 

, and the writer ha a merit from a therapeutic — 
ained excellent y 
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187 its use in the treatment of functional and organic diseases of thy 

nervous system. In the majority of these eases the patient is seated in the chair which is connected to one of the Tesla Tek minals, and a vacuum condenser electrode connected to fe 
other terminal, is applied over the solar plexus, 
of the treatment is increased if the clothing be removed on 
the upper half of the patient’s body. Insomnia or nervous- ness resulting from prolonged mental or 
:Imost invariably relieved by a High-fr 

of the vacuum chair. The 

The effic ‘ieney 

utter is connected to a Tesla 
or resonator terminal as de- 
seribed in Seetion and 
the patient seats himself in 
. comfortable position and 
voluntarily relaxes every 
nusele of the body, closes 
the eyes and rests during a 
treatment of from ten to 
venty iminutes duration. 

By this method the aceum- 
uated waste produets result- 

g¢ from a long 's work 
wre removed from the mus- 
cles and superficial tissues 
and at the termination of 
the treatment the patient R ctieraee Gach 
will be almost as rested and 
invigorated as from a night of refreshing sleep. In the opinion 
of the writer the vacuum condenser chair is a valuable if not an 
essential addition to the equipment of every progressive electro- 

apeutist. (Fig. 136.) 
D) Bipolar Multi-frequency Treatment involves a combination 

of the writer’s Multi-frequency Treatment with the vacuum or 
condenser electrode. A Tesla Apparatus provided with the 
writer's Triple Terminals being required for the production of 
this modality. One of the Tesla Terminals B is connected to a 
metal eleetrode in contact with the patient’s body, a vacuum 



HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS Iss 4 “Dummy? is connected with the 
cleetrode fated by the length of the effluve 

eqhis technic, which has already. been 
aph, produces the bis 

f the vacuum electrode, the general effects al os ‘esl. 

a pak Multi-frequency ” effect on the motor and ai 

strength re 
metal disks. ! 
in a previous paragrs 

© Author's set of Condenser Electrodes, ®, “White Vacuum.” ¢, « “Ray Vacuum.” 
*s which is of great value in the treatment of partial. » incipient degeneration of the herve centers, deep= ain, and in the removal of exudates and effusions. In common with all varieties of Multi-frequene: method is to be avoided in cas 

Some months ago the writer 
trodes for the application of 
treatment of local conditions. 
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genser Electrodes as shown in Fig. 137, i Ree 

a hough identieal Sala sie ran An Insulating Handle 
duce entirely different effects upon the tissues Sar Tunes 

the body. The first is exhausted to a “Red Vacuum an 
proximating one five-hundredth of an atmosphere: the ee 
to a “White Vacuum,” about one ten-thousandth of an ‘atnios) 
phere, and the third, to a low “X-Ray Vacuum” about one one- 
sundred-thousandth of an atmosphere. The first electrode may 

be used in the majority of cases which are amenable to High- 
quency Treatment. The distinctive effects of the low vacuum 

lischarge being of a sedative character, relieving acute congestion 
inflammation, allaying pain, and stimulating metabolism. 
second electrode is adapted to the treatment of chronic and 

dolent conditions involving lowered vital resistance and 
aired nutrition. It is of especial value in the treatment of 
monary tuberculosis, cold abscess, varicose ulcers, psoriasis, 

eczema. The third electrode combines the devitalizing and 

destruetive effects of the X-Ray, with the vivifying stimulating 

action of the Tesla Currents, and is a most important improve- 

ment in the methods for the therapeutic application of the 

X-Ray to the treatment of lupus, epithelioma and other forms 

of malignant disease. It will be more fully described in the 

chapter on “High-frequency X-Ray.” 



CHAPTER XVII 
) HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENT FOR THE PRODUCTION gp sited tee X-RAY 

Tur X-Ra: iginally discovered by Professor Re E obtained by the passage of a Unidirectional Current. of 4; voltage through a Crookes Vacuum Tube exhausted to 4 one-millionth of an atmosphere. The peculiar emanations the negative terminal of the tube had been already Studied } Lenard who termed them the “Cathode Rays.” These ray ordinarily confined to the interior of the tube, by the Opacity o the glass walls, had been obtained outside of the tube by means _ of an aluminum window sealed over an aperture in the glass directly opposite the cathode. Aluminum being transparent to the cathode rays permitted their transmission to the outer air, where their properties could be directly studied. Among other phenomena produced by these rays, it was noticed that fluores- cent substances, such as barium-platinum cyanide became brilliantly illuminated when placed in their path. In experi- menting with a cardboard screen coated with the above chem- ieal, Roentgen noted that the luminosity was produced not only near the aluminum window, but near the glass on all sides of the tube, even When the cardboard screen was interposed 
between the tube and the fluor, ent film. In studying this 
effeet the shadow of the operator’s fingers were observed on the 
Screen, the darker outline of the bones being clearly distinguished 
against the lighter shadow of the less Opaque flesh. In this way the X-Rays of Roentgen were discovered and 
Subsequent investigations he their originator demonstrated their charaeter, properties and Practical possibilities. Roentgen showed 
that these new radiations were an ethereal counterpart or sec- ondary product of the cathode ray, originating wherever the 190 
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jatter rays collided with the glass walls 
‘ isting surfaces. The eathode rays alta i <3 ais rioavons, projected at right angles from the surface of ate 

cathode terminal of a Crookes Tube. These electrons move ii 
raight lines through the highly exhausted space in the ‘ate 

it a speed of about one hundred thousand miles per second 
somewhat slower than light rays which travel at a rate of One 

-d and eighty-six thousand miles per second. In other 
s the cathode rays would travel entirely around the earth 

the equator four times in a’single second, while a ray of light 
| perform the same journey seven and one-half times during 

1 equal interval. Cathode rays do not travel ordinary air for 
‘ny appreciable distance. In the low pressure of a Crookes Tube 

y move freely at a high velocity, their momentum being so 
creat that when suddenly checked they produce incandescence, 
nd sometimes actual melting of the thin platinum plate which 

forms the anode in the majority of X-Ray Tubes. They are 

readily deflected by a magnet, and the angle of deflection has a 

definite mathematical relation to the size and electrical capaci 

of the moving particles which constitute the stream. The 

tremendous importance of this fact will be recognized when it is 
stated that it is through the careful experimental application of 

the above law that the “Negative Electron” —the common unit 

sions of matter and foree—has been discovered, 

nd weighed. : 
\ comparison of the nature and properties of the cathode 

rays with those of the X-Rays of Roentgen, will enable the reader 

' fundamental differences 
jant energy. 

to obtain a clear understanding of the 3 
between these two intimately related types of radi : 

(A) In the first place the cathode rays consist of minute 
material entiti : electrical particles shot out perpendicularly 

from the surface of the eathode in a Crookes Tube, which come to 
rest or are cheeked by collision with the glass wallls of the tube. 
‘The X-Rays on the other hand, consist of extremely short, rapid 
pulses in the ether, each of which originates at the point of con- tact between a aizcie electron of the eathode stream, and the 
lass walls of the tube, the pulse being caused by the sudden impact of the collis 
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cathode Rays readily pass through 
Re eee sdopped by contact with ainost sy the 

aaron The X-Rays penetrate all substances to a gm 

satay the opacity of bodies of matter to the X-Rays jess extent, ee proportion to their increase in density ors 

tie uch as wood, paper, 
sparent, while denser n 

a rul 
Thus, light substane 

e relatively trai 

veral exceptions to the above rule, the most 
g the diamond, which despite its great densif 

almost absolutely transparent to the X-Ray, while “Paste p 

as opened an important field for the praeticall ¢o 
ion of the X-Ray. 

(C) The X-Rays resemble rays of light in that they bo 
consist of vibrations or undulations transmitted by the ether! 
but the X-Rays may be compared to a succession of sharp “whip 
cracks”; light, by a similar analogy resembling a low musical a tone from one of the bass pipes of an organ. 
standpoint, the cathode rays may be compared to a stream of rapidly moving particles of sand propelled from a nozzle by @ strong current of air. Each grain of sand may be taken to represent one of the electrons which form the cathode stream. (D) Cathode rays may be deflected by a magnet, reflected, refracted or polarized. ‘The X-Rays are unaffected by a magnet, and it is practically impossible to reflect, refract or polarize them. (2) Both the X-Rays and the cathode rays produce phos- phoreseenee or fluorescence in sensitive substances, discharge cleetroscopes by ionizing the air, and produce effects upon the film of sensitized photographie plates. The X-Rays produce | cumulative effects upon the tissues of the body, destroying the — trophie nerve influence and depleting the ele’ vitality. This nay even lead to the formation of extensive sloughing burns, — from the necrosis and local death of the tissues in the path of the rays. The specific action of the cathode rays upon living tissues — has not been definitely determined up to the time of writing | The modern X-Ray Tube in j implest form is shown in Figs 138, which represents the type de ined for use in connection with 
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. statie machine. Tt consists 2 193 
ium lacs rove eee bulb of Bohemian or 
ihode being @ coneave reflector of alumim a Me negative or 

< to projcet the eathode rays toward ea Which is shaped 
he center of the anode, whichis a thin plati 

ale of fort: y-five degrees with the axis of the tube. 
; in colliding with the anode are reflected at ri ‘The cathode 
« the wall of the tube in straight lines, sume m4 

11 point, each line being couliamsdGh es cae 
« in the form of an X-Ray. The higher es aaa: 
stion in the tube the shorter will be the w: “es sabe ce 

‘-Rays it produces, and the Tee ee 
er their powers of penetra- 
and frequency of vibration. 
reating or examining dense 

r deep-seated tissues with the 
\-Ray,a so-called“ Hard Tube” 

1 high degree of exhaustion 

will be required, while for the 

treatment of superficial condi- 

tions or for the examination of 

moderately thin structures, such 

as the hand, foot or forearm, a ” Pred Snir Plate 

“Soft Tube” exhausted to ales-  osed in Opsave Faper 
<r degree, should be employed; : 
as it produces, longer, slower rays of lesser penetration, 

affording pictures showing greater contrast and defini 

Hard’” tubes resist the passage of the current and requir & 
high voltage. The current from a static machine will readily 

jump across an air-gap several inches in length rather than 

pass through the highly rarefied gas in 2 “hard” tube. Such 
tubes exhibit an intense green surface fluorescence but show 

najde the bulb. “Soft” tubes, on the other 

hand, chow flickering patches of Diuish-white Tight belie 
in addition to the green fluorescence, and 

that not more than one-half 

absolutely no light i 

the electrodes, 

possess such a low resistance 

inch of spark can be backed up by them. Tubes for h 

X-Ray work require currents of considerable volume in order 
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to generate rays of high power and intensity. 

the eathode raja Uae sere or absorbed, this 
ould expend itself upon the anode, which would be would ¢ 

X-Ray Tube with Solid Metal Anode, 
iency of the 

been devised for oby 
as the use of 

ys would be destroyed. 
ating the undue ace! a solid metal-backing 

, or by employing a 

Various means have 
umulation of heat, such 

for the platinum anode as shown in F 
cooling chamber filled with 

140.—« Water-cooled ”" X-R; lation with the under surface of the platinum plate. 40.) 

ay tube, Water in re] 
(See Fig, 1 

The j 
pase in the . si i These 

< particles, ther driven rare absorbed by" 

Particles are ej 



minute specks of » E 
ce of the anode by the homra? tt ven off from the am. _The tube in other words, changes vane Me 

“Soft. Low Vacuum” to a “Hy, i ‘uring continued use, : Varun ch a high degree of exhaustion is SES ci pen ae ns te : ler generate such a tube it may be refilled with air and agai again 
xhausted on a mereury Pump or a small i amount o} 5 admitted to the bulb by means teas the vacuum regulator with 

h the majority of tubes are 
vided. 
Although every maker of X- 

ay tubes has his special form 
vacuum regulator, there are but 
ce fundamental types: 
Ist, Chemical Regulators, re- 
tiring external heat for the 

tion of gas. 
Chemical Regulators oper- 

ited by an electrie spark. 
3d, Osmotic Regulators depend- 

ng upon the ability of certain eS 
metals to absorb hydrogen gas ¥! ae E when heated. A, Chemical Regulator, (Heat). 2B, Conventional examples of these ‘Chemical Rerulator, (Spark). ¢ three types of regulators are 
shown diagrammatie: ts 
projecting from the side of an X-Ray bulb, having an enlarged 
rounded extremity containing potassium chlorate or manganese 
dioxide which liberates oxygen gas when heated by the applica- 
tion of a match or spiritamp to the outer surface of the glass 
tube. 7 F 

B) is similar in construction to the regulator just described 
except for the platinum wire, sealed into the portion of the 
tube containing the chemical. By allowing sparks from the 
coil or statie machine to pass into the tube through the platinum 
wire, gas is liberated as in the first instance. An ingenious 
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application of this type of regulator is found in the 

“Self-regulating Tube” illustrated in Fig. 142. By me: 

adjustable wire connected to the tube terminal farth 

the regulator, a spark-gap of any desired length may be 

between the point of the wire and the platinum terminal ¢ 
regulator. Suppose, for example, the wire be adjusted to 

inches. When the internal resistance of the 
becomes greater than that of the spark-gap, the current will 
the path of the least resistance, passing across the gap to 
opposite terminal of the tube by way of the chemical ch 

a gap of th 

of the regulator. Sparks 
gas has been liberated to reduce the internal resistance 

“Self-regulating” X-Ray Tube. 
tube u agai: i eect oe formas s easier path for the current than the 

z is rark-g 7 

ndefinite period, resistance for an almost 

(C) represents a re ae poisti a ellen of the Osmotie type which consists eaaee ae Hl tbe of metallic Palladium sealed into the open, while the © bulb, the inner end of the metal tube being protested be puter en is closed. Ordinarily the tube is and the flame of 2 ita! Blass cap. If the latter be removed of the Palladium fase cy be applied to the closed extremity flame will be dra ube, Hydrogen Ions from the interior of the heated metal inte ape rush the inter-molecular spaces of the | advantage ot ae the exhausted X-Ray bulb. The incipal 
'S tYpe of regulator lies in the fact that the 
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Y vacuum may be reduced an indefinite the life of @ tube provided with a req nimDer of ti preceding types is limited by the 
end of the regulator tube. 

In order to use Tesla Currents for a facts 
, a tube of special construction is nena Pac y character of the current would soon aaee : ae Serif 

r Various methods 
have been devised for the con- 

uction of High-frequency X-Ray 
‘ubes involving three different 
inciples: examples of tubes illus: 
ating these ideas are shown dia- 
smmatically in Fig. 143. 

1) shows the construction of the 
be of the so-called “Double-fo- 
is” type invented by Professor 
hu Thomson. It is really a 

nnbination of two distinct tubes 
as will be seen by the imaginary 
lotted line dividing them. The 
oscillations in the direction of the 

row (X) produce X-Rays from 
» cathode and reflector in the 

-hand half of the tube. The Fic. 143—Types of * Hig 
nations in the opposite diree- 4 qhomen Double Focus. B, 

tion, indicated by the arrow (¥), Strong Double Focus: C, Sin- 
duce a stream of rays shown at “* 

Y) in the left-hand side of the tube. 
type of High-frequency X-Ray Tube 

It is admirable for thera 
s the two points of 

destroy the 

This is the most efficient 
t utilizes the energy of 

the entire current. jeutie work but is 
not suited for s 
origin of the X-R 
clearness of defini 

B) shor a tube of the writer's de 

principle as the Double-focus tube but the 

ected in two parallel streams are sep: 

cause double outlines, which 

gn involving the same 

pr ated, those from the 



oscillations in one direction, being reflected pat 

surface of the platinum plate, while pee a 

oscillations are reflected from the poten sur sf the pl 

By mounting this tube in a dark box fixed in the center 

cloth sereen or curtain, two independent examinations 

Fic. 144.—Thomson Double Focus X-Ray Tube. 

treatments may be given simultaneously; the operator, for 
example, making a fluoroscopic examination of a fracture of the bones of the forearm, while his assistant is applying the rays for the treatment of a facial epithelioma, to a patient on the opposite side of the screen. 

Fic. 145—Single Focus Tube for H. F. Currents; with Hollow Metal Cone Under Anode. 
(C) Tn tubes of the third type, the cathode rays from one set Of oscillations are smothered or damped in a hollow metal cone or a closed glass bulb, while the opposite oscillations are em- ployed for the production of the X-Ray, as in the usual uni- directional type of tube. 7 
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Vigs. 4, 145, 146, 147, are illustrated soy, 
of High-frequency X-Ray Tubes sever 

jescribed 

X-RAY 199 

al commerei ; " al mbodying the principles 
X-Ray has been employed for some years j 

<<ful treatment of malignant growths involyis aoe i mane the ‘supe 
of its action 

pe ie vitality of the 

of eee rowths being of a low grade of vitality = i of trophie nerve supply’ are killed hy a smaller dos ae 
X-Rays than would be required to devi meres 

ssues or the mucous membrane, the principh , ciple 
mulative destructive effects on th: e 

3 = ag : e the norms 
s in the vieinity. Great difficulty has been experier a 3 verienced, 
ver, in accurately gauging the length and frequency of th -y of the 

Fic. 146—Single Focus Tube for H. F. Currents (Double Bulb Type). 

sive areas of ulceration and 
treatments, and in many cases exter 

the healthy 
been inadvertently produced in 

nt to the malignant growth. 

ve been practically confined 
# Coil or static 

sloughing have 
tissues covering, or adjacer 
Accidents of the above character 

to eases treated by X-Rays excited by 
the writer successfull 

,tion of malignant 

a Ruhmko 

Several S ago demon- 

ted the possibility of causing the absor} 

crowths without injuring the healthy tissues, by & combination 

of the X-Ray and High-frequency Current. The patient Ni 

connected to a Tesla terminal by a metal hand-clectrode and an 

“estrode of the vacuum condenser type exhausted to an X-Ray 

Vactuen was connected to the opposite terminal and applied 
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se in i is tion to th to the surface of the body in immediate relat 

i itality in the normal cells thro 
e increase in the pale a i : 

eas of the trophic nerves by the High-frequeney 
counteracts the depleting effects of the X-Ray on the 

Fra, 147.—Latest Type X-Ray Tube for Either Direct or Alternating © Tents, 

tissues and concentrates it upon the cells of the mal growth. 
Some of the special methods devised by treatment of deep-seated and inaccessible tumors are described — in the chapter devoted to the “ High-frequency Treatment of Malignant Growths.” 



years ago Doctor Fi 
ae nsen of Denm: 

al experiments for the determinati ark began a series of 
a yn of light S. on fe pe He first employed ste therapeutic 

s, Tward substituting the light ie Tays in his 

mM & powerful lamp consuming eighty am J peres, and provided wi with carbons ntaining salts of i if ts of iron. He demonstrated the curative val ‘ative value 

Fic. 148.—Diagram of Finsen’s Are Lamp. (Guilleminot.) 

of light rays in the green, blue, violet and ultra-violet portions 

of the spectrum, in the treatment of lupus and superficial cancer. 

In order to obtain any degree of penetration he found it neces 

sary to force the blood from the area of treatment by means of a 

Daily treatments lasting for an hour 
given for months or even years in order to produce 

quartz lens or compress. 

or more were 
the curative effects. (Fig. 148.) 

Only a comparatively small percentage of the rays from 

Finsen’s Lamp were beyond the violet end of the spectrum, and 

these eonsisted of wave lengths only slightly shorter than the 

visible rays in the extreme violet. It is possible, however, to 
201 
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violet rays of considerable volume 

brodves ther than thowe obtained by Finsen. Gr ei 
tion of these rapid ultra-violet rays, a High-frequeney Gurney 
is employed, discharging across a short spark-Eap between iroy 

electrodes. Many of the bright lines in the spectrum of iron : 

Fic. 149.—Piffard’s Spark-gap Lamp. 

and by the rapid oscillations of the current 
beyond the violet 

Y ater intensity than the iron lines these short 1 

rum. 
y be obtained from a Ruhm- 

r static machine by connecting the terminals to a Piffard 

Fig. 150. —Strong’s Ultra-violet L for Use with “ “Hercules” Coils. 

Sark-gap Lamp in S with a small Leyden Jar. Doctor ‘Yiard's Lamp which is shown in ig. 149, consists of two or ae short spark-gaps between small iron balls, mounted Pees rubbet babe covered with a quarts lena: 7 Rare of eet Breater intensity may he obtained froma lamp of a type designed 



inal, and the end of a small % 
n the opposite terminal of as redband i asses through a 
cing held in a micrometer screw nia end of the 
r handle regulating the length of the spark wee Bee 

re d w ity a metal canopy provided with @ quartz lens, fate smission of the Tays. The terminals of the lamp are con- 
d to the discharging circuit of the condenser in the writer's 

h-frequeney Apparatus, the ordinary spark-gap being thrown 
of cireuit and the small balls and disks of the Tesla Terminals 

pushed into contact in order to short-circuit the High- 
quency Coil. 
The r are of extremely short wave length and high fre- 

queney. Glass, miea, celluloid and gelatin are absolutely opaque 
to these rays which, however, readily pass through plates of 
quartz, selenite or rock salt. They produce active fluorescent 
or phosphorescent phenomena as described below. Under cer- 
tain conditions they possess the power of ionizing the air, increas- 
ing the length of spark-discharges and discharging charged 
cleetroscopes or Leyden Jars. Applied to the exposed surface 

of the human body, the ys produce redness, congestion and 

blistering, in a single sitting of from thirty to forty minutes. 

‘They produee pain and redness in the human eye, and the 
operator should, therefore, wear spectacles with large glass 

lenses when working with the ray The value of these rays as 

therapcutie agents has been demonstrated by the suecessful 
ety of acute and chronic skin diseas treatment of a large vari 

_ ef When employed and in affections of the peripheral nerve 

for the latter purpose, the tissues to which the ray eee 

be applied should be de-hematized by the use of a ea ition 

of adrenalin, cataphorically diffused by means of the galvanic 

current. 
or experimental demonstr: 

eets may be produced by s 
ing substances to the ultra-violet 1 
described lamps: 

ation in lectures, etc., brilliant 

bjecting specimens of the follow- 
's from one of the above- 
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2 . . =Green Fluorescence, ca (Aqueous Sole ion) oe vallow Green ih ala in * “ =Sky-blue Fluorescence, alin « 7 

Quinin Bi-sulphate = Yellow Fluorescence. Witemite ~ Sie, pa Fee Calcite eS ee Fluorite 
Uranium Gl: 
Didymium G 
“ale =Bright Blue Fluorescence. Bari latinum Cyanide = Yellow Fluorescence. 

Calcium Sulphide =Bright Blue Phosphorescence. Zinc Sulphide ‘ellow Phosphorescence. 
me = White Phosphorescence. 
Selenite Crystals Yellow White Phosphorescence, Aragonite " =Blue White Phosphorescence. 

An interesting effect is produced by powdering certain of the 
above substances and painting pictures with them, using a 
medium of gum-arabic solution, or silicate of soda. These pic- 
tures show no color when exposed to the ultra-violet rays, when a plate of glass is held over the quartz lens of the lamp, but when the glass is removed the designs at once appear in brilliant tints. 



CHAPTER XIX 

pHE GENERATION OF OZON HE HIGH-FREQU 
‘ONE BY THE EQUENCY CURRENT 

Ozon® is a heavy gas of an extre ) xtremel, = 
produced by the discharge of Hi ¥ Penetrating odor which is 
icularly the High-frequeney asics Currents, par- 

oxygen or air. From a chemical Siena se gaps filled with 

tropic form of oxygen, containing three ra Fiat late 
he molecule. When introduced into the lu ee 

cavities of the body, ozone acts as se = oe Ea 
ee 2 as a powerful germicide and 

disinfectant. It destroys the toxie products of bacteri a 
its power as an oxidizing agent and is said to exert Ria is 
lant effect upon the cardiac and respiratory functions. on 
Ozone ae been highly exploited and undoubtedly greatly 

overestimated as a therapeuti e i 

has been unjustly nee noha = a ni o ge unjustly yy many physicians who have 

employed it in an impure condition. The principal obstacle to 

the therapeutic use of ozone as produced from ordinary air by 

the static or High-frequency Discharge is the large proportion 

of poisonous oxides of nitrogen which is simultaneously produced. 

Various means have been devised for the removal or absorption 

of these impurities, such as passing the ozone through tubes 

containing lime, or solutions of the alkalin hydrates or car- 

bonates. 

An apparatus has been placed upon the 

years which is designed solely for the product 

administration of ozone derived from ordinary 

» transformer which raises the potential of the com- 

nating current to about 40,000 volts. A pair of 

multiple tubular condensers are excited by the High-potential 

Current of the transformer and the air in their interior is rapidly 

converted into ozone by the silent discharge between the gla: 

205 

market in the last few 

tion and therapeutic 

air. It consists of 

a “step-up 

mercial altern 
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is which for e lenser. A o 
vered metal rods which form the condenser. 

coveres r 

+ of air is forced through the condensers by means 6 a 

i BG in the lower part of the apparatus and the ozo curr 

ae a asses through leather tubes to th ixed with nitrous fumes pass eh ‘ 
ae Just before entering the latter the mixture of 

‘ “1” tubes partially filled with an 
pEsepinley ie products combined with terpin 

oly et ooo valives:  Theseakeaioem apparatus place 
a aeaeee pon the properties of thi liquid whiel ata 
ae S ps letely absorbs the nitrous products but forms a 
va cain m le compound with the ozone which breaks up in 
eels into nascent oxygen, and an activ ‘chemical germicide. 
These generators are employed by a considerable number of 

inhaling masks. 
s through glass 

ML 

A (eat lm te) 

for the Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. 
physicians throughout the country, many of whom claim to have obtained remarkable results, especially in cases of pul- monary tuberculosis. Up to the present time no cientifie clinical tests of this apparatus have been made by any of the recognized authorities, Pending such information no definite opinion can be given regarding the actual therapeutic possibilities of this method of treatment. 

The writer has recently constructed an apparatus for the treatment of pulmonary tuberculos and other diseases of the respiratory system, which he believes to be the first device for the scientific generation of chemically pure ozone ever employed for therapeutic purposes. A diagram of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 151. It consists of a frame, provided with straps for attaching the apparatus to the thorax of the patient, supporting 



two vacuum condenser electrodes by a transverse rubber. These electrodes are exhausted to a white se wre adjustable, so that their action can be directed area, Ordinarily, they are symmetrically placed the central portion of the right and left lung ri 
shown in the figure. Each electrode is connected to a terminal the Tesla Coil in series with an adjustable air-ga) i wtal disks, studded with points; each of the two st eee 

espectively, as 

closed by a glass cylinder provided with tight-fitting hardwood 2 Through tubulated apertures at both ends of the glass 
linder, the interior of the spark-gap chambers are connected 
series so that air forced into one chamber will pass through it 

nto the second whence it will be conducted through a glass tube 
a rubber-edged inhaling mask supported on an adjustable 

~pring arm attached to the frame of the apparatus. In adminis- 
toring the treatment the patient reclines at full length, the 
\pparatus being strapped on his chest so as to bring the vacuum 
clectrodes in contact with the body over the right and left lungs, 

nile the mask is adjusted in light contact with the face of the 
tient covering the nose and mouth. The current is turned on, 

and the small disks in the glass cylinders are adjusted until a 
dense effluve, an inch or more in length is produced at each gap. 

Pure oxygen gas from a steel cylinder provided with a rubber 

bag and wash bottle is conducted through the two spark cham- 

bers to the inhaling mask over the face of the patient, in its 
passage across the gaps, a portion of the oxygen is converted 
into pure ozone and the mixture of the two gases is inhaled by 

the patient. Just before passing into the face mask, the ozonized 
oxygen passes through a small nebulizer by means of which the 
vapors of aromatic or antiseptic liquids may be simultaneously 

administered to the patient. The writer has obtained excellent 

results by the use of the compound which is supplied to the 
profession under the proprictary name of “‘Pineoleum,” in con- 
nection with the above apparatus. As this device was CORE 

strueted by the writer something under three months ago, it is 

impossible to cite clinieal evidence of its value in the treatment 

of pulmonary tuberculosis; however, the remarkably rapid 
improvement of the few cases which have been treated, up to 
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the present time, certainly warrants the writer in his beli 

this method of combined treatment by therapeutic ag 

have individually been widely employed in the successful { 
ment of tuberculosis, will prove to be the most efficient me, 

potent foe, the “Great White Plague 



CHAPTER Xx 

A REVIEW OF MODERN THERAPEUTIC METHODS: 

THERAPEUTICS in its broader sense may ry be defi ‘ 
of treatment, or the art of healing the sick. abate Science 

tions have shown that the various fu investiga- 
2 metions of the 

rom the action of vibratory electrical forces in the taba n 

tee compounds which constitute the different cells and 

The vital functions may be classed under the following heads: 
Ist, Psychic functions, including the phenomena of conscious- 

ss, volition and reason, which result from the action of subtle 
al forees, the exact nature of which is at present unknown. 

2d, Special sense perception including, (a) vision, (b) hearing, 
c) taste and smell (a single function manifesting through two 
channels). 

3d, General sensory perception which includes touch or 

ile impressions, the sense or appreciation of weight, and the 

sense of pain (the latter being an abnormal effect). 

4th, Motor functions, involving the voluntary or involuntary 

contraction of musele fibers. 

5th, Seeretory functions, involving the elaboration or forma- 

tion of definite chemical compounds by groups of specialized 

cells. 

6th, Metabolism, or vital combustion, a function inherent in 

each individual cell, whereby it absorbs its quota of nutriment 

from the blood or lymph, together with oxygen from the red 

corpuscles, and builds them into its own structure, transforming 

their potential energy into the primitive vital fo of living 

protoplasm. With the exception of the first and last group, the 

various bodily functions depend upon electrical vibrations, 

which they receive from the nervous system. Each function is 

expressed by cells or organs. which are specialized or peculiarly 

209 
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pir particular work, and whieh are | i 

pecial set or system of nerve fibers, transmitting e} 
a special s 

i in definite frequency. ations of a certain d : 

bese the contractions of muscles depend upon’ vibr 

210 

adapted for the 

veraging about four thousand per second, which traverse {] averaging 8 
so-called “Motor Nerves” as the result of a voluntary or uncon 

‘ious impulse originating in the br: sensation of touch, oa the other hand, undoubtedly results from’ an elestelealiaaal 
nee ater n 10,000 and 15,000 per second, which traverse the 

sensory nerves as a result of stimulation of the nerve endings in 
the skin, and carry to the brain a knowledge of the location and 
nature of the external stimulus. The auditory nerves carry to 

series of sound or tone perceptions, ranging from 
thirty vibrations, to 40,000 per second, while the optic nerve 
transmits as color impressions, ether waves of radiant energy 

ing from 350 million-million (red light) to 750 million- 
million (violet light). The nature of the emanations which 
produce the sensations of smell and taste are at present unknown, 
but they are probably vil not been definitely 
determined whether the electrical vibrations, traversing the optic and auditory nerves, correspond in frequency to the light 
rays and sound waves which respectively produce them; this is 

the brain 

probably the case with sound, which is the result of mechanical vibrations—while light, whieh 1 ults from electro-magnetic disturbances of the ether, probably induces in the optic nerve, Cleetrical oscillations of a much lower frequeney, but harmoni- y related to the luminous rays which produce them, There are two other functions of living tissue which have not been included in the above classi ution—namely, a sense of heat and cold, probably transmitted through the sensory nerves; and the so-called “ trophic influences,” which enable the different cells of the body to resist destructive and disease-producing agencies, and to maintain a condition of health and structural integrity. This trophic influence does not result from a definite ‘ange of vibrations of a special set of nerves, but appears to be associated with the nerves in general; thus, if a motor nerve be destroyed, gradual atrophy and degeneration will occur in the Tauscles corresponding to that particular nerve. Again, & 
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los vane "be pst libs followed, not merely by ' oss Of Se Ing away of the i 
ball. Most forms of disease are the direct or-indirect rae 
the dines or cessation of the trophic nerve influence of an 
organ oF group of organs. For example, as a result of overwork. 
lack of sleep, and improper food, the potential nervous energy 
of a given organism 15 greatly depleted; one of the first meant tel 
of this lack of energy is impaired circulation of the blood, which 
isads or predisposes to a chilling of the surface of the body, and a 
congestion and capillary stasis of the mucous membrane of the 
.pper respiratory passages; this is the first stage of the so-called 
catching cold.” The ever-present disease-producing bacteria, 

advantage of the temporary absence of their hereditary 
foes, the leucocytes, or white corpuscles, which are the “protective 
police” of the bodily tissues, and which are prevented from 

reaching and destroying the bacteria by the stasis or congestion 
of the eapillary blood-vessels in which they are confined, and the 
disease germs therefore rapidly multiply and produce poisonous 
toxins, which are absorbed into the tissues and produce grave 

disturbances in the already depleted nerye currents, thereby 

giving rise to various functional derangement In a short time 

the trophic or vital nerve currents of the entire body are so 

greatly depleted that extreme prostration and even death may 

occur. The functions of digestion, assimilation and circulation, 

are seriously impaired and the source of supply is thereby cut off. 
The abnormal conditions resulting from the absorption of bae- 

poisons, sometimes involve the liberation in the nerves of 

powerful electrical vibrations of a different frequeney from 

those to which the nerves are attuned, giving r rious 

functional manifestations. Thus the tetanus bacillus, when 
accidentally introduced into the blood stream. through a wound, 

in the course of its multiplication, produces a toxin or poison, 

which, while extremely small in amount, and utterly insignificant 
from a purely chemical standpoint, possesses the power of 

1 the motor nerves, electrical vibrations of so powerful 
as to give rise to terrific motor spasm 
2 torn from their attachments by the inten: ity 

contractions. Still other forms of bacteria produce through 
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ae 

« short-cireuiting’ of terruptions or toxins, interrupti 
ralysis results. 2 

sang ts ‘ore, that the majority of the ph 

i 
erves, and 
It will t a, theret 

from disturbances of the electrical e { disea The therapeutic us tem. 2 Bri 
f the medical profession in p the sole resource of 

; nd unseientific, that the more progressives 7 incl. the proleason, bee e eagerly at every new anes oa he hope of finding a more rational and method of healing in the hoy 5 stisfactory basis for the treatment of disease. The study of 
bacteriology has shown that the white corpuscles of a healthy body are capable of preventing, or limiting infectious disease, 
bythe etion of chemical substances, or so-called “Anti 
torins,” which neutralize the poisonous products of the bacteria, 
When a patient recovers from an infectious disease, his restora- 
tion is due to the fact that the leucocytes of his blood have 
succeeded in forming sufficient antitoxin to neutralize the bacterial poisons; and the disease germs, thus deprived of their principal offensive weapon, are picked up and devoured by the white blood cells, carried to the spleen, where their dead bodies are burned up, and excreted from the body. The antitoxins remain in the blood for a considerable time and protect the patient from a second infection of the same nature. This so- called “Immunity,” follows a mild attack and is as effectual as When produced by a severe infection, This forms the basis of our protective vaccination against smallpox. A more scientific application of the same Principle is the antitoxin treatment for diphtheria and tetanus, 
“ The trend of modern thought in medical circles is along the ines of prophylaxis and hygiene; that is, the study of methods for the Prevention of disease and the preservation of health. We are beginning to realize the fact that the healthy organism 

obtain access to such a system by the way of wounds or abrasion of the surface, their infection will | any be of a mild form, of short 
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mn, and confined to a small area. Hygiene, consisting in 
i attention to the laws of health, plenty of sleep, out-of- 
exercise, wholesome food, bathing, ete., is now taught in 

f our schools, while the large number of periodicals and 
zine articles treating of various hygienic s bjects, is in 

striking evidence of the intense practical interest mani- 
i by the masses in this most important evolutionary moye- 

nt. Under the influence of public sanitation and personal 
ciene, we may legitimately hope for the absolute suppression 
all forms of infectious disease within a few generations. 

Ieanwhile, however, the medical profession will be called upon 
) continue its present work of fighting acute and chronic mani- 
stations of disease in the individual, and it only remains for the 

physician to decide what particular method, or methods of 
ment are in his opinion best suited for the purpose. The 

mpirie use of drugs has constituted nine-tenths of the thera- 

peuties of the past century. The obviously unscientific character 

of such a system of treatment has long dissatisfied its followers. 

Attempts to formulate drug therapy into a science have met 
with but little suecess up to the present time. Hahnemann’s 
Homeopathy, based upon the so-called “Law of Similars,” has 
been heralded as the true solution of the above problem and a 
considerable fraction of the medical profession are followers of 

this system. A careful and conservative study, both from a 
clinical and theoretical standpoint has led the writer to the con- 
clusion that, while a limited number of powerful drugs act in 

accordance with a theoretical “Law of Similars,” a much larger 

percentage of the various substances used as medicine absolutely 
refute Hahnemann’s hypothesis; and unfortunately the nature 
of therapeutic drug action is not one which admits of solution 
by the present experimental methods of the scientific laboratory. 
The above conclusions regarding the reliability of the Homeo- 
pathic system apply equally well to the doctrine of “Specific 
Medication” as taught and applied by the so-called “Eclectic 
Practitioners.” According to t hypoth for each and 
every disease to which the flesh is heir, Nature has conveniently 
and most sccommodstingly provided a “specifie” remedy, and 

ician to determine the particular 
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ated to the different diseased conditions 

reer plete and scientific system of therspeuties, 

ps ccaieags i s it to be distinetly understood that he jg” 

Se consent nor denying the curative possibilities of 

that valuable results may be obtained) 
- be applied in accordance with the 

ism or empiricism is a truth 

which he has conclusively demonstrated in his own practice; 

but that individually or collectiv ly these systems satisfactory 

Ive the problem of the treatment of disease, he most emphati- 

2u4 

substances rel 

neither condemning 

drugs; on the contrary 

from remedies whether th 

prineiples of homeopathy, ¢ 

sol 
sally denies. aie jection to all these methods lies im thelfaewEtan they approach 

the problem 
of disease from the wrong stand- point. If the home of a Western pioneer be attacked 

by a band 
of hostile Indians, 

his first impulse 
would naturally 

be to seize 
his rifle and endeavor 

to kill the marauders; 
experience, 

however, would have taught him the fallacy of such a course of action, and before beginning 
offensive operations 

he will do everything in his power to strengthen 
his defense. After barring the doors, closing his windows 

with heavy shutters, 
and placing his women and children 

in the cellar out of the way of stray bullets, 
he will then, and only then return the fire of his vage adversaries. ‘The application 

of the above illustration 
is obvious; 

instead of endeavoring 
to kill the disease germs and to remove or suppress the symptoms 

produced by their to: by the administration 
of different drugs, we should use every means in our power to stimulate and assist the organism to call to its aid the different defensive and protective resourees with which Nature has pro- vided it. smucl we know that the disease-produeing 
Agencies are a * Feadily overpowered 

and destroyed 
by the natural, vit ive forces which are present in the body individual and which exist potentially usly ideal method of treating to infuse into the patient’s organism artificial forces of the same physical nature as those which maintain health and destroy disease in the body of » person of normal health and vigor. This is all very true, theoretically, but is it Possible in actual practice to generate and apply 7 italiz: 
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orees of the above character? The ultra-conservative physician, 
ose practice consists of the empirical use of drugs along lines 
wctically similar to those followed half a century ago, will 
ply unequivocally “No!” But the progressive practitionse 

the “twentieth-century type,” who is conversant with the 
velopment of Physical Therapeutics during the last decade. 

|| answer as emphatically in the affirmative. It is not iy 
coretically possible to produce artificial forces similar to those 
hich maintain health and vital activity in the normal human 

hody, but we have produced, and are employing at the present day, 

therapeutic agencies, which, if not actual duplicates of the nerve 

vibrations through which Nature maintains health and functional 

activity, are at least sufficiently like these forces in that they 

increase vital resistance, reéstablish depleted functions and 

assist in the elimination and suppression of disease-producing 

avencies. These forces comprise the Electrical Vibrations, 

known as “Alternating Currents of High and Low Frequency,” 

and their etherie counterparts, namely, the various forms of 

Radiant Energy. 



CHAPTER XXI 

HYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF OSCILLATORY CURRENTS 
PHYSIOLOG 

iz a consideration of the effects produced by ~ > attemptir 
Brror y Currents upon the functions and constitution of aquenc) ew lily tissues, it may be well to briefly review the physi- yodily tissues, : ie ‘cal and therapeutic action of the simpler forms of electrical alepical.! f 
energy, which have been employed in the treatment of disease, 

Under the latter head may be mentioned: 

(A) The Constant Galvanic Current. 

(B) Interrupted Galvanie Current. : 
(C) The Slow Faradie Current of Low Voltage. 
(D) The Rapid High Tension Faradie Current. 
(B) The Sinusoidal Alternating Current. 
(Ff) General Electrification with the continuous High-potential 

Current from a Si Machine. 
(G) The Statice Br 
(H) The Statie Br or Spre 
(I) The Statice Spark. 
(J) The Static Induced Current. 
(K) The Static Wave Current. 
The galvanic current is continuous, of low potential and high amperage. It is obtained from a series of battery cells, or from a shunt from the Edison 110-volt Direct Current. The effects of 

: Passage through the body are mainly due to the chemical action of the products of the electrolytic dissociation OF the sells dissolved sn. the’ tissdes"’ “CRISES IRE acid ae are liberated at the positive electrode; caustic soda and iene eee at the negative pole. If the current be sear result sae ae eon will be produced, a hard, red 
© action of the anode, while the tissues at 

a cathode are converted into a white soapy substance. The 
latter action is exemplified in 

2 
the destruction of urethral stric- 216 

its continuous 



TP OSCILLATORY. CL RRENTS o, superfluous hair, and small tumors by ne 
rhe physiological action of the rent Se galvanic current jg sedativ 

and stimulating, 
tissues in the vie’ 

jostatic and germicidal near the anode 
gestive and counter-irritant on the p inity of 

Fic, 152—Apparatus for Generating Galvanic and Faradie Currents from 
Battery Cells or Edison 110 Volt “Direct” Cireuit 

the cathode. This current is also employed for the dissemination 

of various remedial agents through the tissues of the body. (Fi 
152.) 

The interrupted galvanic current and the slow low-tension 
Faradie current produce very si r effects upon the human 
organism, their action being mainly upon the muscles and motor 
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are employed therapeutically as a 

ing clonic contractions of the mi nerves. They 
massage, produc’ 

Fic. 153.—Diagram of Static Electrification. 

of ‘‘passive exercise” of value in cases of rheumatism, 

paralysis and muscular stifiness. : 
The rapid High-tension Faradic Current, and the indi 

current obtained from small Leyden Jars connected to as 
machine (D and J), are very similar in their effect upon 
organism, and are employed for the relief of pain of ne1 

Fis. 154.—Static Breeze.” (Diagram.) 
The sinusoidal current, by 
Ne roducing smooth wav tractions of the muscles, e; Z ee ae auses alternate influx, and 
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of the blood in the tissues near the electrodes, thereby i 
jocal nutrition, oxidation and elimination, . It has been m jore OF 
jess successfully em- 

ed in the treatment 

of rheumatism and 

cout, and in the absorp- 

tion of exudates, effu- 

sions, ete. 

The general effects of 

static electricity are of 

a restful sedative char- 

icter, relieving insom- 

nia, headache, and 

flex neuroses. The 
Fie, 155.—Diagram of Static Spark Treatment. 

“breeze” and “brush” stimulate the peripheral nerves, inereas- 

ing circulation and relieving superficial pain. (Fig. 154.) 

The static spark produces profound contractions of the deep- 

seated muscles and is therefore of value in the treatment of 

rheumatie and paraly affections, involving structures in the 

interior of the body which cannot be reached by the Faradic or 

Fic, 156.—Diagram of Static 
Induced Current. 

thereby depleting the vital resources, 
inereasing their activity. 

interrupted galvanic currents. (Fig. 

155.) 

‘The static wave current produces 

rhythmic contractions of a less pro- 

found, but more widely diffused 

character. It is of especial value 

in the relief of chronic inflamma- 

tory conditions. It is also used in 

the treatment of rheumatism, gout 

and spinal disease. (Fig. 157.) 

It will be noted that all of the 

above modalities produce effects of 

a stimulating character; in other 

words, they merely incite the 

different types of nerves to the 

liberation of vibratory energy, 
although temporarily 

‘This effect may be compared to 
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action of a blast of air on the wa
ning fire of a 

20 

z 
5 . 

=z intensity and energy of the combustion is ten a 

increased, but at the expense of the already depleted fuel. 

easy to put coal on the fire but it is not always easy to give bag 

to the body the vital energy expended through the action 

and stimulant agenei 

nulant applications will often re-establish functional” 

and restore the healthy action of the body, providing 

atter be well nourished and in possession of sufficient reserye 

y to withstand the temporary overdraft on its resources, 

Fic. 157—Diagram of Statice Wave Current. 

Where the vitality has been already greatly depleted, however, 

as in the advanced stages of pulmonary tuberculosis, or in & 
patient just recovering from typhoid fever, the use of powerful 
stimulants, whether electrical or medicinal, would doubtless be 
attended with almost immediate fatal results. In these eases 
the chief resource of the physician has been to carefully husband | 
the already depleted vitality, by rest and general relaxation, — 
meanwhile endeavoring to recharge the body with potential — 
energy by the aid of concentrated nutriments, given in a pre- 
digested form. 

High-frequency Currents, more espeeially those of the Tesla 
type, possess therapeutic powers which are not exhibited by any 
of the remedial agents known to the profession. In passing 
through the body of a person whose vitality has been almost 
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exhausted through the encroachments of disease, these currents 
appear to promote circulation, increase metabolism, and more 

or less completely restore the general harmony between the 
viflerent funetions of the body, seemingly without the slightest 
expenditure of the scanty residue of vital energy stored 

in the cells and tissues. In other words, we have in these Hes 
rents a means of increasing vitality without the necessity of 

digesting, ass milating and storing the nutritive material which 

rdinarily earries the potential energy which forms the single 

- of supply for organisms belonging to the animal kingdom. 
While a certain amount of nitrogenous material must be peri- 

dically imilated for the repair of the worn-out cells and 

tissues of the human body, the larger portion of our food supply 

is simply a cumbersome and unscientific source of energy for 

the performance of the various bodily functions. Vegetables 

obtain their energy directly from the sun in the form of radiant 

heat and light, and it should therefore be quite possible for man 

to obtain his energy directly, provided a vibratory foree could be 

obtained which would be capable of ready diffusion through 

the tissues and absorption by the nerve centers. To a certain 

extent, the Tesla High-frequency Current possesses the above- 

mentioned requirement, and the next decade will probably 

witness the satisfactory demonstration of the ability of properly 

attuned electrical vibrations to take the place of the entire food 

supply with the exception of @ small amount of proteid material 

for tissue repair. 
‘The physiological action of currents of high frequency is 

primarily exercised on the cellular chemical processes, increasing 

the vital combustion both in quantity and intensity, and facilitat- 

ing the elimination of waste products. There is an increase in 

v notor activity and a slight rise in arterial tension; the 

ng power of the blood is increased, a fact of great im- 

portance in the treatment of gouty conditions, inasmuch as it 

involves the conversion of the urie acid deposits into soluble 

urea. There is a peculiar inhibitory effect produced by High- 

frequency Currents upon the peripheral nerves. Local an- 

wsthesia may be produced in this way and the reaction of the 

superficial tissues to Galvanism and Faradism is sensibly dimin- 
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» High-frequency Are for the eau 
ied Te eo noire « anlar haan aa of moles and Tee ee dicharge which sagan 
shown by the fac a practically ansstheiaeen 
soon renders the area practically  Hich-frequency Currents have been found eapable of 
ena hogenie bacteria and of destroying the toxi city alee aan products. This fact explains their thera. q 

peutic value in the local treatment of abscesses and septig 
ulcers by the effluve, and the successful treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis by the application of the d Arsonval or Tesla Cur- 
rents through the methods of auto-conduction and auto-con | 
densation. Experiments on tubercular guinea pigs by Doctors 
Lagriffoul and Denoyes, have shown that an actual inflammation 

produced upon the tubercular nodules by the High-frequency 
Currents, which are subsequently entirely freed from their 
bacilli by the phagocytic action of the leucocytes. 

Ever since the High-frequency Currents were first exploited for therapeutic purposes, great interest has been manifested in the peculiar immunity of the human organism to currents of this description even when their volume or amperage is several times the amount necessary to produce instant death if the frequeney of the currents were low instead of high. One of the frst explanations of this peculiar “paradox” was based upon. the assumption that High-frequency Currents did not actually penetrate the body and were conducted entirely upon its sur face. While this might be true in the case of the homogeneous metallic conductor, it has been demonstrated that these currents the MALY transmitted through all parts of the human organism, the latter being a complex structure whose tissues differ widely in their conductivity for electrical oseillations, ‘The explanation ee @'Arsonval is more in aecord with the facts deduced aueaoye mee than the hypothesis of surface con- tive effects ox ae Gee D'Arsonval attributes the destruc the intense secondary etueneY Currents of High Amperage te different igbees od oscillations which they excite in the ; x Tame freree, a meres In the motor nerves, for example, it fntirke pated as of one ampere would excite such Ss iterally to tear the muscles from their — 

209 
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sockets. If not of sufficient amperage to di eeroy fiee 

sciousness, the Low-frequeney Currents wa pias. 
painful sensations through the secon dary reine intensely 

hey induce in the sensory nerves. Currents s i eee which 

on the other hand, oscillate with such rapidity ts requency, 

1: motor effects are produced, inasmuch as all plas pest 

ions beyond 10,000 per second lie beyond the ae bets 

inge of frequencies to which these nerves respond. ; 4 

While the theory of d’Arsonval satisfactorily explains the 
assage of High-frequency Currents of great volume through the 

k aman organism without injury to the latter, it is not in the 

writer’s opinion the only reason for the immunity of the body. 

Careful investigation of the action of Low-frequency Currents 

in eases where death has been produced by their passage through 

the body have shown that in addition to the injuries resulting 
from the excessive vibrations induced in the various nerves, 

there is more or less serious destruction of the more delicat« 

tissues, such as the ax’ nders of the nerves, which can be 

explained only by the resistance which these structures offer to 

the current and the mechanical disturbances resulting from the 

foreible overeoming of this resistance by the electronic streams. 

If a dam be built across the path of a river, the water will be 

held in check, and only a small amount will overflow. If the 

volume and force of the current be increased, and if certain 

portions of the dam be imperfectly constructed, the foree of 

the stream will break down the resistance at the weak point, 

and in this way the entire dam may be destr This homely 

analogy will illustrate the destruction of the nerve filaments, 

and the subsequent death of the entire body through the forcible 

passage of the streams of electrons which constitute a continuous 

or Low-frequency Current. In discussing the physieal properties 

of High-frequency Currents, attention has been called to their 

freely flowing through non-conductors and bodies of high 

recistance; the absence of the usual interference phenomena 

having been. explained by the fact that these “Currents” are in 

reality not currents at.all, but transmitted electrical vibrations. 

‘The destructive interference phenomena, due to the passage of 

heavy currents through high resistance, are mere friction effects, 
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occasioned by the passage of matter baci. matter, 
cage of a High-frequency Current, however, involves 

transmission of energy. A rontinuous or Low-freqi y 

- be compared to a stream of air flowing through 

tube, while the high frequency resembles sound waves trans 
mitted through a similar tube. In the first instance, energy ig” 

ismitted in company with moving matter; in the latter the 

nsmitted by the vibration of stationary matter, 
diaphragms stretched across the pipe, in the first 

instance, would either stop the stream of air, or be ruptured 
and disintegrated by its foreible passage. Diaphragms of this 

kind would interfere scarcely, if at all, in the passage through 
the tube of energy in the form of sound waves. Let it be 
remembered, therefore, that High-frequency Currents are simply 
forms of vibration, and are’ consequently transmitted by any 
clastic medium, irrespective of its electrical conductivity. 

It is this fact which explains the immunity of the human 
body to the passage of High-frequency Currents of great volume. 

The use of High-frequency Currents for therapeutie purposes, 
produces remarkable curative effects, many of which can be 

i explained only by the assumption that we have 
in these currents a rough counterfeit or substitute for the peculiar 
nutritive flux transmitted through the nerves to all tissues of 
the body to which we give the name “Trophic Influence.” It is 
this trophic power which enables the cells to absorb their quota 
of nutriment from the blood, to maintain their vital resistance, 
and to perform their various functions. The exact manner im 
which the High-frequency Currents replace or regenerate the 
trophic influence, has not been definitely determined. That 
they really act in the above manner will be evident from & 

deration of some of the eases cited in the chapters on 
pecial Therapeutics.” The increase in the trophie and 
eae forces produced by the passage of High-fre- 
the Eighties, epakl much more intense in connection with 

Low-tension Onreatereiel ee a (oR Be Cae FUE ee ‘Arsonval. ne "esl spit also 
action on the vaso-motor system and are therefore of the utmost value in the relief of passive con< 

the 

Current ma 

tram 
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gest jon, ty — occurring as a result of the depletion of the 
forees of the sympathetic nervous system, as a symptot 

ric renal or cardiac disease, or in the jnitial st Ee 
ite infectious fevers Steere: Oe 

The secretory functions of the body, involving the action of 
various glandular structures in the elaboration of the differ- 

nt digestive ferments, ete., are strongly stimulated by the 

ction of the currents from a Tesla Coil. In cases of nervcue 

dyspepsia, for example, where gastric digestion is absolutely 

suspended, owing to the lack of the sympathetic nerve currents 

which in the healthy organism, incite the glands of the eee 

mucosa, to the secretion of hydrochloric acid and pepsin, the 

application of the Tesla Current seems to temporarily restore 

or replace the lacking nerve force, inasmuch as the secretion 

of the gastric juice almost invariably follows the direct High- 

frequency Treatment of the sympathetic nerve centers. 

In addition to the general vitalizing, invigorating, and har- 

monizing effect produced by the passage of the Tesla Currents 

through the human body, there are a number of local effects 

peculiar to the different methods employed in the application 

of the current to the affected areas. The differences in the 

physiological action of the various methods of treatment depend 

primarily upon the nature of the discharge and the peculiarities 

in the form, material and construction of the active electrode. 

‘As a consideration of the distinctive physiological action of the 

various methods for the local application of High-frequency 

Currents involves the discussion of the different pathological 

conditions amenable to treatment by the respective modalities, 

the writer has included both of the above subjects in the ensuing 

chapter on the “Therapeutic Effects of High-frequency Cur- 

rents.”” 



CHAPTER 

THE THERAPEUTIC ACTION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY 

In studying the therapeutic action of oe ae high frequency, the modalities or methods of application » 
be considered in the following order: 

(A) Currents of relatively Low Voltage and High Ampe 
: Methods of production: 

(a) D’Arsonval Solenoid. 
(b) Pri Tesla Coil. 
(c) “Thermo-Faradic” Coil. 

Methods of Application: 

(1) Direct 1 
(a) ‘Stabil ith Stationary Electrodes. 
(b) “Labile” with Movable Electrode. 

(II) Indirect Treatment. 
(a) Auto-Conduction with @’ Arsonval “Cage.” (b) Auto-Condensation with Condenser Couch. (c) Combined Treatment with the Pifjard Condenser Spiral. 

3 (B) Currents of Very High Potential with Relatively Low Amperage. 
Methods of Production: 

(a) Oudin Resonator with Ruhmkorff Coil. ) qesla-Thomson Coil with Alternating Transformer. © The Piffard « Hyperstatic” with Holtz Machine. Methods of Application: (1) Monopolar Treatment, including: (a) Direct 
( Effiuve. Application (ID) Pseudo-Statie Spark. ayy (II) Are (High-frequency — Ss 
Cautery). 

(IV) Vacuum Electrodes. 
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(b) Indirect Application of the same Modalities, 

(1) Bipolar Treatment including: 

(a) Tesla Effluve. 
(b) Tesla Spark. 
(c) Tesla Vacuum Treatment. 
(d) Double Vacuum Treatment. 
(e) Double Effluve Treatment. 
(j) Tesla Auto-Condensation with Couch. 
(9) a Auto-Condensation with Vacuum Condenser 

alr. 

(III) Multi-frequeney Methods includin, 
(@) “High-frequeney Wave Current” by Effuve Inter- 

ruption. 
(b) “Motor Impulse Current” with Spark Interruption. 
(c) “Pseudo-Faradie Current” with short Are Inter- 

ruption. 

(IV) Condenser Effluve or Piffard “Trans-Resonator Cur- 
rent.” 

(A) D’Arsonval Currents 

The Low-potential High-frequency Currents of large volume 

are similar in therapeutic effects, and methods of application, 

whether obtained from a solenoid, primary Tesla or “Heat 

Coil.” Their physiological action is exerted mainly upon the 

cellular paneer and the chemical proce of the body, 

inereasing tissue combustion, promoting osmosis, and stimulating 

metabolism and elimination. For this reason the d’Arsonval 

Currents find their prineipal field of usefulness in the treatment 

of chronic and constitutional diseases, involving derangements 

of nutrition, metabolism and cell growth, such as diabetes, 

rheumatism, gout and obesit They are also of value in the 

“eatment of diseases involving progressive wasting of 

sues or OF} uch as tuberculosis, chronic bronchitis 

and muscular atrophy. 
Tn the first class of conditions the treatment is best adminis- 

tered by the indirect methods, with the cage or condenser couch. 

Practically the same results are produced in both methods, but 

sometimes advantageous to substitute coucl h treatment for 
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that of the eage, or vice versa, in cases where the mod 

ie produce the desired effect. (Fig. 158, employed doc 
For general d 
ee ia gout, direct treatment should be employed yq " 
Bante application, with a large sponge-covered pad over the 

lar plexus, a ve of warm salt water in which the feet are sols Ss, a ‘ 

Fic, 158.—D’Arsonval Auto-conduction Cage Operated from the Author's “Hercules” Coil.” 
immersed forming the opposite electrode. The /abile method involves the use of a stationary electrode usually consisting of ® sponge-covered metal pad which should be wet with a salt solution, and placed over the pine or solar plexus, and a movable clectrode consisting of a small s onge-covered disk fixed in theend insulating handle. (Fig. 159.) ‘These electrodes are connec 

a Fis. 159.— Diagram of + Labile” Method for Solenoid Currents. 
S; Solenoid. P, Patient. E, E._ Sponge-covered Electrodes, to be Kept Moving During Treatment. ted to the respective Poles of the solenoid, and the small disk is moved slowly over the affected area during the entire treatment. From one to five hundred milliamperes may be administered in the Above manner, while if the small electrode was allowed to remain stationary, not over two hundred milliamperes could be adminis- 
‘ered without inflaming or blistering the skin. (Fig. 160.) This 



does not apply in the ease of large pes 3 sie 
mnection with the stabile method. In ndaiti Ss deseribed in 
fect on metabolism, the labile method ae Miheag a 
oduced local counter-irritant effects, and noe applied, 

results in relieving congestion and stasi i in sia vehi oa 
wd allied condvGsghis ite astalsa uasalleneeueie one 

ica, tic-doloreux and traumatic neuritis. ae ta 
lied directly or indirectly, a milliampere preie Sere oe 
placed in series with the patient in the solenoid icant 4 Wi 

he condenser couch or Pifjard Chair (see Fig. 114 fis 

ieter should be connected in series with the eenetal to a i ‘ 
the metal hand electrodes are attached. In the labile ea 
the meter should be on the same side of the circuit as the 
stationary sponge-covered pad. 

Fic. 160.—Sponge-covered Electrodes for “Labile D'Arsonvalization.” 

For general hospital use the horizontal cage and condenser 

couch are best adapted, while for office treatment the Piffard 

Chair with special condenser cushion, or the Piffard Combined 

Spiral and Solenoid, will prove equally effective, and decidedly 

more convenient. (See Figs. 109 and 110.) 

(B) Currents of Very High Potential with Relatively Low Amperage 

The High-voltage Currents obtained from a resonator or 

Tesla-Thomson Coil differ from the d’Arsonval Currents in that 

they produce less marked effects upon the chemical processes 

of the cells, while more intensely stimulating the nerves of the 

sympathetic and vaso-motor systems, and exerting a peculiarly 

characteristic action on vital resistance and trophic influence. 

Among the European practitioners these High-potential 

High-frequency Currents are employed mainly in the treatment 



al conditions, being derived as a rule from an Oudin condition: derived as a of loca 

ee currents are monopolar, they are obviously s the resonator se asic, iffused or gener: 
As the | + the treatment of conditions of a diffuse general unsuited for ‘ ne America, on the other hand, High-potential eter. In / 2 

aie 7 
character. ney Currents are generally of a bipolar nature, and gh-frequenc: . 3 + igi M4 ‘4 a 

High series 1 in accordance with the technic originated by the 
are employed in a 

hor, using an apparatus of the Tesla-Thomson Type excited author, using an appara 

for Use with 
7 ssformer, or from a Piffard Hyper Static Coil attached to a Holtz Machine or Ruhmkorf Coil. Owing to their bipolar origin, the Tesla Currents may be used carriers jor vibrations or waves of lower frequency. The appli- Ation of this prineiple, as exemplified by the writer's Multi. frequency Modalities, opened an entirely new field for the therapeutics, and has greatly broadened * Tange of usefulness of the currents of high frequency and high potential, 

1_—Monopolar Treatment 
ion of High-potential High-frequeney administered by m rans of various types of electrodes, 

attached to the terminal of an Oudin Resonator or Tesla Coil, 
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B-FREQUENCY cy; ‘NCY CURKENTR 231 The most familiar type of resonator treatment is the 

cfiiuve, consisting of a purple brush Sochai So-called 
twelve inches in length, obtained by the ei shail from one to 
metal point electrodes. Gee Fig. 113) pret or multiple 
effluve is determined by foe op em, nett of the 
the lenethlake mat ‘s the number of turns in solenoid. 

the effluve produces a sensation of warmth upon the skin to which is added a feeling as if a succession of miniatur, 
ilstones were falling upon the surface. ne 

__If the distance between the electrode and the body be dimin- 
ished to the point where the discharge shows a tendency to 
change from the effluve to the spark, an alist painful sensa 
is produced from the bombardment of the skin by the rapidly 
moving ions. Continued application of the latter description 
produces redness, congestion and even blistering if the treatment 
be unduly prolonged. As a rule the effluve should not be given 
with the electrode at the above minimum distance, the latter 
being employed only in the treatment: of indolent ulcers, and 
where it is desired to produce artificial inflammation as in 
psoriasis, chronie eezema, ete. 

In the usual effluve treatment, the electrode is held just near 

enough to cause an agreeable tactile sensation on the part of the 

patient. 

The effiuve produces a threefold effect upon the tissues of the 

body, the first being due to the action of the electrical oscillations 

transmitted through the airgap, and radiating through the 
tissues near the treated area. These oscillations relieve conge= 

tion, stimulate nutrition, and inerease the activity of the vaso- 
motor system and trophic nerves. The second effect of the 

¢fluve results from the ionic bombardment of the treated surface 

and is of a stimulating counter-irritant nature. The third effect 

is due to the ozone and nitric oxides liberated by the effluve and 
driven by it into the superficial ti the germicidal action of 

the effluve on septic uleers, pyogenic infection and parasitie skin 

diseases is no doubt largely due to the production and diffusion 

In addition to these effects, there are other 

distinctive results of cffluve treatment, which will require further 
investigation for the determination of their exact nature and 
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therapeutic value; they are produced by the action of 

secondary ether vibrations resulting from the oscillatory dis- 

charge, which probably include rays in the blue, violet and ultra. 
violet together with heat waves and Hertzian radiations of 

different periodiciti : 

The “Resonator Effluve” is of value in the treatment of a 

large variety of local affections, particularly those of a septic or 
inflammatory type, and has given excellent results when com- 
bined with d’Arsonval treatment in cases of general diseases 
with local manifestations, especially pulmonary tuberculosis, 

The “Pseudo-Static Spark” and the method for its production 
and application have been described in a previous chapter. It 
is of comparatively little value when derived from the single 
terminal of sonator, but may be used with good results over 
the spine as a substitute for the actual cautery, in the treatment 
of chronic ulcers with exuberant granulations and for the relief 
of pain in obstinate neuralgie conditions where other methods 
of application have failed. 

The “ Direct Are” from a resonator or Tesla Terminal was first 
employed for cautery purposes by the present writer in the 
removal of small superficial tumors, and as a substitute for 
incision in cases of carbuncle, and acute superficial abscesses. 
After the first few seconds, but little pain is experienced, owing to the anaesthesia produced by the discharge through inhibition 
of the sensory nerve currents. Virulent septic foci have been Successfully sterilized and the toxins destroyed in a number of cases treated by the writer by the use of the High-frequency Are. 
It is only fair to state, however, that in the majority of the 
above eases, an indirect are from a Tesla Coil was employed, and * may be questioned whether the same results would have been 
produced if the direct are from a resonator had been used. Direct application of the resonator discharge by means of 
glass electrodes, containing rarefied gases or some other con- ducting substances, produces a series of effects quite different from those obtained from the modalities above described. When 
the glass surface of the electrode is in direct contact with the 
skin, the discharge passes to the latter in an even regular manner, 
concentrating the oscillatory effect on the tissues immediately 



almost entirely lacking when Blass electrodes arp applies more especially to electrodes of the I type. Electrodes of the latter class are more the application of High-frequency Currents than cither th efiluve or those which involve the use of a solid conductor ur. rounded by an insulating covering of glass or hard rubber. The last-named variety possesses no advantages over Jow vacuum electrode: xcept in cases where Special stimulation of mucous lesired. Even 
in these cases the vacu- 
um electrode may be 
made to produce identi- 
cal results by simply 
covering it with one or 
more layers of cloth or 
chamois leath (Fig. Fro, 162.—Vacuum Electrode Covered with 1 Chamois Skin. 

Low Red-vacuum 
generally used in 

When applied directly to the skin or mucous membrane, 
acuum electrodes produce practically no sensory effect other 

than a slight warmth. In addition to their trophic and vaso- 
motor effects, they exert a sedative action upon superficial 
tissues which renders them of value in the relief of acute conges- 
tion and local inflammation. They tend to break up areas of 
infection by relieving stasis, promoting phagocytosis, and dis- 
persing exudates. Swelling and effusions of traumatic origin 
are promptly relieved and ecchymosis prevented by immediate 
application of the Red-vacuum electrode. Acute coryza, 
tonsilitis, acute urethritis, and cervical adenitis, all 
Teadily to this variety of treatment provided the electrode is 
employed in the ineipient congestive stage, and before the 
tissues have become infiltrated with small round cells and 
leucocytes. 
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In more advanced stages of the above diseases, as 

other sub-acute inflammations mnvOleae) mucous 
¢ay 

trodes of the ““White-vacuum” type, exhausted to ae 

one ten-thousandth of an atmosphere, will probably p 

satisfactory results. 

“nN pe ire ence between the White- and Red-vacuum eleet 
as their therapeutic action is eoncerned, depends von a 

difference in frequency and wave-length between the seco, 

oscillations and waves of radiant energy produced by the electric us 
tions in their respective vacua. With the White 

Fie. 163.—Ultra-violet Vacuum Lamp with Quartz Lens. 

‘able portion of the secondary radia- 
vacuum electrode a consider 

violet. 
Uons consist of light waves in the blue violet and low ultra 

es The high ultra-violet rays which are produced in the tube are absorbed by its glass walls, but by means of a device originated 
ultra-violet rays may be added to the thera- 

ations from the electrode. Thi accom- 
a artz plate hermetically sealed in the end Eeees ne ‘rode, behind which is placed a disk of aluminum 

eee posed to the resonator terminal. By the intro- ultracviclet nn ZY YaPer into a tube of the above type, the 
“t rays may be greatly increased in intensity. Owing 
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to the difficulty and expense attendi 
electrodes have not been generally employed obtained exellent: results from thein nee 4) out the ter has 
acne, eczema, syeosis and epithelioma. ne enlace 

The use of vacuum electrodes of the 
and form, but exhausted to an X-R. ; % 
usual “Low Red” has been alread ay 
chapter. Electrodes of this type 
writer for the treatment of malign 
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tomary construction 
: acuum instead of the y referred to in a previous 
ere t introduced by the 
ant diseases o » skin, and mucous membrane, and have given excellent fe a es 

gi e sults not only 
in these conditions but in the treatment of chronic inflammator atory 
affections of an indolent and atrophie type, which proved ‘ype, e 

B 

Fic, 164.—“Indirect Vacuum Treatment:” R, Resonator, or Tesla Coil 
Terminal. 

refractory to treatment by means of electrodes of the White- 

vacuum type. 
The term “Indirect Treatment” is applied to those methods 

of administering the discharge from an Qudin Resonator, in 

which the patient is directly connected to the latter by means 

of a metal electrode, and the current localized or drawn out of 

the body by means ‘of an electrode connected with the ground 

or the body of the operator. (Fig. 164.) Although frequently 

conventional Oudin Resonator discharge, 

treatment by indirect application is of much greater efficiency 

both constitutionally and locally, when given by means of a 

modern Tesla Apparatus. The writer's “Ajax Machine is 

adapted for this purpose. 

ve from a metal point electrode is seldom used in- 

ark and vacuum treatment are fre- 

Indirect methods have the 

employed with the 

especially 
The eff 

directly; but the are, 5} 
quently employed in this manner. 
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simpler direct application, in 
adventegy Peet ei a vibratory bath by the eleetrie 9 tess while the local effects penetrate more deeply. ‘The tions while the local effects pe 

dary local action is less intense, however, unless the ev t 
ened Tesla Coil instead of a resonator. With be derived from a ; 
former apparatus almost as powerful discharges my be obtained 
alter the current has passed through the patient’s body as those 
resulting from the direct application of an Oudin Resonator 
Current. 

8 
The indirect spark produces a perceptible effect upon the 

motor nerves somewhat similar to that of the static Spark, 
although the resemblance is less marked than when the bipolar 
or Tesla Technic is employed. It is of value in the local treat- 
ment of muscular and articular rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, ete, 

The indirect are was employed by the writer in his first experi- 
ments in the use of the High-frequency Discharge for cautery 
purposes. The technic for its application has already been 
given. The direct use of the resonator are for the same purpose 

s subsequently suggested by Oudin, does not seem to produce 
equally satisfactory results. This i probably due to the fact 
that the Tesla Current consists of a series of almost uninterrupted 

*, and consequently produces more intense heating 
effects than the are from the res nator. 

Freund enumerates a series of effects produced by the High- frequeney Are and Spark on various forms of bacteria, and areas of infection artificially produced in rabbits and guinea pigs. He gives detailed accounts of these and other experiments, whieh show the bactericidal and destructive effects of High-potential Discharges. As much of the evidence adduced was derived 
from experiments with discharges of low frequency, the writer has deemed it unnee sary to incorporate a detailed review of the above researches in the present volume. 

It may be remarked in passing that the skeptical attitude 
exhibited by Freund toward the therapeutic possibilities of High-frequency Currents is similar to that of a number of phy ns, both abroad and in this country, who have taken up the study of electro-t herapeutics as a result of special research and practical application of the X-Ray. Just why the Roentgen 
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specialist should adopt 8 skeptical Minus a clectro-therapeuties, but toward the eleetro-+i 

« a difficult question to answer. 

not only toward 
ae herspentist as well, . generally acceptey ywever, and may perhaps explain the siaplvesiar: ge in well-known authorities in discussing the th oa = 

ilities of electricity. : Caer ae 
indirect are may be substituted for the 

ept in the destruetion of inaccessible 
actual crutery 

Towths such as pol 
the nasal or uterine cavities. Indirect ie 

Tesla Current by means of vacuum ef si ben eee 
by the writer in the great majority cases in hapa 4 "i 

office practice during the past tc wate 

cthod to be the most satisfactory form of Hi, 

Treatment, inasmuch as it admits of the simultaneous production 
of vitalizing and curative effects upon a local lesion and the 
general system. The usual technic involves the connection of 

the patient to a Tesla Terminal and the application of the 
vacuum electrode held directly in the operator's hand, or fixed 
in an insulating handle connected to the ground through a steam 

or water pipe. In the case of patients of a highly susceptible 
nature who object to the slightest stimulation, the constitutional 

effects of the maximum current of the machine may be obtained 

with a minimum of local stimulation by the following modifica- 

tion in technic. A vacuum electrode in an insulated handle is 

applied to the affected area and instead of a direct ground con- 

ion with the electrode, a second vacuum tube is employed. 

‘The latter is held in the left hand of the operator, and after the 

current is turned on, the second tube is brought within sparking 

distance of the glass surface of the active electrode, near the 

point of its attachment to the nsulated handle. By varying the 

distance between the two electrodes or by moving the tube in 

the left hand nearer to the part of the insulated electrode which 

is in contact with the body, the strength of the current may be 

regulated. The second cleetrode together with the spark-gap 

between the glass surfaces forms a sort of rheostat, regulating 

and limiting the local discharge of the current. By this method 

the mildest possible vacuum electrode treatment may be given, 

as, for example, in cases of eye trouble or in the treatment of 
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an acutely inflamed ear drum. This method is also of 

the treatment of an extremely nervous patient. 

No. 2.—Bipolar Application or Tesla Technie ; 

For bipolar application, a Tesla Apparatus of the type intro. 
dueed by the writer, having the triple terminals already described _ 
will be required. Apparatus of the same character but of 
different make may be used with the addition of a set of the 
above terminals. The following methods of application involve 
the production of secondary waves of telatively low frequency, 
superimposed upon the rapidly oscillating Tesla Current. These 
Low-frequency Effects are, however, comparatively weak and 
do not properly belong to the group of modalities which the 
writer has termed “‘Multi-frequency Currents.” 

The administration of the Tesla Effluve involves the direct 
connection of the patient to one terminal by a metal electrode 
held in the hand, or preferably, applied over the solar plexus, the 
opposite terminal of the coil being connected to a metal point or 
brush electrode from which the effluve is applied in the usual 
manner. 

A peculiarity of the Tesla Effluve is the wave-like sensory and 
motor effect obtained in the tissues near the metal electrode by 
Suecessively lessening and increasing the distance between the metal points and the patient’s body. Application of the latter procedure in the treatment of functional and organic disease of the nervous system, such as tabes, lateral sclerosis, progressive 

spinal irritation and general nervous exhaus- 
‘ded excellent results in the writer’s clinical practice. The Stationary electrode should be in the form of a fairly large Plate of bloek tin applied to the surface of the body over the solar plexus. It should be carefully adjusted so that its upper margin is separated by a distance of at least one inch from the surface immediately over the cardiac apex. The effluve electrode should be moved up and down the spine, its central point fol- lowing a spiral path as indicated in the diagram shown in Fig. 165. By reversing the position of the electrodes, and applying the effluve in a spiral path over the ascending, transverse, and descending colon, excellent results may be obtained in the 
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atment of chronic constipation, ; 
ntestinal atony. 

hepatic torpor and general 
By substituting an electrode ending in a small m " 

point for the multiple point or wire brush used with Gs ae 
point for Ee ish a i sh used with the effi 

re Pseudo Static,” oe “Tesla Spark" may be obieheg be obtainec 
apparatus should be adjusted to give a rather wea 

sey 
The 

2) t current, and 
ap whould be ae wide’ as possible without distacunes 

che: contigo ebaeg ee TRlcc Acct be anere ark may be direeted 
the spa 

upon the surface of the body; may be given through the cloth meee: e may be g ugh the clothing 
or may be applied to disks of tin-foil placed upon the ski e skin over 
the motor points. Contractions of the muscles will be prod) De produced 
by the last-named method, both at the point to which the spa 

{ 

rs 

Fig, 165.—Rhythmic Efffuve Treatment for General Stimulation, 

T. E., Block-tin Electrode. 

is applied and in the tissues near the metal electrode. (It is, of 

course, understood that the latter electrode should be connected 

to the Tesla Terminal as for the application of the effluve.) 

The Tesla Spark combines the general effect of the Tesla Currents 

ith a stimulating action upon the nerves and muscles, resulting 

from the super-imposed Low-frequeney Wave. W hen employed 

with the tin-foil disks, the Tesla Spark is practically identical 

with the writer’s “Motor Impulse Current” dese ibed in Sec- 

tion IL. The conditions in which the Tesla Spark produces the 

most satisfactory results ai ainly those affecting the motor 

nerves and muscles. They will be considered individually in the 

ensuing chapters. (Fig. 166.) 
‘The writer's method for the application of Tesla Currents by 
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means of vacuum electrodes may be carried out in 

Ist, by direct connection of the patient to the Tesla 

by a metal electrode on the one side and a vacuum eleetrod 
the other. 2d, by connecting the vacuum electrode to 

Fig. 166.—*Motor Impulse” Treatment, 

dummy terminal, and adjusting the intensity of the local effect 
by varying the length of the effluve between the two brass 
dis! K 167). The first modification produces such 
intense action near the vacuum electrode as to cause the latter 

~The Author's Technic for Vacuum Electrodes. 

0 grow extremely hot. For this reason the treatment must be 
Siven intermittently and for not more than one minute at a time. 
No effect is produced upon the motor nerves by this method, 
nor does it appreciably increase arterial tension. It may there- 
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re be used for the reli = 

organic or kidney palma Sroeical fasion pei 

tuberculos Where the electrode is a stages of pulmo: 

in series with the variable effluve, there ay to the dummy, 
“wave effect” produced, and this technic sae or less of the 

indicated in organic heart disease, as it ee erefore contra~ 

the pulse, and lessens the inhibitory action of the the rapidity of 
nerve. For the same reason this method is se abeaterae S 
treatment of diseases involving poor ci : ee es 

CURRENTS 24] 

in 

ste é ulation, functi 2 - BEES s ior 
anemia, insomnia, and dyspepsia due to depleted nerve Py 

e. 
F ee intense local action the double vacuum clectrode treatment 

may be employed, as for example, in pulmonary tuberculosiswhen 

Fic. 168—The Author's Treatment for Diseases of the Uterus. 

ne Electrode Pumped to an ay Vacuum." V, “Low Red” 

Vacuum Condenser Electrode Applied to Supra-pubie Region. 

entrate the entire effect of the current upon the 

» Fig. 169.) An example of this technic 

has been described in connection with the writer's apparatus for 

we wish to cone 
diseased lung tissues. (S 

ic disease by the Tesla Current 
the combined treatment of thoraci 

also of 
and ozonized oxygen. ‘The double vacuum tmuethod 

value in the treatment of affections of the mucous cavities; for 

example, the writer’s Intest method for the treatment of cancer 

of the uterus involves the use of an internal vacuum electrode 

txhausted to an X-Ray Vaeuum, connceted to one 7% sla Termi- 

nal and a bulb-shaped clectrode of the vacuum condenser type 

applied to the surface of the body just above the pubes; the 

latter electrode is exhausted to a Low Red-vacuum and is con- 

neeted to the opposite terminal of the Tesla Coil. (See Fig. 168.) 
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: » effluve treatment may be given in a similar mann 

pitas tbe appropriate metal points ee vacuum elec 
aannain the above technic. (Fig. 170.) In Burope the double 
cfiluve has been produced by means of two resonators connected 

‘os as shown in Fig. 171. The effect is similar to that of pt for the greater intensity of action. 
Tesla Effluve, Spark, and Vacuum Treat- 

in se 

the single effluve exce} 

A variation of the 

=——O1 }O- 

F1G. 169.—Double Vacuum Treatment. 

ment, is obtained by connecting one Tesla Terminal to a con- 
denser couch or Piffard Cushion. By this method the Multi- 
frequency Effect obtained by the use of the metal electrode i8 
entirely suppressed. The same method may be employed in 
the use of a Friedlander Vacuum Chair and is of great value in @ 

variety of conditions more especially in skin diseases covering 

Fie. 170.—Double Effluvation from the Author's Apparatus: 
The clothing should he removed from the affected) rt of the body during the treatment. (Fig. 172. 

Nos requency Modalities 
S previo ed it is possible to 

requeney upon the y In this manner it is possible to dupli 

almost any form or f 
a Tesla Coil. 



"ACTION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY CURR ENTS 243 characteristics and Physiological effects of the interrupted galvanic, rapid faradic, sinusoidal and static waye currents The writer has under investigation & considerable Multi-frequency E number of ects, many of which diffe t from any of the 

s described tment of disease. In the present volume he h eee fey the Multi-frequency Modalities which ean be readily : only the Mu’ a modern Tesla Apparatus anc 



a 

whieh 
clinieal applicnt 

have proven thelr therapeutic value through sebual 

ion in the writer's practee, 

The firat of the Multiefrequeney Modalities in the writer's 

“ High-frequeney Wave Current," which is produced by the 

waition of anoffluve between brane disks in series with the 

connected by metal electrodes to the terminal 

proceeding to the further dixcumion of 

jnterpe 

pationt, who is 

of a Tesla Coil, Before 

thin method, it may be well to eaution the operator in regard to 

tho use of the rnilliampere meter for the measurement of the 

intonsity of Multifrequeney Currents, As the superimposed 

periodically interrupt or diminish the oscillatory stream waves 
to a degree corresponding to their own intensity, it follows that 

OH Oo Of 

The Author's “Condenser Efflave” Treatment, 

the greater the prominence of the effects from the superimposed 
waves, the lower will be the volume or amperage of the High- 
frequency Current. For example, in the above wave current, 
with the patient connected with a metal hand electrode to 
Ferminal (B) of the Tesla Coil, with a milliampere meter inter- 
posed, a metal ¢ rode in the patient's other hand, being eon- 

ed with the dummy, a High-frequency Current of the 
maximum amperage will pass to the patient so long as the brass lisks are widely separated; but if the sliding rod in Terminal 

be pushed in until an effluve appears betwi the disks, 
the patient, although exper icing a much stronger sensation, 
will be shown by th y ng a much smaller quantity of electric iable factors for the Measurement of a Multi-frequeney Current are therefore the 
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length and nature of the air-gap, and th wana : . a Sap, e Stren; : employed to excite the step-up transformer of ee i ae Apparatus. The wave current above de ib seb frequéney atic ke i is ; : a! es ' patient like an irregular Faradic effect, its ee, Bi pe 
however, is quite different from either the Fa aay rae indueed. It is a profound sti ie aes pages: r id stimulant to circulation, climinati and secretion, and is often administered by the Writer f mo one ee minutes inati f ee ne to three minutes at the termination of treatments by pt oh-frequency < a s by other 
High. ee ie Modative An approximate idea of the r a 
nature of the High-frequency Wave Current is fa a me . e Current is given graphically 

The “Motor Impulse Current the writer’s term for th 
Multi-frequency modality obtained by the interposition of a 
peendos tatic spark in series with a patient connected to a 
Tesla Coil by two metallic electrodes. This method has been 
discussed in the preceding section, in connection with the Tesla 

Spark Treatment. It may also be administered by separating 
and balls in the writer’s triple terminals, connecting the dis! 

the patient by metal electrodes to terminal (A), and to the 

dummy, and then gradually pushing in the rod in Terminal (8), 
The until intermittent sparks pass between the small balls. 
and intense local action of this current on the motor nery 

it of value in the treatment of partial paralysi museles render 
It is graphically represented chronie muscular rheumatism, ete. 

in Fig. 174. 
The “Pseudo-Faradie Current,” obtained by the interposition 

spark-gap in the cireuit of a patient con- 

neeted to the Tesla Terminals by metallic cleetrodes, is physically 

the direct antithesis of the “Motor Impulse Current” above 

described. The latter consists of ations of great amplitude, 

periodically interrupted by groups of short oscillations, while 

of an extremely short 
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he Pseudo-Faradie consists mainly of short oscillations periodi- 
ily interspersed with those of much greater amplitude. (See cally : 

Fi > 

The Pseudo-Faradie is employed in practically the same man. 

he Author's Motor 

atic induced current, but it posse 
+ modalities owing to the High- 

ical Idea of “Pseudo-faradie 

he absorption 
d in the relief of acute 
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No, 4.—Hyperstatic Technic 
Piffard Uyperstatie Transformer produces from it 

a current of very high frequency and + re, ie 
ning too low ais amperage to adinit of ike uae with the cand 

nie as that employed in connection with a Tesla Appaeiia 
alternating type. While it produces some clock on ta 

ality, the principal 

eof the hyperstatie cur- 

t is in the Jocal treatment 

ases of the skin. While 
cts may be obtained 

ct application of 

current from one pole of 

yperstatic (see Resona- 

Technic), the most effi- 

t method of employing 
apparatus is by the use of 

Tesla Technic; the vacu- 

or metal point electrode 

wing attached to one termin- 

1, while the second terminal 3 Piffard's Technic for his 

conneeted to @ metal-hand Cara ssened 

cleetrode, or to & metal plate which is placed upon the floor 

and upon which the patient stands in his stocking feet. The 

intensity of the Hyperstatic Current 1 insufficient for the pro- 

duction of an effluve by the usual method. For the produc- 

tion of this modality, a method has been devised by Piffard, 

Fue. _Piffard’s Fleetrode for Obtaining his “Trans-resonator 

Enthu ve 

which be terms the “Trans-Resonator Technic.” (Fig. 176.) 

‘Phe patient stands upon a metal plate, as above deseribed, the 

opporite pole of the hyperstatic being ¢ nnected to an cleetrode 

represented in Fig. 177, which consists of a small coil or resonator 
terminating in a hollow metal cup with its upper edges turned in 
From the interior of this cup, an effluve discharge is produced 
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aeacty bength aod fully as beilliant as that produced by 

i Bows agh not poreeing the density and 

a modern Tela Apparatus whee 
described in the preening 

application of High- 
they offer nc advantage 

which 

which it is with- 

applied a5 im an 
POSSESS certain unique 

;SHARS report injurious 
conclusion as to its 



CHAPTER XXII 

HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS IN THE TREATMENT OF DIS: 
OF NUTRITION ; 

THE growth and functional activity of the body depend tipo 

the assimilation and distribution of the energy-producing organic 
compounds taken in in the form of food. Foods are of three 
ela First, the Proteid, or Nitrogenous materials, such as 
albumin, peptone, casein, and gluten, which are the “Tissue 

Builders,” strengthening broken-down cells and replacing the 

minute portions of the body which are being worn away and 

destroyed in the course of normal functional activity. Second, 
the Fatty substances and Carbohydrates (the latter including 
starches and sugars) which furnish the body with energy, and 

are burned up in the cells as fuel in a furnace, the products of 

their combustion being water and carbon dioxide; and third and 

lastly, the Inorganic Salts (the principal representative of this 

class being sodium chloride), which, though small in amount, 

are of extreme importance in maintaining the osmotic equilibrium 

and the electrical conductivity of the tissues and fluids of the 

body. In addition to these substances, the organism requires & 

constant supply of water, which is the common earrier and 

general solvent of the body, and a still more continuous supply 
of oxygen for the support of the combustion in the cells and 

tissues. The nutrition of the body therefore, is maintained 

through the digestive system, which breaks up and prepares the 

food for use, the assimilative and distributive system, including 

the absorbent, lymphatic and circulatory apparatus; the 

orygenating system, including the respiratory functions of the 
lungs and the distributory action of the red blood corpuscles; 
the metabolizing structures, including the muscles and cellular 

tissues, in which the stored-up energy of the food and oxygen is 

liberated; and finally, the excretory system, comprising the sweat 
249 



ood, which collects and. glands, kidneys and the venous bl 

charges from the body the waste products of combustion and 
vital activity. Se r 

The disorders of nutrition may therefore be classified under 
the following heads: tite 

(A) Diseases of the Digestive System. 

(B) Diseases of the Blood and Heart. 

(C) Diseases of the Lungs. : 
(D) Diseases involving Deranged Metabolism. 

(E) Diseases of the Kidneys. 

A.—Diseases of the Digestive System 

Gastric indigestion or dyspepsia may result from depleted 
nerve force, from catarrh of the stomach, from gout, and as a 

symptom in a large number of acute and chronic 
When of nervous origin it is best treated by direct 

tion of a low vacuum condenser electrode over the solar 
the Tesla Technic with a block tin electrode over the dorsal spine, being the best method for the transmission of the current. Many eases of atonie dys; epsia of nervous origin attended with dilatation and loss of sleep, are frequently met with, and are usually promptly relieved by High-frequency Treatment. 

The writer has treated a number of cases of this description with excellent results. In several case: test meals of the “ Ewald- Boas” type, consisting of a soft-boiled egg, roll and a eup of tea, were given prior to treatment and the result of analysis showed complet absence of pepsin, peptone and H Cl. Twenty- four hours later the meal was repeated and followed in thirty minutes by treatment ‘of either the Tesla Effluve or the Tesla Vacuum type, applied for ten minutes, followed by five minutes of the motor wave eurrent with block tin electrodes over the solar plexus and dot spine. An hour later the gastric contents Nere removed and analyzed, the result being an almost com- plete peptonization of the ec gulated albumen. Daily treat-_ ment for a month effects a radi i jority of 

: 
S ical cure in the 

ae 
n the majority of 
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Dr. Chisholm Williams has reported equally successful Zz 
similar cases by the daily use of the resonator effluye folk 

y auto-condensation. Shes 
Dr. George Herschel of London has devoted considerable time 

) the study of the High-frequency Treatment of the di 
digestive tract and has obtained excellent results, 

inploys the d’Arsonral Current ap- 

Jied directly by means of metal 

ectrodes in contact with the mucous 

embrane of the rectum and tongue 

expectively. Herschel found the 
shove treatment of great value not 

only in nervous dyspepsia but in gas- 

t ulcer, gastro-intestinal catarrh 

1 chronic entero-coli . 178.) 

The writer has employed a similar 
technic, substituting the Tesla Cur- 

rents for those of d'Arsonval. In con- 

ditions of general muscular atony 

with obstinate constipation, the High- 

frequency Wave Current has given 
excellent results. After employing it 

for about five minutes with the two 

metal cleetrodes as suggested by 

Herschell (see above), a ten-ni utes’ 

treatment by the Tesla Effluve, spi- 
rally applied over the course of the Fig. 378 Diagram of the Au- 

colon should be given. ‘s Treatment for Dis 

Tnconnection with the above treat- "Vacuum Bleetrode in Hec- 

ment the writer has obtained excellent (ym. * , Metal Electrode in 

results by frequently flushing the 

large intestine. ‘The latter procedure may be se -administered 

by the patient by means of the “Internal Bath,” or so-called 

“Caseade,” of Dr. Chas. Tyrell of New York City. (See Fig. 179.) 

In acute inflammation of any portion of the digestive tract, 

direct application of the low-vacuum condenser electrode in con- 
tact with the abdomen will often proyeeffieacious, Inappendicitis, 
which has not reached the stage of absecss formation, application 
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 ovel , supplemented by a metal the above electrode over the execum, ¢ 

Sta electrode connected to the other terminal of the eoil will 
often abort the attack. Hemorrhoids, if acutely inflamed and 
congested, are usually relieved by the use of a Red-vacuum 

Electrode in connection with a metal plate over the solar plexus, 
“Tesla Vacuum Technic.” For chronic or sub-acute inflamma 
tion of the reetal mucosa, such as ulcers, fissures, or fistulze, the 

a. 179.—The Author's ee oy CHeocae Constipation, and for Chronic olitis. B, Doctor Tyrell’s Cascade wh Fills the Colon, C, with the Solution which is Connected to Terminal by way of Metal Plug of the Bag. £, Vacuum Condenser Electrode to be Applied to Abdomen over the Course of the Large Intestine, 

Same technic may be employed, substituting a White-vacuum Electrode in place of the ordinary low red variety. For chronic hemorrhoids, and in reflex disturbances resulting from the undue contraction of the sphincter ani, the writer’s pseudo- Faradic technic may be employed, using the ordinary rectal dilators as electrodes, inereasing their size at intervals in the twee of the treatments. The opposite’ electrode as the usual block tin plate over the solar plexus. 
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B.—Diseases oj the Blood and Heart 

The distribution of nutrition by the blood stream depends 
upon the constant circulation of the latter. Any int ee : 
wsith the movement of the blood results in local or general dis 
turbance of cell nutrition and growth. The circulation is athe? 
tained by two distinct mechanical systems; the heart, which is a 

powerful double pump of muscular fibers, which forces the blood 

with its load of fresh food and oxygen, through the arteries to 

all parts of the body; and secondly, the vaso-motor system, which 

collects the blood from the cells and tissues of the body and 

sends it with its load of waste products and gases, resulting 

from cell combustion, through the veins, back to the lungs and 

heart. The heart sends the blood out in periodic waves or 

pulses, its rhythmic motion being produced by a constant supply 

of electrical oscillations generated in the cardiac ganglia in the 

sympathetic nervous system; the movements of the heart being 

regulated or governed by @ second variety of nerve force 

transmitted through the pneumogastric nerve. Stimulation of 

the cardiac ganglia increases the strength and vigor of the pulsa- 

tions. If the pneumogastrie nerve were paralyzed, the pulse 

would become more rapid and the heart would race like an 

engine without a governor. The vaso-motor mechanism is not 

confined to a single organ, but consists of thousands of little 

tubular pumps which surround the smaller veins, and which 

force the blood through the latter by a series of longitudinal 

waves or contractions produced by a network of conducting 

filaments called the vaso-motor nerves, which form a part of the 

sympathetic nervous system. The waves which force the blood 

through the yeins result from the harmonious action of two sets 

of muscles, each of which has ecial set of nerves. The first 

of these sets of muscles is called the yaso-dilators. The second 

the vaso-constrictors. Paral: of the vaso-motor system, if 

complete, would cause death in a very few minutes, as the blood 

being unable to return to the heart would burst the walls of the 

capillaries and diffuse through the superficial tissues. Partial 
‘yaso-motor paralysis causes a backing up of the blood in the 
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smaller blood vessels, which is called Passive Congestion. Tne 

aa in strength or frequency of the heart pulsations, eauses q 
mie ened engorgement of the smaller arteries and 
ae which is termed Active ne Disturbanee of 

the equilibrium between the cardiac and pane systems, 
may cause a concentration of the blood in the larger veins and 

e hadiminution in the contents of the remote peripheral 
_ This condition involves pallor and coldness of the sur- 

of the body, with a tendency to chills, thereby lowering the 
sues to bacterial infee- 

arteries w 

“i 
a resistance, and predisposing the tis 

When the latter event occurs, we say we have “caught a 
Fully nine-tenths of our acute diseases result primarily 

ove sequence of effects; the initial anemia of the 

tion. 
cold. 

from the abov: 
superficial tissues being in most e: due to depletion or exhaus- 
tion of the nervous energy of the great centers which supply the 
vaso-motor system. 

There is no agent known to the profession which produces 
such immediate and direct effects upon the vaso-motor system 
as the Tesla High-frequency Current; in the condition above described, the surface anemia and chilliness give place to a healthy warmth and glow within five minutes after the applica- tion of the Tesla Current. Even where serious disturbance of the vaso-motor system is present, such as in the initial chill of ‘obar pneumonia, prompt and vigorous use of the Tesla Current either by the effluve, or wave current technic, will if persistently applied, destroy the toxemia, break up the superficial chill and fever and actually abort the di ease; the patient breaking out ito a profuse perspiration, and the pulmonary congestion changing its character so that a mild catarrhal inflammation replaces the virulent pneumonie infection. 

y anemia and chlorosis, general High-frequency “attnent is of great value in stimulating the regenerative forces to the production of new blood cells, and increasing the oxygen- ng power of the individual corpuscles. D’Arsonval Auto- tion with Tesla Low-vacuum Treatment over the spine and solar plexus, will usually bring about a progressive increase in the strength and activity of the sitelsee eae Diseases of the blood-y are in the majority of eases 
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amenable to treatment by currents of high frequene: 

none in the walls of the veins or arteries except h
e wf Weak- 

origin are corrected and strengthened by the Tesla pit e 

which not only. facilitate the ‘scseis of the natural regenerative 
forees, such a8 the leucocytes and the elements of the blood and 

lymph, but by their stimulation of the vaso-motor system, th 
relieve the weakened vessels of undue pressure and tension, and 

facilitate the return of normal elasticity. In this manner the 

Hligh-frequeney Currents produce beneficial results in simple 

and rheumatic purpura, varicose veins, phlebitis, ancurism, and 

arteriosclerosis. General treatment by use of the vacuum chair, 
or Low Red-vacuum Electrode Treatment over the solar plexus 

with the eondenser couch, are best adapted to the above condi- 

tions. Local treatment over the weakened vessels is not recom- 

mended nor should the Multi-frequency Methods be employed. 

In organic heart disease the Tesla Currents are often of great 

value in assisting nature to establish compensation; in the later 

stages, when compensation has been finally destroyed by the 

dilatation of the affected muscle, the current may be used as a, 

palliative treatment through its action on the vaso-motor sj 

tom and its tendency to disperse dropsical effusions. The Red- 

vacuum Electrode should be employed by the monopolar indirect 

method; or better still, the vacuum condenser chair may be 

used instead of the metal electrode; the local application of the 

vacuum tube in either of the above methods, should be over the 

cervical vertebrie and afterward over the solar plexus. 

‘D'Arsonval and other European authorities have reported a 

number of cures of organic heart disease in which beneficial 

results were obtained by treatment in the auto-conduction cage. 

Diseases of the Respiratory Tract 

Im this climate one of the most common and annoying affec- 

tions which the physician is called upon to relieve is the ordinary 

za, a catarrhal inflammation of the nasal passages, 
mn a mixed infection by pyogenic streptococci and 

iting the above a number of cases ‘of Arteriosclerosis have 

been reported by d’Arsonval and his co a lly Been reported by d'Arvonval and bis colleagues, ‘and successfully treated by 
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staphylococei; the primary infection. although not in itself a 

serious matter, so lowers the vital resistance of the entire body, 

particularly in the vicinity of the affected mucous surfaces, as 
to predispose the patient to other more serious infections, such 
as acute bronchitis, pneumonia, diphtheria and epidemic in- 

fuenza. If applied in the early stages of the attack attended 

with symptoms of disturbed equilibrium in the blood-vessels, 
such as congestion of the nasal mucosa with a profuse watery 

discharge, chilliness, alternating with feve the Tesla Currents 

will usually give prompt relief. Tesla Vacuum Treatment with 

a metal electrode over the solar plexus and a slender Red-vacuum 

Electrode inserted in the nostrils will promptly relieve the con- 

gestion and in many instances completely abort acute coryza; 

the treatments should not be discontinued with the disappearance 

of the symptoms; ten-minute treatments given at intervals of 

three hours so long as the acute symptoms remain should be 

given daily for a week after the attack has apparently subsided. 

The latter precaution will often save the patient from a serious 

secondary infection resulting from the lowered vital resistance. 

It is well to terminate each seance with a five-minute application 

of the High-frequency Wave Current applied by means of 

metal hand electrodes, or better still, with block tin electrodes 
applied respectively to the base of the brain and over the solar 
plexus. 

Treatment of the various acute diseases of the respiratory 
tract should be given with the above-described technic, a vacuum 
electrode of appropriate form and size being substituted for the 

nasal electrodes. 

In connection with his recently perfected apparatus for the 
treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis (See Fig. 151, Chap. XIX), 
the writer has devised a combined inhaler and double-vacuum 
electrode by means of which all varieties of acute and ehroni¢ 
diseases of the respiratory tract may be successfully treated. 
Thi | device is shown in figure 180; it is made in two forms, for — 
use in acute and chronic diseases, the first being of the Low — 
Red-, the second of the White-Vacuum type. If desired, P 
electrodes may be used independently of the ozonized oxY 
apparatus, the two bulb-shaped cavities being loosely filled W 



cotton wet with some volatil 

formaldehyde, or guaiacol. This devi eptic z s 
single nasal cleetrode previously described, 

Pulmonary Tuberculosis 
Prominent authorities in all parts of the world have reported. ¢ of pulmonary tuberculosis suecessful ly treated by the 

application of High-frequency Currents. Among the E : a juropean 

Fie. 180.—Tubulated Vacuum Electrode for Inhalation Treatment. 

A, Tube, or Air Channel. B, Double-end for Insertion in Nostrils. _V, 
acuum Chamber. H, Stem to Fit in Insulating Handle. 7, Top 

View. 8, Side View. 

specialists, d’Arsonval Auto-conduction and condensation have 

been employed, supplemented by an effluve treatment from an 

Oudin Resonator applied directly over the areas of pulmonary 

infection. 
The following description is quoted from Dr. Chisholm Wil- 

liams’ admirable little treatise, “High-frequency Currents in the 

‘Treatment of Some Diseases” (published by the Rebman Co. of 

New York and London): 

“Jn July, 1901, the author read a paper on ‘The Treatment 

of Phthisis by Bleetrical Currents of high frequency and high 

potential,’ before the British Medical Association at Cheltenham, 
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:-three consecutive cases were treated, ~ 
and observed that for 

ason to believe that the currents act in these cases in There is r ; aren 

ins Fistly, on the tubercle bacilli themselves by: making them 
> the same course if they were under the X-Rays, 

seording to the experiments of Drs. Forbes Ross and Norris 
WWolfenden, in their paper on the “Effects produeed in Cultures of Tubercle Baeilli by Exposure to the Influence of an X-Ray 
Tube’ (Archives of the Roentgen Ray, August, 1900), they obserye 
that the bacilli rapidly increase in numbers and have a tendency 
to form clumps, then get small in numbers and shape, and take 
the microscopical stains very readily, but are pale in color. 

in conclusion, ‘The not the smallest doubt that 
‘stimulate them to excessive ov ‘growth, and only affect 

them adversely by attenuation from overgrowth.’ 
“In my experience much the same process goes on under the 

High-frequency Treatment. The tubercle bacilli, which are 
usually present in fair numbers, quickly begin to increase, and 
after a few applications are greatly increased; they soon, how- 
ever, form clumps and get misshapen, short, and stumpy, and 
generally curved, and take the stain far more readily than before. 
After a time they begin to decrease in numbers, and later, when 
the patient is obviously getting better in every respect, they 
may cease entirely, and may appear in the sputum after weeks 
of absence. 

“Secondly, the effects of the currents of high frequency on the individual cells of the body. We judge this by the appetite 
and digestive powers increasing, and the patient’s gain in weight. 
The general improvement of the body cells probably makes them 
more resistant to the inroads of the tubercle bacilli; but whether the lowering of the tubercle’s vitality, or a raising of the body- 
cells’ resisting power, or a combination of both is at work, for 
our purpose matters little. In the majority of these cases the 
leucocytes were greatly increased in numbers during a course 
of the treatment. 

“Tn some cases the temperature is the first thing affected. 
Presuming that the daily variation has been about three degrees between the evening tide and the morning fall, either after the 



INT u 

first application or, at most, the 
the evening rise should be higher and the morning 
cxamining the affected area, we find the physical signs at first 
increased; thus more coarse réles of louder and of a grester 
number could be found; the expectoration becomes larger in q 
amount and the cough more frequent and easier. After a few 
applications generally when given locally, the patient. often 
complains of pain or an uncomfortable feeling over the affected 
part. Thi 5 aS & Tule, passes off after a-couple of weeks’ treat- 
ment, and is never severe if we pay due attention to the length 
of time and number of ‘Applications. A slight amount of pain 
over the affected area in severe cases is often noted from the 
general methods. 
“When the temperature has been raised by the treatment, the 

patient, of course, may feel rather worse—e., lassitude, and the 
sweats on the fall of the fever are sometimes large in amount; 
also during this period the body weight may decrease, or, at all 
events, remain stationary. I found this in many cases where 
the fever increased ; and in spite of the patient taking presumably 
a much more nutritious diet, still a slight weekly loss was ob- 
served. Some cases will react to the influence of the High- 
frequency Currents within twenty-four hours; others may take 
a few days. The more severe the case the more quickly does 
the reaction take place. However much the temperaturc 5, 
it will generally be found down to or at the patient 
normal within forty-eight hours, so that the dose can be readily 
regulated, and the patient only given as much as he can com- 
fortably bear. When the patient can be exposed to the currents 

for over a half an hour daily for one week, and it is found that 

during the whole period the temperature remains steady at 

normal and subnormal, we may safely predict that the 5 
is, to say the least of it, arrested. With all these patients the 

milliampere meter registered from 150 to milliamperes, 
seldom less; latterly an average of 350 milliamperes has been 
used, and the time five minute: 

“The chart shownis a fairly typical temperature in asevere case. 
For the next three weeks it never rose over ninety degrees; for 
the following eight weeks it never rose over normal, and generally 
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s aily rvations s |. The we 
1; then daily observations were stopped. 

st week, lost one pound: ring the fi ed one poun' iz 

xt two weeks, then steadily gained one to two pounds: 
the ne c 

ve eight weeks. During the fourteenth week e following eight weeks. fc 

tae ent from the eommencement of ‘high frequency” the 

pati nt “put on” three and one-half pounds. Her weight (in her 

cl ix stone and her height five feet one inch. During 
clothes) was six : 

the fourteen weeks’ treatment she gained one stone and four 

HIGH 

iner 

and one-fourth pounds. Two months after, with no treatment, 
she weighed (in clothes) seven stone thirteen pounds, which she 4 
has maintained for the last twelve months. The applications 
were fifty in number, and varied in dose from five to twenty 

"After the third week twenty-minute doses were given _ minute 

on the average twice a week. In March, 1901, twelve months 
after, five applications of thirty minutes’ duration, given on 
five consecutive days, could only raise the temperature to 99° 
in the evening and 98.2° in the morning. Now one finds that 
the average dose is ten minutes with the milliampere meter 
registering 300 to 400 milliamperes.” 

“Forty in all were treated in London, which can at present 
hardly be considered as a first-class health resort, but I am 
strongly of opinion that the application of High-frequeney 
Electrical Currents in sanatoria and like institutions will greatly 
swell the number of so-called cures. It is a remedy that should 
only be administered by medical men, as it needs as much care as any other therapeutic agent.” 

Further information of the original forty-three cases: Three have died; of the rest, thirty-two have had no treatment of any kind whatever for over eighteen months. Eight cases had on an Sverage two months’ treatment each since that time. This year none of them have needed treatment. The majority, who were workers, are performing their usual duties. The three deaths were due to pneumonia, tuberculosis kidney, and larda- ecous disease.’ 

ae Rea beep received from ten to twenty minutes’ to the efflve lon f apites of the earlier cases were Weated Bienes ae vere the bared affected area, the operator's y ring placed in contact with the back of the 



chest; but owing to luck of time, et 
abandoned. Other workers have exped 
that in some eases it would be well to employ general means. aia. 

nder this treatment they lost their Zt 
The tuberele bacilli disappeared ; Dit aoe eae found months after all treatment had been stopped, yet they seemed in good health. Sometimes their sputum would ke without tuberele for months, then a few would reappear for a 
few wee s and then, without treatment, disappear again. The 
bodily weight increased in favorable cases as much as a pound a weel 

When many hundreds of these phthisieal patients have been ubjected to this method we shall be in a position to judge of its 
merits and compare it with the ‘open-air cure,’ which at: present 
has not shown such a good percentage of ‘arrests.’ In my 
opinion, as a valuable adjunct to a sanatorium, it should afford 
every material ance, even in the more severe cases that do 
not usually gain admittance.” 

Dr. H. Thielle reports a series of eases of pulmonary tuber- 
culosis treated with currents of high frequency and high po- 
tential. 

“Out of twenty-six tubercular patients treated, thirteen are 
cured, nine of these were hard-working laborers; four patients, 
who on the road to recovery, are still under treatment; 
seven incurables were treated for the sake of completing his 
study and observations.” 

The author concludes as follow: eas 
“The High-frequeney Effluve fills the therapeutic indication 

demanded by clinical experience; it has an evident action upon 
the chemistry of respiration; increases the respiratory capacity; 
diminishes the frequency of respiration, the production of carbon 

dioxide, the total amount of oxygen consumed and absorbed 
by the patient; as a result, raises the coefficient of oxidation 
and lowers the coefficient of absorption. 

“This action is not temporary; it continues even after the 

‘Bulletin Officiel de la Société Francaise dBlectro-Therapie, November, 
1905. 
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tion of the treatment. When Cn ee 

ve notice from month to month inereased respiratory exehan 
pr eaedna respiratory capacity, we will always find the © 
nase in the existenee of one of the followihg e¢mipitaammm 

ly severe), influenza, syphilis, physical or Cor Ny 

tellectual overwork, prolonged walking, mental depression, intellectus 
a roe pe 

: ei In two with fibrous change (Cases 7 and 8) the Tespira- tory exchanges remain slightly above normal, and the treaty 
prolonged several months, even during one year, did not produce 
any chang 

in : “The High-frequency Bffluve increases the acidity of the urine, 
s or lowers, depending upon the case, the products of 

nitrogenous combustion of the body, and arrests the excessive 
loss of mineral salts, which is a constant symptom of a tuber- 
culous state, 

“The modality produces the following changes in the com- position of the blood: The amount of hemoglobin and the number of red blood cells are increased, and there is usually a decrease of white cells. The tissues being remineralized, the leucocytes obtain the mineral elements of which they are deprived in the tuberculous subject, and, therefore, regain their activity and power; the defenders of the organism remain in fewer numbers but stronger, quality replacing quantity. The number of lymphoeytes, those young cells which perform an important part in the nutrition, repair, and cicatrization of the tissues, is increased. 
“The general health of the patient in all Stages of the dis- case improves under the influence of the effluve respiration is easier, inspiration deeper. All our patients experience a cool sensation, due to the penetration of air in the lungs, especially the one which is the most involved. This cool sensation dis- Appears about the time of the fifteenth application. “The oppression and the dyspnoea disappear after fifteen or twenty seane Sometimes earlier, rarely later. “The cough is modified from the start: it diminishes pro- Bressively and disappears in some of the cases during the first » in others during the second or third month; but the _ 
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coughing spells rarely oceur, exeept at. 
sometimes after meals, and they do not last as 
as painful. " 

azpmea; the song aol dap ySpaceay ¢ are caused by the 
plication of the ozone which is liberated by the 
there is a gradual tolerance. The expectoration i easier 

quent, less abundant, from purulent it br comes mucous and 
ses, as a rule, before the end of the treatment. 
he bacilli disappear sometime during the early months, 

sometimes at the end of the treatment: we have never seen it 
reappear in any of our cases which were cured, Excepting 
temporarily in Case 2, after a severe attack of grippe, aceom- 
panied with high fever. 
“We attach no importance to the quantity of bacilli found 

on the microscopic field, this quantity being very variable. It 
is admitted that the expectoration on rising contains a larger 
number; after this morning expectoration which cleanses the 
bronchi, the following sputa contain less bacilli and often none 
at all. The appearance of the bacilli in the sputum is a late 
symptom. Tuberculosis begins the moment that the bacilli 
penetrate a favorable soil; this invasion is slow, insidious, and 

formerly escaped all our investigations; the study of the chem- 

istry of respiration permits us to detect tuberculosis from its 

inception, and even to recognize the predisposing soil; when the 

enemy is known, it is easy to fight him and to render, by an 

appropriate treatment, the systems of those who are predisposed 

immune against the disease. aa 
“The sleep is better from the first night; the sweats diminish 

and cease when about fifteen applications have been made. 
“The appetite returns after the first few seances, mereases 

after the tenth or so, and gets better and better. The digestion 

is good. ; 

“The strength returns and increases progressively during the 

course of treatment, nearly all our patients were able to continue 

their daily labors, a point of the utmost importance to them 

since they depended upon their labors for a living and often for 

the support of large families. 
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2 2 patient; i ing 
s according to the patient; imereasing 

erry Again it was subject to 

se ss aceon upon the diet, fatigue, ete., variations — 

pserved in healthy individual All our cured 

ight which is greater than that before 

264 

The weight ve i h 

great deal in others. 

variatior 

which are also obs 

cases have maintained @ W 

the treatment. 
i ie . 

“When the patients were weighed, they had taken no food in 
several hours and wore the simplest a nd lightest garments. 

“Tn phthisical cases, with fever, as well as those with soften- 

ing cavities, the effluye alwa z temporarily the 
weep -y capacity and diminishes queney of the respira- 
tion. The lowering of the respiratory rate occurs from the first 

month, but later remains stationary, differing thus from the 
marked gradual decrease observed in the tubercular patients, 
which are curable; although the treatment was extended over 
six months and in some instances over one year, we have not 

been able to restore to the normal rate the respirations, which 

after a lapse of time more or less prolonged, or after cessation of 
the treatment, begin again to ri 

“The general health in the patients belonging to these various 
categories is good or seems good; the appetite returns, the 
weight increases, the strength is regained, work and exercise 

, the night sweats disappear, the nights are good. The 
oppression ceases momentarily, the cough is less frequent and 
painful, the physical characteristics of the expectorations are 
modified. It is less purulent, abundant, easier, and be- 
comes almost negligible. The mental condition is better: the 
patients are hopeful for a cure; the effluve has caused an illu- 
sionary cure, but not a real one, and after a varying lapse of time, the disease resumes its destructive cours 

“The organism is vanquished, the bacillus of Koch continues its work of destruction, and the fatal termination is only a 
question of time. 

“Without the biological xaminations, these temporary improvemei ts and apparent restorations to health, may have given us the illusion of success 
_ “If we have not been able to have, even for one instant, the illusion of curing these patients, we have at least given them 



that illusion, and we have also, thats tome : 

them an immense relief, since in nearly all the 
cough, expectoration, sweats and weakness ‘ 
much ee during the last stages of the disease.” C 

As the great majority of physicians wl 

frequency Gurseuts an theta eat coe ‘sed eee 
of Oudin and @’ Arsonval, it is natural that most of the reported 
cases of tuberculosis have been treated by currents of solenoid 
and resonator types. Although employed in the writer’s own 
practice for over ten years, apparatus and technic for the pro- 
duction and therapeutic application of the Tesla Currents have 
been available for general use only within the last year or two. 

It is obvious therefore, that any great number of clinical reports 
illustrating the value of Tesla Treatments are not as yet obtain- 

able from outside sources. From the writer's own experience 
however, and from a theoretical standpoint, there is every reason 

to believe that in the modern Tesla Apparatus we have a source 

of electrical modalities which not only possess all of the quali- 

fications which have made the resonator and solenoid currents 

of such great value in the treatment of tuberculosis, but which 

poss distinctive therapeutic advantages which cannot be 

duplicated by currents produced in any other manner. The 

general effects of auto-condensation and the local results of 

effluve treatment have demonstrated the importance of these 

methods; but in the Tesla Current applied by the writer 

bipolar methods, we s ultaneously produce effluve and other 

local effects, more intense and penetrating than the resonator 

discharge, and general vitalizing effects which cannot be repro- 

duced by the lower potential currents of d’Arsonval. It should 

be distinctly understood that the writer is not disparaging or 

questioning the therapeutic value of the latter currents; on the 

contrary, it is his practice to administer occasional d'Arsonval 

Treatments to patients undergoing Tesla Treatment for pul- 

‘The increase in cell combustion, metabol- 

ism and elimination, produced by the d’Arsonval Currents are 

not. produced in the same degree by the High-potential Tesla 

Currents which act more especially on the vaso-motor and 

trophic stems. The d’Arsonval Current obtained from the 

monary tuberculosis. 
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oil of the modern Tesla Apparatus is really 

aoe han if produced by a solenoid of the European type 

sis Sar possibilities of the Tesla Treatment in pul 

ay tiber is, even when the current is applied under: 

1 illustrated in the report. 
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monary tubereulos iv i 

the most unfavorable conditions is wel 

sce treated by the writer some five years ago. A yo 
of 

; 

ian of sedentary habits, whose occupation made it nec 
man of sedenta | 
for him to work for the greater part of each night, broke down 
camnpletely a result of overwork. An attack of nervous 

exhaustion left him with a greatly depleted vital resistanee, and 
not unnaturally, he contracted pulmonary tuberculo Tem- 
pors and change of climate were of little avail and he was 

ultimately sent to a celebrated mountain resort noted for its 

open-air treatment of tuberculosis. ‘The disease was progressing 
rapidly to a fatal termination when the writer was asked to 
administer High-frequency Treatment. A special apparatus 
was constructed and installed in the patient’s room at the resort 
above-mentioned. When first seen by the writer the patient 
was apparently nearing the final stage of the disease. His 
physician, one of the principal authorities of this country on 
tuberculosis and its treatment, informed the writer that infection 
had extended to the intestinal canal, and probably to the entire 
organism, and stated that unless a miracle should intervene, 
the patient would die in from one to three months. He ex- 
pressed courteous but pronounced skepticism regarding the 
possibility of benefiting the patient by High-frequency Currents, 
or any other therapeutic agent, while his assistant who per- 
sonally attended the patient, expressed an equally marked 
skepticism but without the courtesy. The writer installed the 
apparatus, administered the first treatment, and instructed the 
nurse as to daily treatments which were to be given. The first effect of the current was to break up the stasis in the more 
healthy portion of the lung tissue, and to aid nature in throwing 
off the accumulated poisons; as a natural result, expectoration 
increased, more bacilli appeared in the sputum, night sweats 
became more profuse and the fever higher. The beneficence of these effects, however, were evidenced by the fact that despite the great drain on the vital energies, comparatively little reaction 



advantage of the increase in the severity of | 
inform the patient that t tment Wes Be three weeks of daily palesticir eee was discontinued. The elimination of the san en ot te gave rise to the above-mentioned 

benefit produced by the treatme: i 
latter the inerease in vitalit: 7 manifested itself and two weds later the rae 
for the first time in months. 

power at once 
g was driven out So far from admitti 

‘ f the treatment, the patient’s physician ae 
improvement to the fact that the electricity had been discon 
tinued; and this, despite the progressive advance of chetaeenee 

during the six months prior to the writer’s visit! Four months 
after the above events, the patient was taken to California; 
apparently became completely restored to health and lived an 
active outdoor life for two years, at the end of which period he 
succumbed to pneumonia resulting from excessive exertion and 
exposure. 

Other cases of tuberculosis treated by the writer have shown 
progressive improvement, almost from the first application of 
the Tesla Currents; three cases were for the most part in the 

earlier stages, before secondary streptococcus infection had 

appeared. Technic in these was generally confined to the 

usual Tesla Vacuum Treatment, the glass electrode being moved 

over the lungs and spine, and the metal electrode applied over 

the solar plexus. f 
In cases treated more recently the double-vacuum technic 

has been employed; White-vacuum Electrodes of the condenser 

type being applied over each lung; this has been varied by the 

occasional use of the Tesla Effluve and d’Arsonval Auto-con- 

densation. f l 
The reports received from other physicians who have en 

ployed the writer’s apparatus and technic in the treatment ol 

pulmonary tuberculosis, amply confirm his own es 

regarding the importance of the Tesla Currents in the treatment 

of the above disease. 

Excellent results have been obtained in the treatment of 
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slations of ozone, even from the erude: 

cave of air across 4 High-potential 
268 HIGH 

tubercular patients by inha 
product obtained from the F 

a glass vessel 
Brush Discharge in a glass v 

oxygen in similar 
Great benefit has followed 

cases, also of aromatic oils, 

and volatile antiseptics administered by means of a nebulizgrs 

Th siter’s recently perfected apparatus and technic for the ne writer’s reeentl) : che fr th 
siontifie treatment of tuberculosis by a simultaneous adminis= 

tration of the Tesla High-frequency Currents, pure ozonized 

: vatie vapors, has been fully deseribed 
Therapeutic Use of Ozone. 

the use of pure 

oxygen, and ionized al 

in the Chapter on the 

D.—Diseases Involving Deranged Metabolism 

ding may be grouped a number of general Under the above he " 

ve pathological effects. diseases of obscure origin but distine 
We have, for example, diabetes which involves the improper 
metabolism of the carbohydrates, characterized by the presence 
of sugar in the blood and urine; gout, resulting from the imper- 
fect combustion of cell débris, and other nitrogenous waste 

products, characterized by the presence in the tissues of the 
partially oxidized, insoluble uric acid, instead of the completely 
oxidized soluble urea, which is produced in healthy individuals. 
Uric acid combines with the soda and lime of the tissues forming 
sharp crystals which collect in and around the joints, constituting 
the well-known “chalky” or “gouty” deposits. Obesity is a 
form of mal-nutrition in which fatty foods, instead of being 
oxidized and giving up their energy to the vital functions, 
collect in the s of the subcutaneous areolar tissue forming 
the adipose layers which are commonly termed “fat.”” 

In addition to the above diseases there are many conditions in 
which all the metabolic proce are diminished; these secondary 
conditions result from the constant drain on the vital forces in 
the course of acute and chronic infectious disease. The depletion 
of the sympathetic nervous energy causes a lack of vaso-motor 
power, weakened heart action and insufficient respiration. Asa 
result we have a wasting of the tissues from a lack of nutrition 
and oxygen, an accumulation of waste products, causing rheuma- 

ine the completion of this manuscript several advanced cases of tuber= culosis have been apparently cured after thi 1s Sombined High-frequency and Inbalaties ated aes erearment: by the 



tism in the museles and joints, and insomnia and ; 

from i ere in ie tee and nerves: chill of 

surface of the body, with cold and m “1 
are characteristic symptoms. Seba ee extremities: 

Although differing in their general symptoms, the Varies 

diseases above-described are closely allied, in that they all result 
from some local or general interference with the nutritive and 
metabolic processes of the body. This fact alone would suggest, 
the probable value of High-frequeney Treatment in the above 
conditions, and clinical evidence from a variety of sources offers 
ample confirmation of this conclusion. The influence of the 
d’Arsonval Currents is beneficial in all the above diseases and 

daily treatment with the eage or condenser couch should be 

given if possible, in addition to the local application of the 

resonator or Tesla Currents. General treatment by the Tesla 

Wave Current or the Tesla Effluve, applied over the spine and 

solar plexus, should be employed in the treatment of the above 

conditions, unless complicated by organic heart disease. Local 

manifestations, such as the skin lesions of diabetes, and the local 

pain of rheumatism and gout, require Tesla Vacuum Treatment, 

the electrode being applied over the clothing if acute pain be 

present. Gouty joints in the chronic stage are benefited by 

Tesla Sparks and direct application of the d’Arsonval Current. 

Where stiffness in either muscles or joints occur, the Pseudo- 

Faradie or Motor Impulse current may be used in addition to 

the above methods. It is to be understood that the High- 

frequeney Treatment of the above diseases should be se 

panied by hygienic and dietetic measures, and medical ee 

if desired. One great advantage of High-frequency ie peed 

is the absolute impossibility of its producing any effcets w i 

would interfere with the administration or action of any ee Hs 

form of therapeutic agent. On the contrary, the paar 

and Tesla Currents, by their action on the circulation an en 

stimulation of vital function, actually increase the therapeutic 

efficiency of all varieties of medicinal agents. 
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E—Diseases oj the Excretory Apparatus 

Diseases of the bladder and kidneys result as a rule from the 

continued irritation of urates, uric acid, calcium oxalate and 
other products of deranged metabolism and incomplete tissue 
combustion. In addition to the above causes, diseases of the 
kidneys may result from inequalities in the blood pressure, 
occurring as secondary effects of organic heart disease, or toxie 
infections. When due to deranged metabolism, High-frequeney 
Treatment, as described in the preceding section, will usually 
restore the kidneys to a normal condition by removal of the 
exciting cause. If renal congestion of an active type occurs in 
the course of other diseases, it may be usually relieved by Tesla 
Treatment with Red-vacuum Condenser Electrode, and a metal 
plate over the solar plexus; if fever is present it should be 
treated by the technic described in connection with acute 
infectious disea: Passive renal congestion is usually of a 
chronic or sub-acute type, and should be treated by the local 
use of a White-vacuum Condenser Electrode, with the Tesla 
Technic as above. In organic disease of the kidneys, with 
actual degeneration of the tubular epithelium, the Tesla Currents 
are of the greatest value. Cases of acute and chronic nephritis, 
both the interstitial and parenchymatous varieties, have been 
successfully treated in the writer's practice, by the application 
of the Tesla Currents to the lumbar region, the effluve and 
vacuum electrodes being used, each for ten minutes; followed 
by direct application of d’Arsonval Current by means of sponge 
electrodes. General treatment by the Tesla Wave Current, 
used alternately with d’Arsonval Auto-condensation should 
follow the local direet treatment just described. 

Renal colic may be frequently relieved, and the passage of the 
calculus through the ureter facilitated by pseudo-static sparks 
applied anteriorly or posteriorly according to the position of 
stone. The Tesla Wave Current or Pseudo-Faradie are also 

value in this condition, an olive-tipped electrode with insul: 
stem being inserted into the bladder and a block tin or ™ 
disk electrode being applied to the lumbar region oY 
affected kidney. 



IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF 

In septic infection of the urinary tract such as pyeliti 
nephrosis and cystitis, the metal olive-tipped electrod oe é 
x quae i : le is inserted 
in the bladder as above, connected to the terminal of the Tesla 
Coil, while a White-vacuum Condenser Electrode connected to 

the center terminal is applied to the surface over the kidney or 

bladder.* In acute cystitis of the catarrhal type, the same 

technic is employed substituting a Red-vacuum Electrode for the 

White. In acute cystitis complicating a gonorrheal urethritis, 
a Red-vacuum Electrode, shaped like an ordinary sound, = 

inserted through the urethra into the bladder, and connected to 

the center terminal, the Red-vacuum Condenser Electrode being 

connected to Terminal B and applied to the surface over the 

bladder. Persistent gleet may be permanently cured by frequent 

treatments with similar technic, but the urethral electrode 

should be exhausted to a white vacuum in place of the low red 

tube, used with acute inflammation. 

Urethral stricture may be relieved in many cases by the use of 

the Pseudo-statie or Tesla Wave Current, an insulated olive- 

tipped electrode being in contact with the fibrous ring of the 

stricture, and the second electrode, consisting of a metal plate, 

applied over the solar plexus. Strictures of the more aggravated 

type are best treated by negative electrolysis with the galvanic 

current, each sitting being terminated by @ five-minute Tesla 

Treatment with a Low Red-vacuum Electrode in the urethra. 

Functional impotence from excesses, or of nervous mer 

origin yields readily to High-frequency Treatme
nt. The cae 

is applied in the form of the Tesla Effluve over the lumbar an 

i 
‘i ver the solar plexus. 

§ § h stal electrode being over the sols 
sacral spine, the me ag OV lee ec 

For the psychic effect on the patient, it is we : 

5 eat : Blectrode 
treatment with a short application of the Red-vacttt Ele! 

over the testicles and perineal region. 
1 See “ Tesla vacuum Technique.” 



CHAPTER XXIV 

THE TREATMENT OF DISE OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM Ry 
i HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS 

Tuer physiol action of the various High-frequency Modali- 
ties on the different types of nerves has heen more or less gener- 
ally explained in the preceding Chapters. 
The d’Arsonval Current does not affect the nerves directly, 

but it is of value in restoring defective metabolism resulting 
from the depletion of the nervous energy of the body and may 
be used locally in connection with the Tesla Currents for the 
purpose of re-establishing cellular growth and nutrition in cases 
of muscular atrophy or incipient degeneration of the nerve fibers, 
The general rules for the application of High-frequency Currents 
in diseases of the nervous system have never been definitely 
formulated, but the results obtained by the writer during his 
ten years’ experience in High-frequeney Therapeutics seemed 

Justify the following tentative conclusions: 
Diseases of the nervous system may be divided into certain 

classes, each of which corresponds to definite methods of treat- ment. For example, diseases of the motor nerves, involving loss 
of muscular power, are treated by White-vacuum Condenser Electrodes over the spine, and peripherally, by some variety of Multi-frequency Current: the Tesla Effluve being properly included under the latter head. 

The second group of diseases comprises the affections of the Sensory nerves, such as neuralgia, sensory paralysis, lumbago, ete., which should be treated by the effluve from a Tesla Coil in connection with a condenser couch, the White-vacuum Electrode 
by the indirect or Tesla Method, sparks of the Pseudo-statie 
type, and labile applications of the d’Arsonval Current. 

In the third class we have diseases involving loss of trophic: 
influence, including the various skin diseases of nervous origin pas 4 



ind constitutional tendenej ich’ aie 
cuch as earbuneles, boils, ste, ae io 
veally benefited by the direct Effiuve and ingen oes ate 

treatment; renee sary Vacuum 

and White-vaewum Condenser Electrodes, ‘The pomp 
infections which result from the trophie depleti 
carbuneles and furuneles, may be shee in nee such as 

ise of the Tesla Are or High-frequency Cate heir course by the 

In the next class we have the various types of neuritis which 
involve the inflammation and sometimes partial degeneration of 
certain nerves. These conditions should be treated by local 
application of the @Arsonval Currents and by the Red-vacuum 
Electrode applied by the monopolar indirect method over the 
affected area. Paralysis, resulting from neuritis in a motor 
nerve, should be treated peripherally by the methods enumerated 
under “Motor Affections.” Chronic neuritis with pain and loss 
of power in the muscles, such as sciatica, should be treated by a 
White-vacuum Electrode connected for the Tesla Technic and 
applied along the course of the nerve with intermittent contact, 

so as to produce sparks from one-half to one inch long, between 
the end of the electrode and the body. This Vacuum spark 

treatment has also given good results in cases of tri-facial 

neuralgia, torticollis, and similar affections. Multi-frequency 

Currents, while of use in treating muscles partially paralyzed 

as the result of neuritis, should never be used over the course of 

the inflamed nerve. 
The next group includes diseases involving degeneration ue 

some portion of the spinal cord, or of the spinal nerve ee 

Under this head may be mentioned locomotor ataxia, infantile 
paralysis, paraplegia, lateral sclerosis, ete. 

Peripheral creas resulting from these
 diseases are ees 

in accordance with the above rules, irrespective of their eet itt 
origin, ‘The lesions in the spine, however, are treated se i 

the same manner as eases of chronic neuritis. Local @ mag 

Treatment is employed with # stable electrode es the es 

plexus, and a Jabile electrode over the spine. Hen {St 
paralysis agitans, and senile dementia, involve hemorrhag! 

tate i sated more or less success 
degeneration in the brain, and are treat 
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<i by application of Vacuum condenser electrodes 

os are ne applied to the base of the brain, or over the 

Ke i to of the cortex. Tesla Technic is employed with 

tea electrode over the solar plexus. In atrophy or degen- 

eae affecting the optic tract, or the medulla, the same technic 

Se but the metal electrode is placed in the mouth of 
the patient. Local or constitutional conditions resulting from e ps . Loca 
the above diseases should be treated by the methods described 
under the various headings. Migraine, congestive, or nervous 
headaches, readily yield to treatment by the Red-vacuum elec- 
trode over the solar plexus. Excellent results have also been 
obtained in the treatment of epilepsy by the High-frequeney 
Currents; the technic is similar to that employed in other brain 
affections. 
The next and last group of nervous diseases includes the so- 

called “Functional Neuroses,” such as hysteria, chorea, neu- rasthenia, ete. General treatment of these conditions involves the use of a brisk Tesla Effluve over the spine, with a metal electrode over the solar plexus, occasionally reversed by using the effluve over the solar plexus and the metal electrode over the base of the spine. Local affections are treated by appropriate methods in accordance with the rules given above. General @Arsonval Treatments with the Condenser couch should be given frequently in this class of diseases, especially when the nutrition is impaired. 



CHAPTER Xxv 

INFECTIOUS AND AND MALIGNANT NANT DISEASES 

jouGH it is true that the majori Se ue jority of of High-fr 
ents are specialists who treat only Be pone a ie y 

ie that the value of the eur) * iseases, it is 
ren’ it is also 

octal ts in the treatment of acute 
is even great 

\ronie conditions. The phere iy i: they are applied 
to 

vrity of High-frequency Treatment amon; - ts uname 

ias been the cumbrous nature of the ns lees 

is dependence upon the electric lighting ie wee tae 

This objection no longer exists, as the ed 

recently perfecte i 

Si eat Of Coe eee ee ce 
drawn from a small aus re pares ~ f ee pees ae 

incorporated with the reat aby eat aly Tee 
We i S orming apparatus in a portable 

case about 2 square.’ (See Fig. 181.) Despite its apparent 

insignificance when compared, for example, with the writer's 

Hereules Machine, this little instrument has thoroughly demon- 

strated its remarkable therapeutie possibilities. During the 

past year a number ‘of these little machines have been in use 

being especially adapted for installation in the homes of bed- 

ridden patients. Their technic and adjustments are simple, 

and daily treatments may be given by the nurse or attendant 

under the instruction and occasional 
supervision of the physic 

in charge. Not only local conditions, such a diseases of the 

skin and septic areas, but chronic constitutional diseases, such 

as rheumatism, arthritis, and organic affections of the heart, 

essfully treated by this little device. Up to the 

en constructed for the writer's 

who are unable to 
have been suce! 

present time this instrument has bet 

use, for installation jn the homes of patients, 

only used in automobiles, ean be 

1“ Columbia Dry Cells,"” such as are come i b 

employed with this machine if desired. Six of these ‘cells will run the appa 

eaths for approximately fifty treatments, at 2 total cost of $1.25. 
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INFECTIOUS AND MALIGNANT DISEASES 
Prompt Tesla Treatment with the effh ‘ uve i 

o the spine and solar plexus, followed by a poet Sere 
f the High-frequency Wave Current, will actually atone emt varieties of acute infectious disease if administered 

in the course of the attack. 
the period of incubation, treatment 
In the acute stage, with chills, 
fteen-minute treatments 

sufficiently In the prodromal stage, and ts should be given twice daily. fever, headache, nausea, ete. hould be given at intervals of thirty bsides, and the patient breaks out in perspiration. For the above purpose, a heavy current is usually 
necessary, such as that produced by the writer’s Ajax, or Hercules 
Machine. 

minutes until the fever s 

Nevertheless, in several instances acute infections 
such as La Grippe, have been successfully aborted by the 
persistent application of currents from the little portable ap- 

ratus above deseribed. 
Septic areas or the local lesions of infectious diseases, whether 

superficial or subeutaneous, readily yield to prompt treatment 

Fic. 182.—The Author’s Localizing Efflaye Electrode for Treating Uleers 
and Septic Areas. 

with the Tesla Currents. Uleerated areas should be treated 

with the Tesla Effluve from a fine metal brush electrode; if the 

mucous membrane be the seat of the lesion, the effluve may be 

localized by the use of a metal brush inside of an insulating elas 

tube, open at the end (see ). This electrode was a 

employed by the writer in 1897; shortly afterward a device of 

almost identical construction was placed upon the market by 

a Paris manufacturer under the title of “Bisserie’s Brush Elee- 

trode: 

Lesions which do not involve ulceration or solution of ae 

continuity may be treated with the Red-vacuum ee 

‘This applies to almost all of the local acute diseases of the S11 

and mucous membrane, of bacterial or parasitic origin. | 08 

subcutaneous areas of infection, including abscess one 

in the early stage of congestion and stasis, the Red-vacuum 

Condenser Electrode should be employed, with the Tesla Technic} 
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iy 

a 
suppuration,

 the White 
in later stages, involving active suppuratio 
in later stages, 

severe cases of rades should be employed. In severe ease Bee 

Seen vith cerebral and pyzmie symptoms, hic. h 
abscess with cerebral 2 Se ae ‘echoes aa 
vs treatment with the White-vacuum elect PP 

eee ‘and a metal electrode in the mouth of the patient, externally, and a a £ us pe 
se ee J an absolute dispersion of the acute manifestations, the: roduced an ’ A : : 
ais eping naturally inside of five hours. The next day - 

ihe pul War withdrawn, atid although cover elves alia » pus was withdrawn, ig ‘ : 
ae of streptococci and staphylococei, sl Ss re Ww ss i 

were obtained in a plate-culture on attered colonie: 

gelatin. 

errata teas ai Pea are lymphatic glands 
have been successfully treated by the above method, which is 
also applicable to almost any type of sub-acute inflammation 
accompanied by hyperplasia. Diseases of the skin of a sub- 
acute or chronic character resulting from, or a: sociated with 
diseases of the digestive system, or derangements of the nutrition 
are almost without exception amenable to High-frequeney 
Treatment. Eczema, acne, psoria alopecia, seborrhea, ete., ave been repeatedly cured by well-known practitioners, most of whom have employed the direct effluve and vacuum treat- ment, in some instances supplemented by the use of the X-Ray or the Ultra-violet Ray from a Piffard Lamp. The writer has employed, in the above conditions, both Red- and White-vacuum electrodes; the latter giving the best results in chronic condi- tions, the former in lesions of the acute congestive type. The Tesla Technic appears to be more efficient, than the direct monopolar treatmeht. In obstinate cases which do not yield to the latter methods, the X-Ra Conder ‘lectrode will often prove efficacious. -In superficial malignant conditions as epi- thelioma, lupus, rodent ulcer, ete., the treatment with the X-Ray electrode should be si upplemented by the Tesla Effluve and in obstinate, refractory, conditions, by the High Ultra- violet Rays from a lamp with iron electrodes, operated by the condenser discharge from a Tesla Apparatus. Malignant disease of the mucous cavities should be treated on similar lines, with electrodes exhausted to an X-Ray vacuum. Epitheliona of the cervex uteri may be successfully treated by the s . 
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vacuum method, recently devised by the writer, whi described in a previous chapter. 

279 
‘ich has been 

Cancer of the body of the 
terus may be similarly treated, substituting an X-Ray Con. 

denser Bleetrdde 20m the: Cone eee Electrode, which is denser E Low 
applied to the supra-pubie region. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

FOR CURRENTS OF HIGH-FREQUENCY USES FOR ¢ i SPECIAL 

ing chapters the writer has pis dese b 

- eae for the application of High-frequency Currents in” the methods a s general and local diseases. Few cases haye | the more prominent ge we iceessful use of the different methods 3 been ete lortrating the perseeem sia y instance in'whiaill 
in she various Seite ean of a given affection is described, technic ei a iain been affenen: either in the writer's Nena or in the experience of some other recognized 
authority. 

. ‘ The therapeutic use of High-frequency Currents is based upon! physiological effects of such a fundamental character, and the rules for the use of the different High-frequency Modalities are so broad and simple that a detailed description of the technic of treatment of the general and local symptoms in the course of an ordinary “cold,” (or acute coryza), is in reality a complete guide to the physician in the use of these currents in practically all varieties of local and general disease. The Vitalizing and invigorating effects of High-frequency Treatment are necessarily beneficial in all diseased conditions; and special effects, resulting from the various modifications of technic, are secondary to the fundamental action of the High-frequency Oscillations, There are many diseases which have been effectually treated by High-frequeney Currents of which no especial mention has been made in the present volume. From a consideration of the technic for the treatment of the typical examples of the different classes of diseases, herein described, the physician may obtain an intelligent idea of the methods which should be adopted in the treatment of any particular disease which has not been mentioned by the author. 
The use of High-frequency Currents in the various medical “Specialties,” is in itself a broad subject for consideration, 280 
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‘arious diseases of the ated with Hi fe trachoma, granular lid _Ptosis, exophoria, and incipient o otitis media, tinnitus, aural eatarrh, Eustachian infos ti mation and stricture, and various affections i , s of the inner ear an a i 

naa 
id acoustic 

Cases have been reported in which y. and ear have been suecessfully tre Currents; for example, 10 
cataracts, pto: aS) glaucoma, ptic neuritis, also 

Similarly a fairly large treatise might be writte 
the practical uses of the High-frequeney 
Actual anesthesia during extraction of teeth has been success- 
fully induced by the use of Tesla Currents, double vacuum 
electrodes being used, one against the gum, the other on the 
skin over the dental nerve. 

Pyrrheea ayeolaris has been treated with exceptional success 
by the Tesla Currents; a special set of vacuum electrodes has 
been devised for the treatment of this disease. (See Fig, 183.) 
The little portable apparatus designed by the writer, and 

described in the preceding chapter, is especially adapted for 
dental High-frequeney work. 

‘The lack of system and codrdination in the clinical reports of 
pecially those 

which have appeared in the various medical journals in Am 

during the past five years, has renderéd it well-nigh imp 

to draw reliable conclusions in regard to the absolute and r i 

value of the different methods for the generation and application 

of High-frequency Currents in the treatment of disease. — 

Statements appearing in the present volume regarding the 

therapeutic action of these currents are based mainly upon the 

writer’s personal experience, but in no instance has he made 

any definite statement as to the value of any special method 

in relation to a particular disease unless the results of his oy 

clinical experience had been confirmed by one or more reliable 

i anon to the ultimate production of a thoroughly reliable 

“Clinical Manual” compiled from the records of a large ee 

of practitioners who employ High-frequency Curren’ in i ‘ 

practice, the writer has prepared a blank form (a supe te 

which will be found in each copy of this book), for the systematic 

: n. concerning Currents in dentistry, 
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treated with High-frequency Currents between 

sculls -y,1910. In the interests of humanity « present time and January 

ena ene sion at large, the author urgently requests and of 
very reader of this book who is a practitioner of electro-therg: 

vaties to record his cases on forms of this description and 

Fic. 183.—Vacuum Electrodes for Treatment of Pyrthoea Alyeolaris, 
forward them to him in care of the publishers (The Rebman 
Company, New York). Extra blanks for records may be obtained on application. It is the author's intention to prepare a clini- cal manual compiled from these reports. The book will form a 
sort of sequel to the present volume and due acknowledgment 
will be made of the assistance rendered by the physicians who 
may have submitted clinical reports. 
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